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ABSTRACT
Schulz, Alexander Michael. MFA. The University of Memphis. May, 2012. The
Discovery of Audio and Video. Major Professor: Cary Holladay.
Brothers create. Brothers destroy. After the death of his brother, Matthew, Eric
Welsh is left questioning his place in the world. He’s unhappy with his job as an editor at
a local news station, he feels out of place is his hometown of Louisville, Kentucky, and
he feels a lingering jealousy toward his brother’s success as a screenwriter. Something
needs to change, but Eric doesn’t know how to bring that about. When he begins a search
in Chicago to find out more about his brother’s life and death, he comes across
Matthew’s notes for an unfinished screenplay. Eric takes on the project as his own. In the
process he recounts his past with Matthew, and begins to see his brother and himself in a
new light.
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I
This is A Long Drive

The waiting room of the Cook County Medical Examiner’s office was bright with
the sterile light of overhead fluorescents. Fake palm trees stood in the corners, and a hand
sanitizer dispenser was mounted on the wall with a sign that read, “Clean Hands Save
Lies.” There was an odd scent in the room; a flowery air-freshener, with something sharp
and chemical underneath, something that couldn’t quite be covered. Eric Welsh sat on the
red cushioned bench while his mother cried next to him. His father filled out a form
attached to a clipboard. Eric’s brother, Matthew, had been missing for a few days, and
now he was reduced to information on a sheet; height—5’6, weight—140, hair color—
red, eye color—blue, age—28. Eric couldn’t quite grasp the idea that they were only two
years apart. He always forgot that Matthew was shorter than he was. The bottom of the
page was reserved for the information of the person making the official identification.
Eric watched his father write, “James Welsh, Father,” and then stop, holding the pen
against the paper, creating a small bleed of ink. Eric’s mother stopped crying, and all
three of them looked silently from one to the other. They existed in the same space—
that’s what it felt like to Eric. In all the other moments of family silence he’d experienced
there was a separation. Now, they were together in confusion and pain.
Eric and his parents had arrived from Louisville the previous day after a call from
Matthew’s roommate, Sam, to tell them Matthew had officially been declared missing.
The two had been out together. Sam had gone home, and Matthew went out for a walk
that he never returned from. On the ride to the airport, Eric’s parents acted like nothing
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was wrong, that they were just going to Chicago to find and bring home their wayward
son. Once in the city, the police directed them to the Medical Examiner’s office. Eric’s
mother burst in and spoke urgently through the hole in the glass that the secretary sat
behind.
“My son is missing. We need to look at the bodies and see if he has been brought
in. We need to identify him,” she said.
“I’m sorry, but it doesn’t work that way. The detectives in the missing persons
department need to finish their investigation first.”
Eric stood a few feet back, watching his mother. She stayed at the secretary’s
window not moving until his father came and took her arm, guiding her back to the
parking lot.
Now they were there to actually see the body and make the final identification.
The police pulled a body with no ID from the Chicago River early that morning, and
identified Matthew from his fingerprints, which were in the national database from the
time he punched a cop at a protest to stop funding cuts to a Chicago arts program. A tall
man in a suit came out from behind a sliding glass door that led into the rest of the
building and walked to where they sat. He held a manila envelope against his chest.
“Are you the Welsh family?”
“We are,” Eric’s father said, looking up from the clipboard.
“I’m Mr. Jefferson. I’m a member of the identification team.”
His voice was high pitched and nasal, not what Eric was expecting. Mr. Jefferson
held out his hand for the clipboard and also asked for a photo ID from each one of them.
The rule was that no more than four direct family members could be in the room for the
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identification. As they handed over their drivers licenses, Mr. Jefferson scribbled onto a
sheet of paper in his folder. The only reference for the situation Eric had was episodes of
Law and Order. He didn’t know what they were supposed to do when they got in there;
nod solemnly and say, “yes that’s him,” or break down and cry, giving their answer
through the power of emotion? Were they going to lift a sheet with Matthew lying
underneath? What if it turned out not to be him and this was all a painful mistake? Eric
sighed at his own foolishness. Mr. Jefferson told them follow him, and the family went
through the sliding glass door, past a bank of gray file cabinets, and into a small office.
They were asked to sit down in the three chairs arranged in front of a small, black
television. This was not the scene Eric envisioned.
“Where’s the body?” he asked. He was surprised by how anxious he was to see it,
but he had been preparing himself for the sight, and Matthew wasn’t there.
“It’s not done like that. The identification is done via closed circuit television,”
Mr. Jefferson said.
He picked up a remote control and clicked one of the buttons. The television came
on with a faint electronic buzz, and there was Matthew lying against a metal table. Eric
looked at the screen.
“Shit,” Eric said softly. “Fucking shit.”
This was Matthew; it just didn’t seem like him. There was a large cut going across
his right cheek. His skin was pale, void of all color, and his eyes were closed. There was
a line going down his chest where he had been cut open for the autopsy. He looked calm
and still.
“The official cause of death is accidental drowning,” Mr. Jefferson said.
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Eric thought about all those years ago when Susannah, his ex-girlfriend, had
almost drowned at the Falls of the Ohio, and he wondered if Matthew felt the same kind
of terror she’d described. Eric’s mother stood from her chair and paced the room,
wringing her hands.
“Maria, can you sit down? We need to get through this,” Eric’s father said.
“I just talked to him on the phone last week,” she said.
She stopped moving, but didn’t sit down. Eric tried to smile at her, but she was
miles away from that room, probably somewhere in Matthew’s childhood.
“Does your son have any identifying marks?” Mr. Jefferson asked. Eric could tell
by his detached tone that the man had done this countless times.
“Yes,” Eric’s father said. “A small, brown birthmark on the left side of his
forehead. Near the hairline.”
Mr. Jefferson repeated the description into a small intercom on his desk, and the
camera zoomed in on Matthew’s forehead. Eric’s entire body pulsated with a ball of
shock that started in his chest and radiated outwards. He closed his eyes and imagined a
stone dropped in a pond, the expanding rings indicating where it had once been. His
fingers felt like they were falling asleep, and his limbs were filled with lead. The
unfairness of the world seemed much more evident in that moment. Matthew was a
screenwriter—the thing he had wanted to be ever since the two of them made movies in
their backyard—and his career seemed to be taking off. He wrote a script that had been
made into an independent film, which had generated some buzz. Apparently some larger
studios were interested in what he was working on next, though his “next project” had
been in the works for years. Eric opened his eyes, and the camera zoomed back out.
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“Is this Matthew Welsh?” Mr. Jefferson asked.
“Yes,” Eric’s father said. His voice was soft; his own shock seemed to be taking
over.
Mr. Jefferson filled out a few more lines on his forms and then handed them to
Eric’s father, who mechanically signed his name where he was told. Then he glanced up
at Mr. Jefferson.
“What’s this toxicology report?” Eric’s father asked.
“That indicates what was in your son’s system at the time of death,” Mr. Jefferson
said.
“Why does it say alcohol and cocaine?”
“Because those substances were present. The cocaine was low, but the amount of
alcohol was higher. We suspect your son was inebriated and fell in the river.”
“Matthew was a good kid,” his father said.
“He would never do drugs,” his mother said.
Eric was startled by her voice. She had been quiet for so long that he almost
forgot she was in the room. Eric’s parents were both out of their chairs now, and he saw
that they were trying to show a united front, an effort they rarely made.
“Shit, Matthew was an adult. Doing drugs doesn’t make you a bad person, it
just…” Eric said.
He stopped mid-sentence. He didn’t know what he was trying to say, if he was
defending his brother’s decisions, or just trying to start an argument, engage in a
conversation he could control. Mr. Jefferson smiled and asked them to sit down again.
This man was a professional who dealt with grieving families all the time.
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Mr. Jefferson told them that they needed to contact a local funeral home as soon
as possible so that the death certificate could be filed, and so they could make
arrangements with their home state. Eric watched the man’s mouth, but the words seemed
disconnected from the movement, like when he couldn’t get the audio to sync with the
video on an editing job at the news station. Eric’s father worked at the same station as a
cameraman, and Eric wondered if he was framing this shot in his head. When Eric’s
father asked for a recommendation, Mr. Jefferson told him he could not legally make one,
and that there were plenty of funeral homes to choose from in the phone book. Mr.
Jefferson expressed his condolences and then walked all them back to a counter near the
front of the building. They were told to wait so they could gather Matthew’s personal
effects. A few minutes later a woman came from behind a stack of file cabinets and asked
Eric’s father for his ID. Everything had to be given to the next of kin, and there had to be
proof of who that was. Eric thought the act was strange because it seemed so much like a
task a son would have to do for his father, not the other way around.
When the woman handed over the bag, Eric’s father signed a sheet and handed
the bag to Eric. He was surprised and stared for a moment until his father turned, and
took Eric’s mother’s arm and walked out of the building. The door opened on a bright
day, and a cool gust of wind hit Eric in the face. This was it, he thought, the changing of
the guard. They were no longer responsible for Matthew’s well being. It was over so
quickly. The three of them walked to the curb and hailed a cab.
On the ride back to the hotel, Eric held up the bag that contained only Matthew’s
keys and cell phone. He knew Matthew had a whole apartment of stuff they had yet to
see, but in that moment it felt like Matthew’s life was reduced to those two objects. Back
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at the hotel, Eric’s parents sat down on one of the beds and began going through the
phonebook. Eric sat down in the chair by the small table near the window. He put
Matthew’s two possessions down on the table, took out his phone, and looked up a list of
funeral homes, but decided to let his parents go through the act themselves. They bonded
in the crisis. In their older years Eric’s parents had settled. Their fights were far less
frequent and, most importantly, less intense. It wasn’t so much love that they had grown
into, but a state of comfort. His mother had retired from being a high school English
teacher. She spent time at home alone, while his father was at work, and that helped
create a balance. They had their own things that they did but, because they were so used
to it, mostly enjoyed each other’s company. When Eric thought about this, he wanted to
tell himself that it was sad. In reality compared to their more verbally violent, albeit more
passionate, days, these days were much easier to deal with.
After almost an hour explaining the situation, giving the proper information,
Eric’s father hung up and just stared at the phone. Eric felt trapped. The small hotel room
was suffocating, seemed to press the circumstances against them.
“I knew from the time Matthew was little that he was bound for great things. He
had a creative mind, he had drive,” his father said.
“I know. I was right there alongside him when we were kids,” Eric said.
“To be robbed of his life, when it seemed like he was at his prime. How the fuck
do you begin to understand that?” He paused. “Can you imagine how cold he must have
been in that water?”
“Chicago is…yeah, really cold,” Eric said.
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Eric saw his father’s concern as a little pathetic. At a time when nothing could
matter less than how cold Matthew was it seemed to be where he was focusing. Maybe it
was a way to keep distracted.
“Can you imagine being the person who spotted him? The police said it was
somebody fishing in the river. Do you remember when they said that? That must have
been so unsettling, to be looking for fish and find a person,” his father said.
“I don’t remember them saying that.”
Eric put himself in that position. He had never visited Matthew in Chicago even
though his brother had been in the city since starting college there, a fact that filled Eric
with sudden regret. What he’d seen of the city so far was a blur, a picture clouded over.
He hadn’t gone to the river yet, wasn’t sure if he could handle looking at the water that
had claimed his brother. He imagined himself on a cold and empty walkway by the river.
He looked down to the water rushing by, and saw a limp, pale figure moving with the
current, but every time he tried to focus on the face he couldn’t make out any features.
“I couldn’t imagine it.” Eric paused. “Maybe I’ll go to the vending machine and
get a soda. Anybody want something to drink?” He got up from the chair, but didn’t
move toward the door.
“I just wish I could hold him,” his mother said. “I know he refused to come home
often, but he had a good heart. I think they made a mistake about the drugs, I don’t think
Matthew was into that kind of stuff. At his center he had a good heart. If I could just hug
him one last time and remind him of that.”
Eric’s mother turned to him with wide, bloodshot eyes, the skin under her eyes
dark and sagging. Her black hair was pulled back tight and the streaks of gray on either
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side were prominent. Her sadness made her look old. He knew his mother’s hope for this
kind of closure was useless, but he wasn’t about to deny her. Eric’s father stood and
walked to the mini-fridge. He broke the seal on a tiny, expensive bottle of vodka and
sucked it down.
“I swear I’ll help you get through this,” Eric said, but he didn’t know what he
could do.
“At least he’ll be coming home for the funeral,” his mother said.
Eric hadn’t said a word to him since May—the last time Matthew was home—and
that was five months ago. Their fights had slowly built on each other until it reached the
point where Eric thought there was no going back. The last time he spoke to Matthew
wasn’t significant, but Eric wanted some meaning now. He played the scene back in his
head, like one of their films, trying to find a lasting moment that he could hold onto.

Matthew came to town on one of his sporadic visits. Their cousin, Robert, had
just turned fifteen, and insisted Matthew come to his party. Eric often wondered about
Robert’s strong attachment. Maybe it had been the time Matthew let Robert act in a short
film at the last Fourth of July picnic. Robert always asked Matthew about what it was like
to work in the movies, and wanted to know all about his camera. Maybe it had to do with
Robert’s father not being around. Eric’s mother had finally talked Matthew into coming
home for the weekend.
Matthew stood at the edge of a pool in the backyard of their aunt’s house. Eric
walked up and stood next to him.
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“What do you say, Snap Bean?” Matthew had recently reverted to calling Eric by
his old nickname.
“Not much,” Eric said.
The scent of chlorine mixed with that of meat cooking on the grill. The kids in the
pool laughed, and screamed, and splashed. The parents made their small talk. Eric and
Matthew were clearly adults, at least that’s how Eric thought of them, yet they somehow
didn’t fit in; older than the kids, younger than the parents. They stood and watched the
water together.
“To have that kind of freedom again, to be unencumbered,” Matthew said.
“Yeah, they have it made.”
Eric often wondered if Robert were developing an interest in filmmaking, just as
he and Matthew had as kids, because it didn’t just have to be Matthew that could guide
him. Eric may have not gone to film school like Matthew, but he knew techniques from
his own study, from their collective childhood filmmaking. Were those the
unencumbered days Matthew was thinking of? Eric turned and was ready ask, but
Matthew spoke first.
“The news station is well?”
“Yeah. Well.” Eric said.
“Still enjoy working with Dad?”
“We don’t interact much on a daily basis…so just like living at home,” Eric said.
Matthew forced a laugh and took a sip of his beer. Eric watched him drink and
thought about the way beverages punctuated conversations. What would people do
without their small distractions?
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“Well, I’m going to try one of those hot dogs,” Eric said.
“You’ll have to let me know how they are.”
Eric walked off and never talked to his brother again. Matthew had somehow
slipped out, after Robert opened his presents, without Eric noticing. When he scanned the
crowd tying to find Matthew, he wasn’t there. Eric had been hurt that he didn’t say
goodbye, even more so when he found out Matthew had gone back to Chicago that
afternoon. Eric’s mother told him that Matthew had to get back for a meeting.

Eric looked down at Matthew’s things on the table and hit a few buttons on the
cell phone, but it didn’t turn on. Matthew couldn’t have gone for a swim, or else he
would have taken these things out of his pockets. Then for the first time he wondered
about Matthew’s wallet. Maybe it was still at his apartment. He suddenly wanted
closeness, an intimate exposure to his brother’s existence, to know what Matthew’s life
had been. Maybe having a task would be better than just sitting in the small room.
“Let’s go to Matthew’s apartment,” Eric said. “We need to bring his stuff home
with us.”
He picked up the keys off the table and fingered the grooves of one of them. His
parents silently nodded, almost in unison. They left the room and flagged down another
cab. Eric leaned his head against the window and watched the city move past as they rode
downtown, the skyscrapers towering. The cab pulled up to a brick building with greenframed windows. The trees out front had lost their leaves and stood spine-like against the
façade. The building was part of a complex of apartments right off the Chicago River. A
low, black fence surrounded the unit. To one side of the door was a small garden that had
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withered. A small piece of wood hung on the gate, inscribed with a Shakespeare quote:
“Then let not winter’s ragged hand deface in thee thy summer.” Eric felt certain Matthew
would have found a wonderful irony in it, knew he would think it funny in the
circumstance, but Eric couldn’t express that to his parents. He tried the different keys
until the gate swung open. He looked at the number on the key, and started up the steps to
the second floor. His parents followed in silence.
When they made it to the apartment, Eric put the key in and opened the door, and
then hesitated. He wanted access to his brother’s life and now that he was on the
threshold, he didn’t know what was holding him back. Maybe seeing Matthew’s
possessions would make the whole thing more real, as if watching his body on a
television wasn’t enough. Eric stepped through the doorway. The apartment was small
and cluttered. The coffee table was covered with papers, and books, and bowls with the
dried remains of rice. There was a sickly sweet smell, like old fruit. He turned around to
speak to his mother, but she was still in the hallway, trembling right outside the doorway,
and Eric’s father was few paces back.
“I can’t do it,” she said. “To see his things, to see everything he touched and lived
with.”
She began to lower to her knees, but Eric’s father seemed to instinctively snap
from a trance and he stepped forward, grabbing her under the arms, supporting her.
“Come on, you’re not helping anyone by being this way,” his father said.
“What am I supposed to do? Should I be cold and emotionless, like you?”
Eric watched them both grow red in the face. He was fairly certain they had
forgotten that he was even there, something he remembered too well from his childhood.
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He stepped into the hall and immediately resolved that he would be the one to take on
this task. None of them had known what Matthew’s life was in Chicago, and maybe there
would be something damning in there. He could save his parents the pain, be the one to
get the first insight, and bring back the story that was the easiest to handle; a compromise
between reality and the need for closure.
“Dad, take her home. I’ll stay here. You all can fly out tonight and I’ll stay here
and get everything in order. I’ll rent a car and drive back with Matthew’s things.”
Eric’s father didn’t speak, but Eric jumped in again before there was any chance
at protest. Eric assured him that he would be able to take care of the apartment, that the
best thing for them to do was go home and make the arrangements for the funeral. His
father eventually agreed, and Eric helped get his mother back outside and into the cab
that would take them back to the hotel, and then on to the airport.
Once his parents were gone, Eric returned to Matthew’s apartment. He couldn’t
quite believe he was now alone in the task, but his head felt much clearer. He walked into
the main room and stood looking around, and then he moved into the kitchen. There were
some dishes in the sink, and some oranges on the counter that were caving into
themselves. A box of cereal and a newspaper sat on the table, and he felt the lingering
sense of a moment frozen in its place, preserved before it finished happening. He
remembered a time when he was on family vacation, his father driving them up a small
mountain road in Colorado. His father made it his job to research local oddities
everywhere they went on vacation.
“Look to your right,” he said.
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Eric looked out the window and down the edge of the cliff. There was a small
cluster of houses with tin roofs, and an eerie emptiness lay over the scene.
“This used to be the town for the workers at the plant a few miles away,” his
father continued. “One day there was an accident. Radioactive dust fell over the houses.
Everybody left, right in the middle of breakfast. You can’t go down there because it’s
still contaminated, but I read there are newspapers on the doorsteps, even clothes set out
for the day.”
Eric opened the refrigerator which contained only an expired carton of orange
juice, some ketchup, and moldy cheese. Then he heard the door open in the hall and his
heart began to race. He stepped quickly into the front room, unsure of what he would do
if it was a burglar. The man was short, with curly red hair, and wore glasses with thick
frames. A satchel hung on his shoulder.
“Who the hell are you?” Eric said.
“Oh fuck.” The man dropped his keys. He got out his cell phone. “What are you
doing here? I’ll call the cops.”
“Stop. I’m Eric Welsh.”
“Matthew’s brother? I’m sorry. You just scared the shit out of me. I didn’t know
you were coming by. I was supposed to meet your parents today to talk to them. I’m Sam.
I was Matthew’s roommate.”
“I volunteered to start moving his stuff. My parents went home.”
Sam stood completely still, maybe thinking if he didn’t move the news couldn’t
find him, like the T-Rex in Jurassic Park.
“We identified Matthew’s body this morning. He was found in the river.”
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The color drained from Sam’s face, and he looked like he was about to vomit. He
took a few steps further into the apartment. Eric moved a stack of papers aside so that he
could sit on the couch, and Sam flopped down.
“What happened on that night?” Eric said.
“I’ve been through it all with the cops.”
“I haven’t heard it. You were the last person to see him alive.”
“Look, don’t get accusatory.” Sam turned to Eric, his eyes wide with fear and
anger. “We were walking home from a party. We’d had a few drinks, but weren’t drunk.”
“I was told that he had a large amount of alcohol in his system, and some
cocaine,” Eric said.
“Okay, maybe we were kind of drunk. The coke was from the day before, though.
I swear.”
“What else?”
“We were right near the river, and Matthew said he wanted to go down by the
water and sit, said something about the reflection of the moonlight. I wanted to go home
and eat some pizza rolls. I thought maybe he met up with some other people, but after a
while I got worried. He never liked to stay away from home all night.” He shoved his
hands in his pockets. “God damn it. Do you have any idea how much I regret those pizza
rolls?”
Eric thought that Sam was right, that he was an asshole and should have waited to
eat. He should have stayed with Matthew. Eric was prepared to say this, to cast the
blame, but he didn’t say anything. He saw how pathetic Sam looked. Sam stood.
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“I’ve got to go,” he said. “The first bedroom off the hall is mine. I’ll be back next
week for my stuff. I just can’t right now. All the furniture is Matthew’s. I live light.”
Sam stood for another moment, and turned to leave. Then he stopped and opened
the drawer in the end table near the couch. He pulled out a wallet and handed it to Eric.
“I almost forgot. Matthew gave me this before he went on his walk, said he didn’t
want to lose it.”
Sam picked up his satchel near the door and left without another word. Eric sat
down on the couch, and opened Matthew’s wallet. A small wrinkled piece of paper fell
out. It was from a fortune cookie and said, “You are the Mast of Every Situation.” He
wondered if Matthew found inspiration in it. There were a couple credit cards, and his
diver’s license that still had his addressed listed in Kentucky. Eric was surprised that he
hadn’t established official residence in Illinois. The rest of the wallet was stuffed with
receipts, notes, and ticket stubs. The contents were complicated compared the essentials
Eric carried; a library card, credit card, and driver’s license. Tucked in one of the side
flaps was a fading picture of a girl with a thin face and dark eyes. Matthew had never
mentioned a girlfriend. Maybe she knew something, but Eric wasn’t sure if he’d be able
to figure out who the girl was. The picture might not have even been recent. He sighed
and put the items on the coffee table.
He thought about what Mr. Jefferson said about the alcohol and drugs. He began
looking in the small hiding places of the apartment; coffee table drawers, couch cushions,
and cabinets. Nothing turned up. Then he walked into what was apparently his brother’s
office. The walls had movie posters: Abbot and Costello, Buster Keaton, and Charlie
Chan. Eric laughed, remembering as a kid Matthew never wanting to watch Charlie
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Chan. The stock mysteries never excited him. Eric went through the stacks of papers and
boxes piled in the room, and at the bottom of a box of DVDs he found a move that
surprised him. Matthew made several copies of one of the movies they made together.
Eric had a copy at home and had watched it dozens of times. It was the third installment
of a series of fantasy spoofs. The film never got finished. After production stopped
Matthew took the completed footage and put together as good a story as he could, and
gave Eric a copy the following Christmas. Eric was just surprised that Matthew had so
many copies. Had he been giving them to people after all these years? He couldn’t still be
proud of that amateur production.
He set the box aside and moved to the desk. The top drawer was filled with scraps
of paper—receipts, index cards, torn pieces of newspaper—that all had notes on them.
Eric read the first one: “That moment of being so alone in your attraction to somebody.”
He guessed that these were the scraps of his brother’s inspiration. He remembered the
habit from when they were younger. Anytime Matthew heard a line that he thought was
clever or that sparked an idea he would say, “I need to put that in a movie.” Most the time
he ended up with random phrases that he couldn’t remember why he wrote down.
The next drawer down, Eric found a box of cassette tapes. On the side of the box
was written, “The Radio Tapes.” Beneath the box was their old tape recorder. He pulled it
out and looked at it, ran his hands over the surface. The back flap holding the batteries
was secured with duct tape. There were worn down places on the plastic from repeated
handling. Eric thought it had been lost. He put one of the tapes in and pressed play,
startled to hear his own voice squeak out—a message from his childhood. It was their old
radio show, broadcast from their basement. He set the recorder down and listened to
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himself pipe on about some baseball game the neighborhood kids had played. Eric hadn’t
thought about the show for years, yet Matthew had saved the tapes. He continued looking
in the desk.
Another box of cassettes was in the next drawer. These were apparently a new set,
and Eric wondered where Matthew got them, because he didn’t think cassettes were made
anymore. On the side of this box in black marker was written “Dark Misgivings.” Each
tape was labeled with a date range. He grabbed a tape from the misgivings box, put it in
the player, and sat down in the middle of the floor. Matthew’s voice crackled to life.
“May 12: Things are shit. Everything is shit, Fucking shit.” There was a brief
pause. “May 13: Did I say things were shit? Maybe not so much. I met a girl at a bar
named Kathryn. That’s the name of the girl, not the bar. It’s a really funny story. I was
wearing this suit because they were having this high class affair at this dive bar. Good
stuff, right? Ironic. Then this person handed me a balloon. So I’m standing there in a suit,
holding a balloon, and my feet are sticking to the floor of this dirty fucking bar, and when
I’m ordering another beer this girl with multi-colored flowers on her dress walks up. I
strike up a conversation and we end up talking about the work of Michel Gondry. It was
absurd, wonderful.” Another pause. “May 14: Kathryn never called. Shit, complete shit.”
Here was the rise and fall of his brother’s days. So strange that Matthew had
continued the habit of those news reports that nobody would ever hear. Eric wondered if
Matthew ever tried playing them for anybody, or if he just kept them to himself. He
couldn’t imagine anybody wanting to hear them. He picked another tape, and with a wave
of panic saw the date—three days before Matthew’s body surfaced in the river. The
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police estimated that his body had been in the water for a day before it was discovered.
This tape would have been recorded near the end. He played the tape.
“This is the strangest part of all,” Matthew said.
Eric heard Matthew close his mouth, as if getting ready to speak, but there was
just the sound of his soft breath. The background noise played for a few more seconds,
and then the tape was blank.
Eric shuddered and put the recorder back in the box. He remained seated in the
middle of the floor, looking around the room at the boxes, books, CDs, and clothes—all
Matthew’s accumulated possessions. He needed to start packing if he were ever going to
get finished. He found an empty box and filled it with the papers from the desk. As he
worked, a thought slipped into his head. Matthew had recorded a tape at least a couple
days before he died. Eric stopped. He heard the desperation in Matthew’s voice on those
tapes. He tried to banish the image of his brother as desperate, and lonely, but the more
he packed the more upset he became. He kept glancing over at the closed bedroom door.
He knew that’s where the balcony was, where he could go out and look at the river. There
were so many strange things about Matthew’s death. Soon Eric’s hands were shaking,
and he threw down the book he held. He stood in the middle of the room and cried. Then
he took a few deep breaths and wiped his eyes. Matthew couldn’t have done it to himself.
Eric decided to go out for a walk, and regretted sending his bag home with his
parents. He opened the closet in the front hall and dug around until he found a sweatshirt.
He pulled the sweatshirt over his head, grabbed Matthew’s keys, and left the apartment.
Out on the street the wind blew and it pushed against Eric as he tried to move forward. A
light rain fell. It hit him in the face as he walked. A large gust came, and Eric saw an
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inverted umbrella tumbling down the street, its metal skeleton bent at odd angles. He
walked until he found a convenience store and went inside to buy a tooth brush and
deodorant. Then he walked on until he found a liquor store. An electronic bell sounded
when he pushed the door open.
The bottles glinted under the white fluorescent light. Eric wandered up one of the
aisles. A blonde sorority-type girl was at the end of the aisle, lightly touching the bottles
with her pink tipped nails. She turned her head and gave Eric a “you wish” look. He
averted his gaze to the shelf, took the first bottle of cheap bourbon he saw, and walked to
the counter. An older man with a white beard, who looked vaguely like Ernest
Hemingway, sat behind the counter. Eric set the bottle down.
“Is that all you need?” the man asked.
“I’m not sure.” Eric looked up at him.
“Well, we’ve got cigarettes…some good beef jerky if you’re hungry.”
“Sure.”
“Sure what?”
“Both?” Eric said.
The man studied him, maybe trying to figure out if he was on drugs. He took a
white paper sleeve and slipped two strips of dried meat into it. Then he opened the
cigarette case.
“What kind of cigarettes?” the man said.
“Camels.”
“Can I see your I.D.?”
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Eric pulled his driver’s license from his wallet. The man studied it, looked up at
him, and then handed it back. He put the pack down and rang up the total. Eric handed
over his credit card.
“Kentucky. A long way from home, aren’t you? Visiting?” the man asked.
“Yeah, my brother lives here.”
The old man nodded, and put the items in a brown paper bag. Eric picked up the
sack and went through the door, the electronic bell announcing his exit in the same tone.
Back at the apartment he put the contents of the bag on the kitchen table and
found a glass in the cabinet. He opened the freezer and took some ice from the half empty
tray. The cubes clinked in the glass. The smell of the bourbon was strong and gave Eric a
sour taste in the back of his throat. He sipped and winced. Then he sat down and took a
bite of beef jerky before lighting a cigarette. He hated beef jerky and rarely smoked, but
sat there and ate, and smoked, and drank. Later he returned to the tape recorder. He
looked at the dates and found the tape labeled, “New Year’s Eve, 2012.” He pressed play
and waited, hoping for the positive.
“Thoughts for an oncoming year,” Matthew said. “Maybe people arbitrarily
assign emotional significance to this time of year, to the concept of a year itself, but I feel
it. I can get behind the idea of growth and rebirth, change and progression. So, I’ve been
working on this idea for a new film. Snap Bean and I can make it together. I’ll write, he’ll
direct—the great collaborative team back together. Maybe we can wash away whatever it
was that kept us apart. This will be a departure from my regular material because it will
have an element of speculative fiction in it. A world of the future where California is
breaking apart from the U.S. Not ideologically, but literally. There are people trapped
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there and they live out their days waiting to sink into the Pacific Ocean. It’s a story about
fracture; the fracture we experience in our everyday lives against the backdrop of a much
larger, uncontrollable fracture in nature. Get this, it will be called The Tale of California
and the Fault Line. Kind of mythic, right? Songs to listen to for inspiration: Desperados
under the Eaves by Warren Zevon, Calamity Song by The Decemberists, and Talking Shit
about a Pretty Sunset by Modest Mouse. I’m interested in somebody experiencing the
end of their world as they know it, questioning their worth.”
Eric pressed stop and sat silently for a moment. How often had Matthew
questioned his own worth?
“He wanted to work with me again?” Eric said. “We haven’t done a project since
he was in college.”
His voice sounded hollow in the empty room. Eric guessed that he liked the
sentiment, but didn’t know what to make of it. There were professional directors willing
to work on Matthew’s films. He took another drink of bourbon and stubbed out his last
cigarette.
On unstable legs he walked from the kitchen to the bedroom, and then slowly
pushed open the door. The sheets on the bed were tangled. Eric continued on to the
sliding door. He took a deep breath and stepped onto the balcony. Below was a small
expanse of lawn with more leafless trees, then a sidewalk, then the river. He stained to
see, and decided he wanted a closer look, so he went back inside, into the hall, and down
a side stairwell.
Once outside, he passed through the gate and stood on the sidewalk above the
river. The rain had stopped, but the river swelled with extra water. The sun began to set,
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gulls circled overhead squawking in a call and response, and people took evening strolls
on the river-walk with their dogs and babies. A man sat on the edge of a concrete wall,
fishing. The place was full of life. Eric turned and watched the flow of the river, tried to
understand the water, the base of the human connection to it. Life depended on water,
cities sprung up around it. In the modern world you simply had water piped into your
house, yet there was still a power that couldn’t be entirely harnessed. Water could pull
people towards it, and sometimes into it. He walked until he found a small flight of steps
that led down and stopped only a foot above the water, a concrete wall on the right. There
was no rail between him and the river. Eric sat down and looked at the trash that had
accumulated near the wall; soda bottles, candy wrappers, Styrofoam, a blue milk crate, a
shoe. This was the refuse of other people’s lives, the collective, important junk. The
middle of the river looked so clean.
Eric could see Matthew’s balcony from where he sat. Was this it? Was this where
Matthew sat before he went in, so close to home? Mounted to the wall, wrapped in the
tentacles of a dead fern, was a silver case with a glass door. Behind the glass was a
lifesaver, grayed with old age, and disuse. Bright red letters on the case said: “Break glass
in emergencies only.” Eric wanted to smash his hand into the glass, but he just walked
over and pressed his palm against the pane. He turned back to the river. His vision filled
with the dark, moving liquid, the only noise in his ears its gurgle. He felt dizzy and closed
his eyes. When he felt himself start to fall he knew he was headed straight for the river,
that he was going to drown, and was ready to feel what Matthew felt. In a flash, Eric
thought of the way Susannah had described almost drowning, the way she felt like hands
were pulling her back. He would become Harrison Ford in What Lies Beneath. When he
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opened his eyes again he was dry, lying against the concrete steps, his back aching. He
stared at the darkening sky and spoke softly to himself.
“My brother wanted to work with me again. He wanted to work with me again.”
He pushed himself up and made his way back to Matthew’s apartment. He went
into the bedroom, climbed into the unmade bed, and passed out.
In the morning he drank a large glass of water and took some aspirin, then tried to
will away his hangover. The cigarettes were now heavy in his chest. He thought about
continuing the packing project, but realized that he still had too many questions to
concentrate. He had the sudden urge to see his brother’s body, not an image on a screen.
He took out his cell phone and called his parents. His mother answered on the second
ring. She probably had been waiting for the call.
“Is everything all right?” she asked.
“Fine. Everything’s going smoothly. How are things back there?”
“Oh, a hundred miles an hour. Your father is taking care of most the
arrangements.”
She seemed to have some of her composure back, and Eric was glad.
“What’s the name of the funeral home here?” Eric asked
“Oh yes, your father took care of that too.”
“I know. I was here. I just might stop by to make sure there are no last minute
problems. Do you have the name?” he said.
“Eric, you are being such a big help. Your father wrote down. Hold on.”
He heard the rustling of papers, and then his mother yelling at his father in some
other room. She finally came back and told him the name, and he jotted it down on an old
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receipt on the coffee table. He told his mother he should get going, that there was a lot of
packing left.
“One more thing,” she said. “Take some pictures for me…of his place.”
Eric agreed to and told her he would call later. He put the address into his phone,
and studied the directions. He put his shoes on, and then went to down to call a cab. He
wasn’t even sure if Matthew would still be there.
The funeral home was a brick building with a blue awning. Eric walked up the
white, wooden steps. Inside there were several large rooms with deep-red carpets. Sample
caskets, all polished and gleaming like cars at a dealership filled one room. Eric stood in
the middle of the front room looking around, not sure what he was supposed to do next.
Then a girl who looked to be in her mid-twenties came in from one of the side rooms.
“Is there something I can help you with?” she asked.
The girl had big, glassy eyes, and a wide nose. Her red hair was tucked up behind
her ears, which had piercings running down the cartilage.
“I’m Eric Welsh. My brother….is being shipped out of here?” He wasn’t sure
how to phrase it.
“Oh yes. We’re in the process of preparing him right now.”
“Preparing?”
“Yes. We have to embalm him before he can be taken to another state,” she said.
“Am I able to see him?”
“Well, it’s not usually customary at this stage.” She rubbed the back of her neck.
“He’s down on the embalming table right now, actually.”
He looked the girl up and down. She seemed nervous.
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“What’s your name?” he asked.
“Gretchen.”
“How did you get involved in this kind of work?”
“It’s a family business. I grew up with it.”
“I couldn’t imagine that,” he said.
“It’s not as bad as everybody thinks. You get used to death.”
“Gretchen, can I please see my brother?”
“On one condition,” she said.
“What’s that?”
“I’m almost done with my shift here. Take me to lunch.”
Eric didn’t know what to say. How desperate was this girl for a date? She wasn’t
that unattractive, but there was something unsettling about her quick, jerky movements.
“If that’s what you want,” he said.
“Follow me.”
They went through a room filled with chairs, through a side door, and down a
flight of steps. They came into a small, sterile looking room. A large sink stood in the
corner, and various instruments covered the counter. Then there, in the middle of the
room, on a metal table lay Matthew. A thin, white sheet draped his body and a tube came
out from underneath it.
“You’re lucky I’m the only one here right now. My dad would flip. I’ll be in the
next room getting some supplies. Try not to touch the body,” Gretchen said.
She stepped quietly away, and Eric moved further into the room. His breathing
quickened. Finally he was standing right next to the table. The smell of the formaldehyde
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was strong, making him nauseous. He took several deep breaths. The cut on Matthew’s
face was cleaned up and Eric reached out to touch it, but at the last second he
remembered what Gretchen said. This was the kind of scene he had imagined walking in
on at the Medical Examiner’s office.
“Holy shit.”
Matthew’s eyes were closed, and his jaw looked stiff. In life his features were
always so animated. When he acted in front of the camera, he sold the performance with
his face, had eyebrow movements learned from Jack Nicholson. Off camera his whole
body told his anger through tensed muscles when somebody went too far off script. Eric
wanted to tell himself Matthew was at peace, finally resting, though he knew that there
was no conscious awareness of relief on his part. He was simply dead.
Eric leaned closer to Matthew’s face. He never thought that they looked very
much alike, but now he was acutely aware of some of their similarities—the shape of his
nose, arch of his eyebrows, the lines around his eyes; they were Eric’s. He couldn’t help
but think that it was himself lying there. He touched the edge of the metal table, and
imagined his own naked body against the cold surface, chemicals pumping through his
veins.
“I’m sorry,” Eric said. “I’m sorry for the distance between us.”
Soon Matthew would be on plane back to Kentucky. There would be plenty of
time to say something more to him, Eric thought. Then he just stood there staring until he
heard Gretchen’s footsteps behind him. He turned around and forced a smile.
“Thanks,” he said.
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“No problem. We should get back upstairs. My dad will be here soon to take
over.”
They walked back up to the parlor. Gretchen asked Eric to hand her his phone,
and she punched in the address of a nearby café. She put her hand against his shoulder,
and told him she would meet him there in half an hour. He left with the cold feeling of
her hand still on his skin. He could just leave, and never have to see her again. Once he
was back outside though, he considered the kindness she’d done him. He paced for a
moment and then walked over to the café.
When Gretchen finally came in, she sat down quickly at his table. She waved the
waiter over and ordered a beer and a club sandwich. Eric ordered the same mostly
because he didn’t have the energy to think of anything else. He struggled for what to say.
“So you prepared my brother?” he asked.
“Yeah, it was a pretty easy job. There were some injuries from bumping around in
the water for a while, but no major reconstruction was required.”
This girl was technical. Eric looked at her fingers. The tips were stained a faint
yellow and her nails were chewed all the way down. He wondered what it was like to
have death seem like just another procedure. The waiter came and sat the food down. Eric
was glad for the distraction. Gretchen kept talking, though, mouth full of sandwich. She
talked about deciding to not go to college, to stick with the family business. She talked
about her last boyfriend who had left her for a sanitation worker.
“As if that’s a cleaner profession.” She paused. “I have trouble making new
friends.” A bit of tomato fell out of her mouth.
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Eric turned his head, acted like he was studying a photograph on the wall. He
wasn’t going to be the one save this girl, to fix her social problems. He began thinking of
ways to cut the lunch short.
“You’re still upset about your brother?” Gretchen asked, finally swallowing.
Eric jumped at the chance to change the subject.
“Yeah. I just wish I knew more. I’m not sure why, but I thought seeing his body
would help things make more sense.”
“When you feel the person’s absence in your everyday life it makes more sense.
Seeing the person dead does nothing.”
He wanted to accept her advice, but he couldn’t bring himself to feel warm
toward her. He finished picking at his own sandwich and took a few sips of beer. Then he
called over the waiter and paid the bill. Gretchen thanked him for the lunch, and he
thanked her for letting him see his brother. Her eyes dropped. When he said he really
needed to get going, she gave him her phone number, already scrawled on a small piece
of paper, and told him to call if he was going to be around for a few days. He said he
would try, but when he left the café he knew he wouldn’t. He wadded the paper and let
the wind take it.
Eric looked up a car rental service, and then caught a bus there. He couldn’t deal
with any more cabs, and he also needed to get Matthew’s possessions ready to take home.
He told the salesman that he was doing some moving, but couldn’t bring himself to say
what it actually was. He ended up with a Land Rover, one of the only SUVs left on the
lot. When he was finished, he had to take it to the dealership in Louisville. He’d never
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driven such a large vehicle. On the ride back to the apartment, Eric tried to mentally
prepare himself for continuing the task of packing away his brother’s life.
Inside, he continued the packing project, working to make it as mechanical as
possible. If he let himself go again, nothing would get done. Then he remembered what
his mother said about taking pictures. He took his camera out of his bag and looked
around the apartment. Everything was still scattered about. This wasn’t what he wanted
to show his parents. He cleaned. He put the papers in a neat stack, tucked the couch
cushions in, and then wiped down the coffee table. Next he moved onto the kitchen, and
then the office after that, packing as he went. He took a picture of the renewed apartment,
imaging that this was how Matthew kept it when he was in a good mood, when he had
the time to clean. Eric washed the sheets and made the bed. That night he lived there.
In the morning, Eric finished packing things away, and then called the local
Goodwill to have them pick up the furniture. The woman on the phone told him they
normally needed sooner notice, but that they had somebody that just happened to be free.
A half an hour later there was a knock. Eric closed the box he was packing and opened
the door. The man was bulky, with a stomach that passed just over the border of his
pants. He wore a blue work shirt and had patches of gray in his patchy beard.
“You the guy that needs help with the furniture?”
“Yeah,” Eric said, already trying to think of ways to make this man less angry.
“Name’s Frank.”
“Eric.”
Frank stepped into the apartment and asked what Eric wanted to move first. Eric
indicated the couch with his thumb. They walked over and gripped either side, silently
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hoisted it, and started slowly navigating across the floor. When they got to the stairs
Frank said he would go down first, as long as Eric agreed to not lose his grip and send
him and the couch tumbling.
After they had set the couch on the curb, Frank left for a few minutes to get the
truck. He pulled in front of the complex and put on the emergency flashers. Once the
couch was loaded in the back both of them stood breathing heavily on the edge of the
truck.
“You moving out?” Frank asked.
“No. My brother used to live here. He died.”
“I think I read something about that in the paper, actually,” Frank said. “How did
he go again?”
“Excuse me?” Eric crossed his arms over his chest.
“Didn’t he shoot himself? I didn’t see any blood in the apartment.”
“You’re thinking of somebody else. He drowned…it was an accident,” Eric said,
immediately regretting exposing details to this asshole.
“Goddamn. Somebody should have told your brother to look where he was going.
At least it wasn’t a suicide, that’s a sin.”
Fuck off, Eric thought. Fuck him and fuck his god too. He dug deep into himself
for some calm words.
“Are you really employed by a charitable organization?” Eric said.
“Well, no,” Frank said. “This is community service for a drug charge I got a while
back.”
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Eric couldn’t decide if Frank was completely clueless, or if he was a criminal
biding his time, messing with Eric’s head.
“Can we just go get the rest of the stuff? I really want to get out of here,” Eric
said.
“Fine by me. You’re the one that seems to want to gab.”
They went back upstairs to get the rest of the furniture. When everything was
loaded in the truck, Frank stood on the sidewalk looking at Eric.
“We’re done here,” Eric said. “You can go.”
“That was an awful lot of work,” Frank said.
Eric thought for a second, and then reached into his back pocket for his wallet. He
put a ten dollar bill in Frank’s open palm. Frank seemed ready to protest for more, when
Eric cut him off.
“Get the fuck out of here,” Eric said, clenching his jaw.
“Shit man. No common courtesy in the world anymore.”
Frank pocketed the money and turned away, holding his head high as if to show
that he wasn’t defeated, that he couldn’t be brought down by Eric’s inconsideration.
Frank was completely clueless.
He went back upstairs. He had his camera in his pocket, and stepped out on the
balcony. He took a few shots of the river moving below him then went back inside,
turned off the light, and moved the remaining boxes of Matthew’s personal belongings to
the rental car. As he headed out of town, he cast the situation as a movie. Maybe he and
Matthew were on a cross country road trip to help enliven Matthew’s last days, since he
was dying of cancer. Matthew could beg Eric to not let him die in a hospital, to let it
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happen on the road. The movie could be quirky, and funny, and dark…but that wasn’t the
case at all. Eric couldn’t laugh, and he felt the city pressing in around him. He’d never
driven this far by himself before. He would make a straight shot through the Indiana
wasteland and then cross into the green haven of Kentucky. That’s all it was Eric told
himself. He had to make it back to Kentucky and life would return to normal. Even as he
thought that, though, he knew it wouldn’t be true. Life would still be shit.
When he hit the expressway, the landscape became repetitive; the fields and trees
looked the same. Then, several miles down the road he came into the middle of a wind
farm. On either side of the highway, towering white giants stood, slicing through the air
with their three blades. This place produced energy because it was flat and windy. Who
would have thought those were good qualities? The windmills stretched on and on, and
the gray clouds overhead created an eerie effect. The last time he’d seen windmills like
that was in Denmark, where he had traveled as an exchange student his sophomore year
of high school. Eric thought about a movie he’d watched with Matthew and his father
called They Might Be Giants, where George C. Scott is convinced that he is Sherlock
Holmes. After the movie Eric had asked about the title.
“It’s a reference to Don Quixote chasing windmills. It’s not whether they’re
giants or not that matters, it’s the possibility that they might be,” his father said, and
winked at him. Watching classic films always put him in good mood.
Now, he watched the windmills, willing them to come to life and step out on the
road. He realized he was looking for delays. Rain splattered his windshield, and he turned
on the wipers. Wouldn’t that be a great headline? “Man killed in car wreck watching
windmills, driving home for funeral.”
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Past the windmills the silence in the car became oppressive. With nothing to
distract him, the silence was so loud. Eric turned on his iPod, and a Bright Eyes song
played: “Tomorrow when I wake up, I’m finding my brother, and I’m making him take
me back down to the water.” Too unreal, he thought, and turned the song off. He found it
odd when his electronic devices tapped into his life. There had to be a formula to
determine the intersection for the subject matter of songs and what people observed in
their everyday lives. He wished somebody was riding with him, and he thought back to
his movie scenario—Cancer Road it would be called—and the possibility of talking to
Matthew’s dead body in the passenger seat. He guessed that would be kind of funny. Eric
thought about putting on music to drown everything out, but then he remembered the tape
recorder. With one hand still on the wheel he reached into the back seat and groped
around until he found the box. He set the box in the passenger seat, got out the tape
recorder and put a random tape in. Matthew cleared his throat before he spoke.
“I’ve been doing some research on Keaton,” Matthew said. “There seems to be a
school of criticism that claims him as a surrealist. Robert Knopf writes of Keaton’s films,
quote ‘The logic of the narratives never completely defuses the potent illogic contained in
the gag sequences, for although Buster may marry, and be invited into society at the end
of each film, he still retains his special, illogical way of looking at the world. Unlike
Harold Lloyd’s character, Buster will never be completely comfortable in mainstream
society, he remains an outsider.’ End quote.” Here Matthew paused, apparently gathering
his thoughts. “Keaton’s body expresses so much about him. His body is the tool that
performs, that gives life to the gags, and by consequence he occupies a realm of
absurdity. Given the fact that these gags have the backdrop of a very real world, a series
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of very human moments are created; a person struggling in a world they don’t quite fit in,
doing fantastic things where they don’t belong. That’s how it is, that’s life.”
Matthew was always one for those kinds of philosophical ponderings. Not that
Eric didn’t question life, but he wasn’t the kind of person who would, well, record
himself talking about those questions. He remembered Matthew’s reverence for Buster
Keaton before Matthew had read enough books to provide a critical framework. On
weekend nights, before they had friends of their own, Eric and Matthew would be
allowed to stay up late and watch movies with their father. Eric always wanted to watch
Charlie Chan because he loved trying to put the pieces together and solve the mystery
before the detective. Matthew would request Buster Keaton movies, and their father
would usually give in because Keaton was one of his favorites too. Matthew would sit
entranced and then laugh hysterically when the action rose, especially when there was a
close up on Buster’s baffled expression as the world around him devolved into chaos.
Eric realized he had seen that in Matthew’s film when he watched it in the theater. The
film wasn’t a comedy, but the emotion was told through the body in a world that was
incomprehensible to the characters. He suddenly felt sorry for his brother and the place
Matthew saw for himself in the world.
Eric watched the road stretch out in front of him and was startled to hear a voice.
Then he realized that Matthew’s tape was still playing.
“Song to play at my wedding: Death of a Clown by Dave Davies. Song to play at
my funeral: Death of a Clown by Dave Davies. Song not to play at either: Bridge Over
Troubled Water by Simon and Garfunkel.”
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For a moment he was convinced he was having a conversation with Matthew. The
ghost in the passenger seat became real. He turned off the tape player. Eric spoke for the
first time since leaving the city.
“What do you want from me? Am I allowed to ask you that? In your life, I think I
wanted a brother I could count on more, that could be there for me. But what did you
want from me?” Eric glanced at the passenger seat. “You seemed to have this idea, this
idea that we would come back together and everything would be fixed. Where was the
effort? When the fuck did you try?”
Eric turned off the tape recorder, switched on his iPod again, and put on Simon
and Garfunkel’s Greatest Hits. He turned the volume up and played Bridge Over
Troubled Water, letting the slow build of the song carry him into a silence that would last
the rest of the trip.
The car’s tires whined against the bridge as he crossed over the Ohio River into
Kentucky in the early evening. Eric wondered what the road had to say to him. He drove
straight home and unloaded the boxes, deciding he would hold onto them more before
handing them over to his parents. When everything was out of his car, he only got as far
as the couch. He didn’t even bother to take off his shoes, just sank into the cushion and
let the pure exhaustion that he had been fighting the last couple days take over. Home,
Eric thought. How long had it been since this place—neighborhood, city, state—was
really Matthew’s home? How long had it been since Matthew wanted to shop on
Bardstown Road, or found comfort in the fickle weather? Had he ever actually missed the
odd balance between urban and rural traditions? Right about now Matthew’s body was
landing somewhere, someplace here.
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II
The Cold, Cold Ground

Eric woke from a fitful night’s sleep and made himself coffee and toast. After
staring at the meal on the kitchen table for ten minutes he gave up and decided to drive to
his parents’ house to meet the rest of the family for the funeral. The movement between
his apartment and his parents’ house was going to become like a well-worn footpath
across a field.
As he drove, Eric felt his own life pushing in on him. He knew people who were
buying houses, getting engaged, having kids. He was twenty-six, single, and working as
an editor at the local news station where his father was a cameraman. All of his life
looked so small in the face of death. He had never even moved out of the area of
Louisville he grew up in. The times he took trips, he could never explain the feeling that
overtook him. The anxiety started in his chest—a familiar sensation—and make him
short of breath. Then the problem would become more mental. He would feel lost, and
detached, and he wasn’t calm again until he came back home, back to familiar
surroundings.
His parents’ house was located near a shopping and restaurant district that served
as a haven for independent consumers. Eric passed the record shops, art galleries, and
clothing boutiques that offered an alternative to some of the city’s mainstream
businesses, and remembered how Matthew loved the area. When he hit high school,
Matthew suddenly wanted to be on Bardstown Road, the main strip, all of the time. Eric
was thirteen, and trying desperately to cultivate an image for himself. He did this by
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following his brother’s example. He always begged to go with Matthew, but his parents
said he wasn’t old enough. Finally, after several months, at the request of their parents
Matthew begrudgingly took him along, and Eric was somewhat disappointed. All
Matthew and his friends did was hang outside of shops and talk to other kids they knew
walking by, one of them occasionally going inside for a soda or cheap cup of coffee. The
one place Eric did enjoy going, though, was the used record store. Customers were
allowed to play records on one of the many turntables, put on the large padded
headphones, and listen to the music crackle to life.
Now Eric sped past the shops, a new generation of kids standing outside doing
nothing. The ride was only ten minutes, but the road seemed stretch on forever. Eric
turned down his parents’ street and looked at the scattered toys in some of the front
lawns. The street was quiet with a mix of older and younger families. Eric was fascinated
by the shifts the neighborhood went through. When he was growing up there were kids
all over, running through the looping streets, playing large scale games of hide and seek
or tag. In his later high school and college years the kids seemed to disappear, all having
grown and moved away. Now the neighborhood was once again experiencing an influx of
young couples and their young children, while some older residents hung on.
Eric parked and then started up the walk. The house was a two story brick home
with a blue door. The clumps of bushes on either side of the front porch were ever-green
and still full. The tall oak tree obscured the right side of the house. Eric had never seen
the house like this before. It was the same physically, but now something was lost. The
door was standing wide open, and the windows were raised despite the chill of the
October wind. With every step Eric took up the stairs he worked consciously to hold
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himself together, knowing one wrong move and he would completely come apart. He
tripped. He put his hands in front of him to break the fall, but banged his right shin into
the concrete step. Eric righted himself, cussing under his breath, and picked the tiny rocks
from the heel of his palm. He walked into the front hall and called for his mother and
father. None of the extended family seemed to be there yet. He heard movement in the
kitchen and went in the direction of the noise. He was now looking at the rooms with the
acute awareness of the times he had spent with Matthew in each one of them. They had
gotten in so much trouble the time they broke the glass of their mother’s favorite
Kentucky Derby poster. In the living room they had filmed the first scene of the first film
they had ever made together; the only activity that seemed to connect them at times. Eric
tried to shake off the heavy feeling.
He found his mother frantically moving from room to room, passing through the
kitchen each time, opening all the windows, and they groaned in their tracks. When she
came back through the kitchen again, Eric put his hand on her shoulder and gripped down
to stop her movement.
“Mom, what are you doing?” he said.
“It was just so goddamn hot in here. I was just trying to get some air in the
house.”
“But it’s cold.”
“Now it is, now that I’ve fixed the problem,” she said with sudden urgency. “Hold
on. I have to go open the windows upstairs.”
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She broke away from his grip and went down the hall. Eric stood in the middle of
the kitchen wondering if he should stop her, but then his father stumbled in holding two
glasses of bourbon.
“I brought this for you, son.” The liquor was already thick on his tongue.
Eric took one of the glasses and threw the liquor back in one gulp. He didn’t drink
often, but he needed it now. His father sat at the table, put his bourbon down in front of
him, and just stared at his fingers. The skin on his face was red and blotchy from crying.
In Chicago his parents had been upset, but back in their own home their grief seemed to
be worse, like outside the confines of waiting rooms and hotels, the increased physical
space allowed it to expand. Maybe the situation was just now really sinking in. Eric
waited for his own tears to come, but nothing happened. The house groaned as the heater
kicked on to fight against the open windows.
“If you don’t mind,” Eric finally said, “I’m going to go sit in the basement for a
while. I need to just be alone for a moment.”
“Do whatever you need, son,” his father said.
His father turned away and drained his bourbon, and then bent his head over the
table. Eric patted his father’s back and then went downstairs, his feet making no sound on
the carpeted steps.
He sat on the couch and looked around the recently finished basement, trying to
imagine it as it used to be. His parents had wanted to fix it up for years, and recently
found the time and money, his father doing a lot of the work himself. This had been the
studio for Eric’s and Matthew’s youthful productions, their tape recorded radio shows,
and all their no-budget films. This is where their fascination with documenting
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themselves began. Where there were fresh white carpet, a new leather couch, and a wet
bar, there were once dingy concrete floors covered in mix-matched rugs, a fraying gray
couch with sinking cushions, and an old storage room filled with all the props they
needed. Eric missed the comfort, the old lived-in feel, the cool dampness, the mustiness.
The room used to be like a cave with furniture. Now it was just a rec-room.
Death started the revisionist history, the “if he were here now I’d do it all over”
moments. The thought frustrated Eric, but he would rewind. He would talk to Matthew
enough to make up for the last few years, sort through all their shit. He would find a way
to stop the shit from happening. Eric sat on the couch until her heard feet moving
upstairs, and the sound of his aunts’ voices. Under normal circumstances he didn’t mind
his aunts’ company, but he wasn’t sure what he would say to them now. Did widening the
circle of grief help, or just create more grief? He was about to force himself off the couch
and go back upstairs, when he heard footsteps coming down. Robert, his cousin, was
walking down, holding the hand of his little sister, Lily. Sophia, his father’s younger
sister, had been a later in life child for Eric’s grandparents, and subsequently she had her
children later. Robert was fifteen, and Lily was only four. They both stopped on the last
step and looked at Eric, apparently waiting for a signal to come down and join him.
“Hi guys,” Eric said.
They came down the last step, but didn’t move any further. Eric was uncertain as
to what to say to children in a situation like this. How much did they know? Robert wore
baggy jeans, and a brimmed hat with a skateboard emblem. Lily wore a bright pink outfit,
and clutched the life out of a stuffed panda bear. Eric didn’t know how to relate to them.
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He stared and thought about Matthew and all the fights they had over the years. He stood
from the couch and walked over in front of them, looking Lily right in the eyes.
“Don’t let anger get the best of you. Appreciate your older brother’s company,”
he said.
Lily’s bottom lip trembled.
“Mommy’s sad,” she said.
She burst into tears, her mouth opening, exposing rows of tiny teeth.
“Stop it,” Robert said. “Mom told us to be on our best behavior.”
Eric pushed past his cousins and went upstairs. He’d only heard his aunts come in,
but everybody was now gathered in the kitchen. Somebody had at least closed the
window. A couple covered casseroles were sitting on the kitchen table. Jenny, his father’s
twin, held onto Sophia while she sobbed. Eric saw his father and Jenny’s husband, Tom,
standing in the other room drinking more bourbon. A football game was on in the
background, but they weren’t watching it.
Gathered on the other side of the self-segregated kitchen were his mother, her
parents, her brother Paul, and his daughter Amy, with her husband Justin. This was the
core, the family who wasn’t dead or estranged by divorce, and Eric didn’t want them
there. They added pressure, forced him to talk. He thought about Amy’s wedding the
previous spring, and realized that in some way it was also a family tragedy. There had
been a bunch of people crammed into a house, not eating or sleeping much, with tensions
running high, trying to compose themselves and find the appropriate outfit at the last
minute. Only in Amy’s case it was a comedy, the couple getting hitched, nobody trying to
get a handle on death.
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Eric thought about the names given to the rooms of a house. Were these the kind
of situations to really use the family room? What about the living room? That would have
been the parlor, if those kinds of traditions were still followed, where the body would be
set out for viewing. So far he was the only one who’d seen Matthew’s body.
“Eric darling, you’re bleeding,” Sophia said. “Let me get you something.”
At first he looked at his hands, which were just a little scraped, and then he
remembered his shin. His entire leg suddenly ached as he looked down and saw the pool
of red that had spread across his kaki pants. Sophia came toward him with a paper towel
in her hand. Eric it took from her, but just stood there. Robert and Lily came into the
kitchen, Lily’s wail becoming a howl.
“She won’t stop crying,” Robert yelled over the noise, “come take her.”
Sophia moved across the kitchen. Lily’s crying seemed to make Eric’s mother cry
even harder. His father and Tom came into the kitchen to refill their drinks and wanted to
know what all the commotion was. Eric felt himself in the middle of a storm, everything
and everybody swirling around him. The words people spoke were no longer distinct,
there was just a low hum made up of cries, and clinking ice, and solace. He felt dizzy, his
body wavered. Eric closed his eyes and started slowly saying “hey” to himself, like a
chant. The next thing he knew he was screaming the word into a silent room. He opened
his eyes and everybody was watching him. Even Lily had stopped crying.
“I have something to say,” Eric said.
All eyes were still on him. He opened his mouth, but nothing came out. He turned
and walked quickly down the hall. The swell of voices resumed, but Somehow over the
noise he heard the kitchen window being opened again.
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“Shit Maria, can you give it rest?” his father said
If his mother said anything else, Eric didn’t hear it. He bounded up the stairs,
unsure if he were running from their grief or his. He went into the bathroom, took off his
ruined pants, and methodically cleaned the wound on his leg with a washcloth. He found
a bandage in the medicine cabinet, and then took a pair of pants from his father’s closet.
When he came back down, they all gathered to drive over to the church. None of
them had the energy, or the money, to hire a limo to drive them over. They all just piled
into their cars, making a random procession of mini-vans and sedans. Eric wanted to
drive himself so that he would have a means of escape, however, he was being asked to
drive some people over. In some sort of morbid move he had decided to keep the rental
SUV for the rest of the week. He told himself it was to help out moving stuff for the
funeral, but he knew better than that. There was something about the drive back from
Chicago that he still wanted to hold on to.
Eric drove Amy, Justin, and Robert. Robert seemed to want to be away from his
younger sister, but didn’t want ride in a car with the people who were really “old.” Amy
was Eric’s age, so maybe she was making a similar move. She sat in front next to Eric,
and Robert and Justin sat in the back. Amy was pretty in that way girl cousins are; Eric
wasn’t attracted to her, but knew that other guys saw her that way. She was tall and
curvy, with shiny black hair. They didn’t see each other very often, but Eric always got
along with her when they did. She had a quick wit and intelligence that allowed her to
rise above the fray at the family holiday parties, and was usually able to find Eric to talk
to when he hid away in corners.
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“You’re brother could be a real asshole sometimes,” she said, turning to Eric as he
pulled out of the driveway. “But I’m sure going to miss him, because he always shone
through in the end, you know?”
“That sounds mean, Amy,” Robert said. “Cousin Matthew was the coolest. He
made movies, and he wasn’t an asshole.” He seemed thrilled to be cussing.
“I’m not saying he wasn’t cool,” she said.
“I’m really sorry about all this, bud,” Justin said, lightly touching Eric’s shoulder.
Justin was a different story, and Eric sometimes had trouble figuring out why
Amy married him. For starters, he called Eric bud all the time, even the first time they
met. Justin was in his elements at family functions. He had the polo shirts, khaki shorts,
and an encyclopedic knowledge of college football. Amy was just so intelligent, and
Justin seemed so typical, sometimes spacey.
“Thanks, Justin. That means a lot coming from you,” Eric said.
When they got to the church, everybody except Eric got out of the car. He wanted
to pay the proper respects to his brother, but he knew he didn’t do well at funerals. When
Eric was ten, his grandfather died. He remembered the collective silence, the sickly-sweet
smell of all the flowers, and the suffocating heat of the church. He could never shake the
association, the uncomfortable feeling of that ceremony. Besides, a church wasn’t the
place to celebrate his brother’s life. Eric and Matthew had collectively denounced God
one day. He remembered Matthew whispering, “God if you’re real give me a sign.” No
sign ever came, and Matthew told Eric a few days later that he didn’t think God existed,
that there was no possible way. At the time Eric agreed with Matthew simply because he
was older. As Eric got older himself, though, the conviction stuck. The idea of God didn’t
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make sense. His parents attended church regularly, even more so now that they were
older, maybe trying to make up for lost soul-saving time. Ultimately, he knew the
ceremony was more for them than anybody else.
Eric got out of the car. The day was unusually cold, as the whole month had been,
and there were small patches of frost hiding in the shade where the sun couldn’t reach.
The short walk from the car to the church chilled Eric through, and as he walked across
the threshold he tried to rub some life back into his arms. He was shocked to see the open
casket at the front of sanctuary. He’d already seen the body, but couldn’t look at it in this
new setting. He kept his head down and found where his parents were sitting in the front
pew. Both his mother and father were openly crying, or at least as open as they allowed
themselves to be. His mother had a steady stream of tears running down her face. His
father squinted and forced the tears out. Eric sat down and put his arm around his mother,
and she sobbed into his shoulder. When everybody was seated, the preacher began.
“I knew Matthew as a boy,” he bellowed. “He had a great enthusiasm for life. He
was smart, and creative, and nobody had a bad thing to say about him. Even though
unfortunate circumstances have taken him from us, I’m sure that he was loving and kind
hearted until the end.”
The rest of the service floated into Eric’s ears, but he didn’t hear it. The sound
was muffled as if Eric were under water. He wondered what an honest eulogy would
sound like. He didn’t think the things being said about Matthew were necessarily untrue,
but he knew they were selective. Wouldn’t talking about somebody’s faults as well paint
a more human picture, be an honor to the life they really lived?
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After the ceremony Eric, saw that people were lining up to view the body, and he
got in line behind them. He picked at his nails while he waited, wondering if he should
say more to Matthew. He knew Matthew couldn’t actually hear him, but he kept coming
back to the idea that he needed to deliver a final message, something lasting and true.
Finally, Eric stepped up to the casket. The cut on Matthew’s cheek had been covered with
makeup. The casket was cold to the touch, and reminded Eric of the embalming table. For
a moment he reversed their roles again, and imagined himself lying against the satin.
What would Matthew want to say to him? Eric wanted to cry, but no tears came. Eric felt
ashamed.
Then the family—all of them who had been at the house—drove to the cemetery
for the graveside ceremony. They all circled the freshly sliced rectangle of dark earth.
After the final prayer was given, and the casket was lowered in the ground, Eric and his
parents went and each threw a handful of dirt into the plot. Eric watched his dirt shower
down and thought about suffocating darkness and the thud of the earth that would be
piled on the coffin. The sharp call of a distant bird brought him back. Eric brushed the
remaining bits of soil from his hands. Then just as quick as they had come, they left. Eric
had no final, crystallizing moment.
When they got back to the church to join the reception, Eric lost track of his
parents in the sea of relatives. He felt exposed standing in the middle of the room, so he
moved to the food table, even though he wasn’t hungry. He poured a glass of wine and
took small sips. He knew it was courteous to serve food at a funeral, but couldn’t imagine
how anybody could have an appetite after having watched a dead body for an hour.
Somebody tapped him on the shoulder.
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“Snap Bean?” the voice behind him said.
“It’s Eric now,” he said, turning around. He studied the face in front of him; thin
and smooth, a small, dark goatee, soft eyes that looked familiar.
“It’s Allen Schwartz,” the man said.
“Oh, hey. You looked so different. How are you?”
“I’m good. I’m living in New York, working as an accountant. What about you?”
Eric took in Allen’s expensive suit, shoes and watch.
“I’m at WHAS with my dad,” Eric said.
“That’s right, you went to work there after college.”
Allen picked up a small sandwich from the table and held it without eating it. Eric
sipped more wine, and then Allen knitted his brow, as if concentrating.
“I had to come back when I heard. You know…”
“How did you hear?” Eric said.
“Your mother called me.”
“How does my mother have your number?”
“I called a while back, trying to get a hold of you, actually,” Allen said. “Your
parent’s number was the only one I still had memorized. I left a message on the machine,
but I guess it never got passed along.”
“Sorry about that,” Eric said.
“Man, being here brings it all back. You guys put some ideas in my head. I
originally went to New York to pursue an acting career.”
“That’s right. You were pretty good in those high school plays,” Eric said.
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“Yeah, but you all gave me the bug. The first time I acted was making those
movies. Allen, the noble elf.” Allen scraped the toe of his shoe in a circle on the floor.
“Maybe I shouldn’t tell you this, but I was kind of in love with him, when we were kids.”
“What?” Eric said. “With Matthew? Like for real love?”
“As real as you think it is at that age. It really has been a while since we’ve seen
each other. I’m gay, well I’m out. I never said anything in high school. I just kind of
thought you knew.”
“Oh, I mean, I don’t…I didn’t mean.”
“It’s fine.” He put his hand against Eric’s shoulder. “God, I think I was almost as
mad at you as he was when you halted production on our third film, because you know,
we didn’t hang out much after that. Maybe I was just as disillusioned when I saw him
hitting on that girl of yours. Lola, right? So, imagine my surprise when you called me to
work on that other film. It was a fleeting entrance back into his life. I wish we all would
have stayed in touch after that.”
“Yeah. People drift. Matthew wasn’t great about staying in touch with anybody.
Can’t force him to do something he doesn’t want, can you?” Eric laughed. He could feel
an old spark of anger firing up at the mention of Lola. “But you said ‘almost as mad as
Matthew.’ What did he say to you?”
“It was so long ago. I think he just said you were losing sight of what was
important.”
“And what was that?”
“That I don’t remember. Probably something about art, or friendship. It’s just a
shame we never finished that third flick. It would have been funny,” Allen said.
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“Matthew did finish it. He edited it and burned some DVDs. He gave me a copy
that next Christmas. Man, I’m sorry. I just always assumed Matthew gave you a copy.”
“Never saw it.”
“Hold on,” Eric said.
He went to the car where he had copies of The Prisoner of Relationships. He
wasn’t exactly sure why he left them there. Somewhere in the back of his mind Eric
imagined giving copies to family, to show what he and Matthew had done together, but
he faltered, and the idea seemed silly. Allen was presenting a new opportunity, and Eric
was thrilled at the idea of new eyes viewing the film after all these years. He walked back
and handed the DVD to Allen.
“Enjoy,” Eric said.
“This will be a trip,” Allen said.
They continued to chat. Then Allen said he had to run and catch a plane back, but
promised to stay in touch.
Eric wandered away from the table. He waved to a group of distant cousins, but
knew none of them well enough to start a conversation. Then he saw Megan Gillis over
in the far corner of the room, and he felt nervous. He hadn’t seen her in person for years.
Matthew brought her home one Thanksgiving. When he found out she was the director of
Matthew’s film, he had looked up her other work and watched an online interview she
had done for a Chicago arts website. She was short and thin. She wore a black dress, and
a pair of green canvas shoes. Her hair was a darker blond than he remembered, and it was
now cut short, just past her ears. She was holding a glass of red wine by its stem and
turning it in front of her face. He imagined she was thinking something beautiful. He
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walked over and stood next to her for a moment before she lowered the wineglass from
her line of vision. She glanced over at him, and smiled with her lips closed.
“Megan Gillis?” he said softly
“One of many.”
“Excuse me?”
“Not the one and only, just one of many,” she said, looking over again.
“Oh.”
Then her face lit up, and she turned her body more toward him.
“Eric? Oh man, I didn’t recognize you at first,” she said.
Megan wrapped her arms around him and squeezed tight. Eric found comfort in
the warmth of her body. He closed his eyes and exhaled through his nose, and when he
inhaled he pulled in the sweet smell of her perfume.
“How long has it been?” she said.
“Five years, at Thanksgiving.”
“Well, somebody’s counting. We played Super Mario in your basement,
remember?”
“You were good at it,” Eric said.
They both fell silent. Megan sipped her wine. Eric had already thrown away his
drink, and wished he could occupy his hands. He shoved his hand in his pocket and
rubbed a couple coins together.
“I’m so sorry that he’s gone,” she said. “He was a wonderful friend, and it was
really great working with him.”
“Yeah? I’d like to hear some stories.”
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“I know you need to spend time with your family today, but I’m in town for a
couple days. It would be nice to…maybe we could get a drink,” Megan said.
“Yeah, sure.”
Megan reached into her purse and pulled out a business card. Then she pulled out
a pen and scrawled on the back.
“That’s my cell. Anytime,” she said.
She smiled the same closed lip smile and walked away. Eric looked at the front of
the card: “Megan Gillis productions.” He ran his fingertip over the embossed letters.
When he found his parents again, he said he needed to go home and sleep, but that
he would call soon. Back at his apartment he put his and Matthew’s movie, the one he’d
given Allen a copy of, and watched it on repeat until the sun went down. It was so
strange; every scene had new weight. Matthew had also included a blooper reel on the
DVD. Eric watched a clip where Matthew started laughing over a botched line. There
were several more takes where Matthew couldn’t keep a straight face, and Eric felt better
because sometimes he only remembered the anger on the set. Of course, the next outtake
was Matthew yelling, “Cut, goddamn it!”
Eric finally turned off the television. He remained on the couch, one light glowing
weakly overhead. He punched Megan’s number into his cell phone, but didn’t hit send.
He thought about his brother and the implications of the phone call. He was still uncertain
how serious Matthew and Megan had ever been, but he still felt guilty. He took a deep
breath and hit send. When she said hello, he heard running water in the background.
“I know it’s late, but I could use that drink,” Eric said.
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They decided to meet at The Back Door, one of the only places open late on a
Sunday. Eric liked the place because it felt like a real bar. There was movement and
action, but it was less frenzied. Clubs were too loud, too pulsing with techno music and
electric sex. Nobody could talk in place like that.
Eric approached the bar, passing through the smoky patio filled by the people who
had been forced out there by the city’s smoking ordinance. Inside the air was filled with
the fumes of cheap beer and the lingering scent of the Tuesday hot wings on special. He
searched the room; old men lined the bar, and clusters of young college students in
hoodies and tight jeans were in the booths. He saw Megan, tucked away in a corner booth
by herself, her hair now wine-red. He watched her stare absently into her glass of beer,
and then stepped up to her table.
“Nice hair,” he said.
“I have no clue what you mean.” She smiled.
“Did you go get it done somewhere?”
“I did it myself in the hotel room. I always like a change after…well it just
seemed appropriate.”
Eric imagined her leaning over the tub in the tiny hotel bathroom, her legs
bumping against the too-close toilet. He imagined her with no shirt, with a bra, raising
her head to reveal a new shade. He envied her ability to cope by changing her physical
appearance.
“Sit down,” she said.
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Eric wondered how long he had been silent. He slid onto the cracked, red vinyl
opposite Megan. She pushed a beer across the table toward him and took a sip of her
own.
“Thanks. I’ll get the next one.” He picked at the label on the bottle.
“I still live Chicago,” Megan said.
“Oh yeah?”
“Well, I figured we don’t know anything about each other, really. Last time we
talked I lived Chicago. I’m still there.” She paused and put her index finger to her bottom
lip. “I remember you were studying communications. You went to school here, right?”
“Yeah, U of L. I’ve lived here all my life,” Eric said.
“I’ve lived a ton of places.” She took a drink. “L.A. for a while, Portland before
that. A brief stint in Ohio.”
“Sounds like quite a life.”
“But Chicago seems a good fit for me. It’s where I met Matthew, of course,”
Megan said.
“So, working with my brother? What was he like in his professional life?”
“Shouldn’t you know? He told me about the movies you used to make. You were
the first great director he worked with apparently.”
“Only when we were kids. It’s your work I admire,” he said.
“I’m still just a kid. Wait, what have you seen?”
“Well, I saw the film you did with Matthew and The Summer of Piss and Dust.”
“You saw that? That was beyond obscure, almost no budget,” she said.
“I found a copy online. It was great.”
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“Aren’t you the fan…thanks.”
She smiled out of the corner of her mouth, and rotated her bottle on the table. In
the background there was the crack of a cue ball.
“I often fell in love with the characters Matthew wrote,” she said. “We worked
together that one time, and we had plans to collaborate again. He definitely gave me a lot
to work with, was particular about some scenes, but did allow me a fair amount
freedom.”
“That’s funny, because when we were making our films he was anal about his
scripts. Stick to the lines, he always said. The only time he really wanted to diverge was
when there was a girl…”
Eric suddenly felt the blood rush to his face. Beads of sweat popped out along his
brow. The question he had wanted to avoid until later welled up in his throat.
“Were you ever…” Eric turned away from her
“Out with it, man.”
“Were you all ever together? I mean he brought you home that one time, but he
was never very forthcoming about his personal life.”
“We shouldn’t talk about this.” She lit a cigarette and inhaled deeply.
“I want to know. I feel like I didn’t know Matthew very well the last few years.
I’d like to know what his life was.”
“We were incredibly close. We knew each other since college, you know. And
when you work with somebody they become your surrogate family…that you have sex
with.” She scrunched up her face. “We slept together once. After the first film we got
drunk at the wrap party. But god, he was just so much sometimes, intense, I mean. He
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had the ability to bring you on his highs, but also on his lows. He never suffered silently
either. Speaking ill of the dead? Maybe. But I’m not saying he was a bad person. We
remained friends afterwards, but we just couldn’t intertwine our lives in a romantic way.”
“I understand about the intense thing, I mean. Like I said, he was that way when
we were kids. But, how come you came to Thanksgiving? I just assumed you were a
couple.”
Behind Eric a glass dropped. He turned and saw the beer and shards spread out on
the floor. The bartender came out with a broom and a mop.
“He just told me he couldn’t face Thanksgiving at his house by himself,” Megan
said.
Eric looked down at the table. He had a lot of questions, but was having a hard
time figuring what was appropriate.
“How did you find out about Matthew? I mean the funeral?”
“He had a well connected group. Word travels fast. His roommate and producer,
Sam, told me.”
“I met him at Matthew’s apartment when I was packing at Matthew’s. It was an
odd conversation. Was he here today? We could have invited him,” Eric said.
“No. He has been pretty torn up. He couldn’t handle the trip. It’s kind of sad. A
lot of his friends couldn’t make it.”
Finally Eric thought about a question that had plagued him for years.
“Whatever happened with the second film?” Eric asked. “He said he was making
a second film with you.”
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“Well, it never really got out of the planning stage. I think Matthew was feeling
pressure to live up to the first film because everybody liked it so much. He would write
bits and pieces and then stop. There were long periods where he just didn’t write
anything.” Megan took a sip of her beer. “He waited tables to pay the bills. The times I
came to visit him at work, he seemed to relish in the mechanical nature of carrying trays.
Maybe it gave him time to think.”
“He would just always tell me and my parents that he was working on it. I
eventually learned to stop asking.”
“I think he was always working inside that head of his, but a lot of the time I
didn’t know what was going on in there. I was actually hoping you could answer that for
me, since you knew him longer.”
“I wish I did,” Eric said.
“What?”
“I mean, I wish I knew what to tell you.”
“He talked about you a lot, said you were ignoring him the older you got.”
“I wasn’t the only one ignoring. There was more give and take than he let on.
Sure I didn’t call often, but neither did he.”
Eric drained his beer.
“That’s good to know,” she said. “The things he said about you made me sad
sometimes.”
“Maybe that’s what I shouldn’t hear.”
Eric went to the bar and bought another round. He felt the pulse of the first beer in
his head. He was ready to change the subject. He kept telling himself he wanted to know
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more about Matthew’s life, but found that he could only digest so much at a time. When
he came back out and gave Megan her beer, he tried to go more general, asking about
favorite authors, or the directors that inspired her. They had an impassioned conversation
about Hal Ashby and Harold and Maude. The beer continued to flow and the talk shifted
until Megan raved about her affinity for French architecture.
Somebody put Imagine by John Lennon on the jukebox. Eric allowed the floating
feeling in his body to take over, the song, with its obvious but meaningful lyrics, acting
as a lullaby. He didn’t realize he had closed his eyes until he opened them and Megan
was sitting down at the table with a couple shots.
“What’s that?” he said.
“Bourbon. A little night cap.”
Eric took his, and they slung them down together. He burped and felt the sour
taste in the back of his throat telling him it was time to stop drinking.
“Now it’s time to not drive home,” Megan said.
“Should we split a cab?”
“We should go our separate ways, for now.”
Eric let his shoulders drop. He hated that he pouted when he was drunk, but he
couldn’t deny how much he wanted her. He hadn’t been with a girl since Susannah, and
she’d been the first girl he slept with.
“Eric I can’t do anything tonight. I’m sorry. Thanks for the company, really.”
Megan took Eric’s hand and kissed him on the lips. “I do hope you call me
sometime…just on a day that you haven’t buried your brother.”
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She turned from him and got in a cab that had pulled up to the curb. Eric waved to
her as she rode away. He was the one in so many movies, watching his love escape,
except he couldn’t run to her as a last minute gesture, because he didn’t know what hotel
she was staying at. He couldn’t go and find her at a crowded airport, but she wasn’t
getting on a plane that night. Eric got out his phone to call his own ride home. The cab
arrived a few minutes later. Eric opened the door and climbed into the back seat. He let
the floating feeling of the alcohol take over. When he opened his eyes the cab was
outside his apartment. He handed the driver the money with too big of a tip and stumbled
toward the door.
The next morning, Eric had the urge to see more photographic evidence of his
brother, as if with his death he would fade from all previous records. All of the family
albums were at his parents, so he decided to see what he could find electronically. Eric
sat down at his computer and clicked through folders until he found some old video files
from one of he and Matthew’s productions. After Matthew moved away to college, Eric
saw himself as a music video producer of sorts. He would take old clips they had filmed,
cut them together, and set it to music. He was making the kind of films he once made fun
of Matthew for; odd scenes and indie music. He also began to realize that he liked the
process of editing when given the chance to do it on his own.
When he was hired at the news station as an editor, he was excited. There was
something about the clear goal, about the minute manipulations to fix mistakes and make
something pleasing, that made the work engrossing. He had stopped making his music
videos and concentrated on the work for the station. After a year of editing together new
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stories, though, he began to feel stifled, bemoaning the lack of creativity, and began to
take up his own work again at home in the evenings.
The clips he was looking at now were from a sketch they had tried to film about a
Scrabble game gone awry. Every time Allen threw the Scrabble board off the table at the
end, Eric told him that he wasn’t angry enough. Another uncompleted project. So, now
Eric cut together the different takes of Allen throwing the board, the small wooden tiles
scattering, and set it to Shit Luck by Modest Mouse.
As Eric clicked and dragged the clips in the editing program he concentrated,
trying to get the music to match up with the action perfectly, to have the board hit the
wall with the swell of the beat. Before he realized it, an hour had passed. Eric was struck
with an idea; he could get back into it, he could create again. He dug in the back of his
closet and got out his camera. Surprisingly, the battery still had a little juice left in it. He
attached the camera to a tripod and positioned it in his front room. He didn’t have to limit
himself to archive footage. He could make a video blog, he could shoot new material for
an original music video, or he could even find some old toys and make a stop motion
film. Eric pressed record and stepped in front of the camera. He opened his mouth to
speak, but came up with nothing. He paced up and down the room a few times, but still
couldn’t think of anything. He stopped walking and stared directly into the lens, frozen
on the spot, blinking. Finally he walked over and shut the camera off. He sighed and sat
down on the couch, wanting to know where Matthew’s ideas originated.
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III
Brothers in Arms

In the form of a family legend Eric was told about his arrival in the world.
Matthew was just two, so he wasn’t quite sure what was happening, but he knew it was
important. Matthew sat with rapt attention in the waiting room with Aunt Jenny. When
the proud parents finally came out, Matthew was fascinated by the small creature in his
father’s arms.
“Matthew, this is your little brother, Eric. You’re going to help us take care of
him,” he said.
Matthew reached out repeatedly to touch the squirming baby, and he had to be
reminded again and again to be gentle. Eric’s mother once said that they had trouble at
first convincing Matthew Eric wasn’t a toy.
The other story that got told frequently around the Welsh household was the
origin of Eric’s nickname. When Eric was born he was a long, skinny thing. He curled up
in his crib at night, and his parents would stand over him, watching him sleep. One night
his father said that he looked like a little snap bean, and took to calling him that
occasionally. It was Matthew that made the name stick. When he heard it, he thought it
was the funniest thing in the world. He called Eric Snap Bean all the time. At family
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functions other relatives would hear it and get in the habit as well, saying how cute the
name was. Everybody in Eric’s small circle began to call him that. At night, though, his
mother would rub his back as he fell asleep saying, “Eric, my sweet Eric.”
“I never wanted to call you that,” his mother told him when he was older. “It was
all your brother and father’s doing. I didn’t want you to forget who you really were.”

After Eric was old enough to walk, his father started playing a game he called
“baby guitar.” He put on Led Zeppelin records, picked Eric up, held him sideways, and
strummed his fingers across Eric’s small stomach. Eric would giggle. Matthew would
dance along next to them, and sometimes sit down and act like he had drum sticks in his
hands, banging wildly.
Eric and Matthew’s father was the one who was responsible for exposing the boys
to what he called “acceptable art.” The phrase was one of his favorites, and Eric
remembered hearing it when he was a little bit older, demanding to see whatever the new
popular movie was at the time. Their father helped foster in them a love for the movies he
liked as a child, of music he thought worthwhile.

When Eric was nine the family took a trip to New York City. Looking back, he
realized that was probably what sparked Matthew’s interest in film. A trip to such a big
city was new and unusual. Eric’s aunt, Jenny, was living on Cape Cod and was getting
married to Tom that weekend. The family stayed at Jenny’s house and took the train into
New York for the day. Since they were pressed for time, the planned their events
carefully. Matthew and Eric made various bids to go shopping at all the cool stores, but
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their mother won out for the morning activity. Once they were in line at the Statue of
Liberty, she put one hand on Matthew’s shoulder and the other on Eric’s.
“Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to be free, the
wretched refuse of your teeming shore,” she said. “Emma Lazarus wrote that. One of my
favorite poems.”
They only went up to the base of the statue, because the line to go to the top
would have taken hours. Eric didn’t mind, though. He thought actually going any higher
would have been scary. As he looked out over the water, he imagined himself on the
base, one hundred and fifty feet tall, surveying the world around him. He was rock, he
was island.
After that, they went back into the heart of the city. In Time Square they got hot
dogs and sodas from a street vendor. Eric convinced his parents to let him go into the
Nintendo store to buy a souvenir. Inside the store there were video games, and toys, and
bunch of people clamoring to buy them. Eric’s father told him to choose carefully since
he could only buy one thing. Eric chose a Donkey Kong shirt that said “NYC is My
Jungle.” Then his father said they needed to get going to their next destination, but he
wouldn’t say what it was. He ushered the family out of the store, and got out his map.
They walked a few blocks, and then got on a subway. The steady rumbling of the
train almost put Eric to sleep. He thought Matthew looked pretty tired himself, saw his
head nod a couple times. They got off the subway and walked even more. Eric decided he
would be happy if he never had to walk again. When they arrived at the Museum of the
Moving Image, Matthew perked up. It was almost closing time, and they were alone
except for one old man who walked with a cane and wore clothes from a different era.
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Screens, movie props, computers, and film artifacts filled the museum. In the first
display they came to, there was a collection of antique cameras in glass cases.
“Here we have cameras through the ages,” their father said. “You can see the
development of the technology. You can see the way movement was first captured.”
Matthew looked at these objects with sustained interest. He stood next to their
father and put his hand against the glass. Eric watched from a distance with their mother
and even then realized Matthew’s fascination. A new door had been opened.
Their father took on the role of tour guide as they moved through the museum.
They walked into a small dark room where a strobe light was flashed. The display was a
bizarre animation of plastic pieces. A drop of water fell through the air, and the drop
turned into a small H-bomb. The bomb then passed through an outstretched hand, and
transformed into an envelope. The envelope folded to become a paper airplane that
eventually crashed into a tub of dishes, breaking one of the plates. All the action
happened in rapid succession and Eric wasn’t exactly sure what he was looking at. When
the strobe light stopped flashing, he saw that the different objects that had seemed to
transform into each other were actually separate. Each object was attached to its own
metal ring and the rings were stacked on each other. The strobe light made the objects fall
and appear to change. There was something about the gaps in time causing the motions to
slide together, that he found interesting. Eric liked when illusions were revealed.
The family moved through history, from optic devices to modern film technology.
Matthew and Eric stopped in a booth where they recorded their own voices over a scene
from Snow White. Their mother stopped at the display where memorabilia from television
shows were displayed, and pointed out the Mork and Mindy costumes, saying that it used
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to be her favorite show. Their father had found a place that interested everybody. They
also found a wall full of photographs of old movie stars. Matthew made sure to get a
picture with their father next to the Buster Keaton still.
In a room near the exit a camera was set up in front of a small screen. A nearby
sign read, “Make yourself into a flip book.” Matthew stepped in front of the camera and
waved his arms up and down. He then watched himself on a small monitor. Then they left
the museum through the gift shop, and there was a station where you could buy a
flipbook of yourself taken from the image on the camera. Matthew requested the flipbook
as his one souvenir. He flipped it the whole subway ride back to the train station. He
couldn’t seem to get over the fact that he was watching himself from a foreign medium.
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IV
Radio, Radio

During the summer of 1997 Eric and Matthew experienced new freedoms. Their
mother taught high school English and was home most days during the summer. Then
their parents began leaving in the evenings, when their father got home, to go to what
they referred to as “meetings.” The house was left to the boys. Matthew was twelve and
Eric was ten, and their parents told Matthew they trusted him with his brother’s well
being. Eric wasn’t used to his parents being gone at night. He knew they were coming
back, but couldn’t quite fight the feeling of uncertainty. When Eric would ask where they
went, Matthew told him he didn’t need to worry about it. Matthew said he was in charge,
that he made the rules. Once alone, the boys sought new ways to stay entertained. Their
acts started out small. One of their first times alone they microwaved a glass of water,
simply because they had never done it. Another time they toasted a cookie until it
charred; the house smelled for several days. They got yelled at for that one.
Then they turned more destructive. One night when they were hanging out in the
basement, Matthew instructed Eric to get out his box of action figures. Eric went up to his
room, pulled the large box from under the bed, and brought it back down to the basement.
Matthew was standing in the doorway of their father’s workroom holding a hammer.
“Hand me one you don’t like,” Matthew said.
Eric hesitated. He liked all of these toys, but Matthew’s eyes were wide and
excited, and he didn’t want to say no. Eric pulled a Ninja Turtle from the box and set it
down. Matthew took a swing at it with the hammer, and a chunk of the shell flew off.
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Matthew handed Eric the hammer and told him to give it a try. Eric looked at the cracked
plastic.
“Pretend it’s Dad when he won’t let you stay up late or have dessert,” Matthew
said.
Eric gripped the hammer, closed his eyes, and swung; the impact was loud. He
opened his eyes and swung again. He reveled in the destruction, the feeling of being able
to take control like that. Then, Matthew took back the hammer and finished the job. In
the end when Eric looked at the pile of broken plastic, he felt regret.
Each time after that, Matthew told Eric to imagine somebody who had done him
an injustice—their mother, a bully, a teacher. The more Eric did it the easier he found it
to focus his rage, and feel less guilt. For a while their parents had no idea they were doing
it, always coming home to find the boys in front of the television, the shattered plastic
hidden. Then one day their mother found the remains of some the toys under Eric’s bed.
“Eric, what is this?” She held the pieces in her hands.
“Some of my toys.” Eric stared at the ground. “I was going to fix them. I had
super glue and everything.”
“Why, when your father and I work so hard to buy you nice things do you break
them?”
He hated disappointing his mother. In that odd way the looks of the children are
sometimes divided between the parents, Eric inherited his mother’s dark hair and
Matthew got their father’s blondish-red hue. This physical similarity, at least in the
beginning, created the alliances of the house.
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“I don’t need this extra stress right now,” she said. “Please tell me you won’t do it
again.”
Eric nodded in agreement.
When the garbage disposal broke later that week and their father extracted the
head of a Thunder Cat, they told Eric there would be no new toys for a long time. Eric
thought he was going to be alone in the guilt, but Matthew didn’t escape their parent’s
watchful eye, and the threat was put to him as well. Matthew of course blamed Eric for
them getting caught.

Framed pictures covered the walls of the Welsh house, even the hallways. The
prized pictures of the house were the ones of Kentucky Derby winners. Their mother had
collected one for every year. Banned from breaking toys, the next time Eric and Matthew
were alone, they sort of moped around the house. Matthew picked up a small rubber ball
and tossed it into the air. He turned to Eric and threw the ball, telling him to think fast. It
sailed across the room and through Eric’s open hands, smashing into the picture of
Secretariat. Eric looked at the broken glass on the floor. Matthew and Eric just sat in the
front room and waited, unsure of what else to do. When Eric heard the door open, tears
welled in his eyes. Their father and mother stopped in the hallway. They looked like they
had been crying themselves, but they hadn’t even seen the picture. When their gaze
finally shifted to the broken glass, their faces clouded over.
“This is it, this it, this it,” their mother said. “This destruction has got to stop.”
“Here we are working to pull everything together, and all you do is tear it apart,”
their father said.
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He wrung his hands, and sent the boys to their rooms.
That weekend they were put to work as punishment. There was a large walk in
closet in the basement of their house that, over the years, had accumulated small pieces of
the family’s life—sports equipment, board games, magazines. Their father gave them
some empty cardboard boxes and told them to organize the closet. As far as punishments
went, though, Eric thought they were pretty lucky. The basement was old and dusty, but
there were lots of awesome finds in the pile of junk. After an hour they’d already
acquired glass bottles that they filled with marbles, shell casings from a rifle, and Eric
found an old 45 record player in the back of the closet. Scrawled across the side in blocky
letters was their mother’s name, Maria. Eric pulled it out and wiped off some of the dust.
“Hey check this out,” he said.
“It’s probably broken,” Matthew said from further in the closet.
Eric lifted the lid. There was already a record on the turntable by a band called
The Lovin’ Spoonful. He found the nearest outlet and plugged in the player. The record
spun to life. Eric dropped the needle, and the opening riff of the song played. Then he
lifted the arm, looked at the needle, and watched the record turn. He saw a thumb tack on
the floor and was struck with an idea. He tested the point against his index finger, and
then gently placed it against the record. He heard a small sound issuing from the vinyl.
He leaned closer, his ear almost touching the player. The lyrics leaked out: “What a day
for a daydream, what a day for a day dreaming boy.”
“This is amazing,” Eric said. “Matthew, come check this out.”
Matthew climbed out of the closet over the pile of sneakers and soccer balls.
“What are you talking about? I don’t hear anything,” Matthew said.
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“You have to get closer to it.”
Eric leaned over the record player. Matthew hesitated for a second and bent down
next to him. Eric reveled in the idea that sound could be produced by such a small point.
When he stopped the record, he studied Matthew’s face. It was one of the first times he
was distinctly aware of not knowing what Matthew was thinking.
“What did dad mean when he said we were tearing things apart?” Eric said. “He
didn’t just mean toys and stuff…”
“Don’t you know where they go when they leave?”
“No. Do you?” Eric touched the grooves of the record.
“They go see a doctor and talk about their problems. I heard mom talking about it
on the phone one day with Uncle Paul.”
“What kind of doctor do you talk to?”
“Geez, Snap Bean, you’re pretty clueless,” Matthew said.
Eric knew that he wasn’t sure what was going on with his parents, but he also
realized Matthew knew less than he was letting on.
The next day when Eric and Matthew were put on closet duty again they found
what proved to be a much better discovery than glass bottles. Digging through more
boxes of junk, Matthew stumbled upon a magazine.
“Check it out.” Matthew had an old copy of Playboy. “Boobs.”
“Gross,” Eric said.
“You’re such a kid.”
“You’re only twelve. That’s only two years older than me.”
“Well, that makes a lot of things different,” Matthew said.
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Eric looked back in his box. Out of the corner of his eye he saw Matthew slip a
couple of the magazines under the cushion of the chair he was leaning against. Matthew
continued digging with a satisfied smile.
“Even better,” Matthew said.
He held up an old tape recorder. It was in a box of old equipment their father had
brought home from the news station where he worked.
“Better yet,” Eric said. He held up a box of unopened blank cassettes.
That afternoon they recorded their first radio show. The basement became their
studio. They sat cross-legged on the floor facing each other, the tape recorder in the
middle. Matthew leaned down close and pressed the red record button. There was a
pause. A faint electronic buzz came from the speakers. Matthew looked like he was
contemplating serious matters, and then he started reading from the notes he had written.
“Coming to you live from the Welsh basement, it’s The Concrete Floor Variety
Hour! I’m you’re host, Matthew Welsh, and with me as always is my hilarious sidekick,
Snap Bean.”
“Wowie zowie,” Eric yelled, leaning in close.
Matthew had decided that would be Eric’s designated catch phrase, but he was
only supposed to use it when Matthew cued him.
“In today’s news,” Matthew continued, “the Peterson’s cat was brutally mauled
by Toby the Rottweiler. Very tragic.” He pretended to wipe tears from his eyes.
Their parents had once taken them to see a play that mocked a live radio
broadcast. It was a play within a play. The actors were playing actors who were
performing a radio play of It’s a Wonderful Life. While performing the radio show the
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actors used exaggerated emotions and gestures to show they were really into it. Matthew
seemed to take his cues from that performance.
The boys took other inspiration from what was around them. Matthew offered an
analysis of Treasure Island, which was part of his summer reading. Eric gave a glowing
review of The Lion King. One day Eric was eating from a box of crackers.
“These crackers are yum, yum, buttery,” he said. He was taking his cues from
commercials he had seen.
“Perfect. That’s what we need, product placement. All the great shows have it.
Say that again when the tape is rolling,” Matthew said.
Week to week they reported and then listened to themselves (rarely recording a
full hour). They even used the 45 player to provide background music. Eric liked making
the radio show. He worried less about his parents when they recorded an episode, and felt
like he was putting them through less pain now that he had found a safe activity. In the
back of his mind, though, he knew that there was something wrong with his parents that
didn’t have to do with him and Matthew. He sometimes woke up and heard them arguing,
but in his half-dream state he couldn’t make out what was being said. Other times, he saw
them sitting in chairs in opposite ends of the family room, reading, not speaking. Eric
recognized the technique of ignoring somebody by the way his parents’ bodies were
tensed; he saw it all the time at school when a kid was trying to act like they didn’t care
the teacher was yelling at them. Eric wondered why his parents wanted to ignore each
other. Were they like those couples on Jerry Springer? Had one of them fallen in love
with somebody else? The couples on television always fought about money. Maybe his
dad spent all his money on “whores,” whatever that meant.
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One day Matthew and Eric’s mother walked down into the basement while they
were listening to that day’s report. Matthew pressed stop and looked up at her.
“Why don’t you want me listening?” she asked.
“Just because,” Matthew said.
“Whatever you say.” She walked away to the corner of the room where the
washer and dryer were. She loaded a basket with clothes, and then went back upstairs.
Once she was gone, Matthew started the tape again.
“Why can’t mom listen?” Eric said.
“She’ll just tell us that we’re being cute. We’re not being cute, we’re being
serious.”
“Yeah, okay. That’s what I thought.”
“Sure you did.”
Eric felt bad because he wanted to his mother to hear one of their shows, to have
actual proof that they were behaving themselves. After she went upstairs with the
laundry, he wanted to lean over the tape recorder.
“I’m sorry mom,” he wanted to say. “Look mom, it’s all right.”
When they started running out of ideas of what to report on, they brought in other
kids from the neighborhood for special interviews. Eric’s friend Jed came one time to
give a cooking lesson. His recipe was for ants on a log, but instead of raisins on top of the
celery and peanut butter he used marshmallows, calling it lice on a log, and guaranteed it
was a sure way to make the girls squirm. They also had Allen, who lived down the street,
over to talk about his love for movie special effects.
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Another time, Matthew brought over Sally, a girl from his class, to give fashion
tips. Eric suggested they try and serve her Jed’s snack, but Matthew refused. During the
interview Matthew stared at Sally and let her talk for at least ten minutes. Eric barely got
any lines that episode.
He was intrigued by the awe that Sally inspired in Matthew. Eric thought she was
pretty, he knew that much, but beyond that he wasn’t so sure what to think. He thought
Matthew liked Sally, and he wanted to understand that idea more. That night after
everyone was asleep he snuck down to the basement. He didn’t turn on any lights for fear
of waking somebody. By the pale light of the moon coming through the window Eric
looked at the magazines Matthew had stowed under the chair cushion. There was a large
picture that folded out from the middle of a naked lady cupping her own breasts. He
knew that the picture had something to do with sex. One day at school he overheard a
couple of older boys in the cafeteria talking about a movie.
“The man and woman took off their clothes, and climbed into the bed, and
screwed,” one of the boys said.
“God, I need to see that. Were her tits nice?” the other boy said
The boys exited the lunch line and Eric missed the rest of the conversation. He
was familiar with the word screw, but was still uncertain what actually went into the act
of “screwing.” This woman in the magazine had something to do with it, but there wasn’t
a man in the pictures. Eric turned the pages and saw the girl lying in different positions
on a velvet couch. He still wasn’t sure if he liked it, but he also didn’t want to look away.
He stared until he heard some movement upstairs, and then quickly put the magazine
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back in its hiding place. Back in his room he could still see the naked image when he
closed his eyes.

The end of the radio show came when school started back. Eric and Matthew no
longer had the freedom of summer. There was homework to be done, and Matthew
reconnected with the kids in his class. Eric spent more time with Allen. They played
soccer or baseball in Allen’s backyard. Matthew and Eric still recorded the occasional
episode on the weekend, but that eventually stopped.
“There’s just not enough to say anymore,” Matthew said one day. “We get up, we
go to school, we come home.”
“Isn’t there interesting stuff that goes while you’re at school?”
“Hardly. Sally won’t even talk to me anymore.”
The show got renewed that winter, but in a different format. When Eric and
Matthew were on their winter break from school, Matthew got out their parents’ old
video camera. It was a clunky machine that required full sized VHS tapes for recording.
That first day he found the camera Matthew spent the afternoon playing with it.
Eric followed him outside where Matthew filmed the snow covered backyard. Matthew
walked up and down the frozen lawn with the camera to his face, taking the whole world
in through the viewfinder. Their father came onto the back porch and called down to
them.
“An upgrade for your radio show?” he said. “That’s how I got interested, just
started tinkering with a camera one day.”
Matthew stopped what he was doing and walked towards the porch.
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“Did you ever make any movies?” Matthew asked.
“In the biz we call them films. I tried to make some with my friends, but never
succeeded. Maybe you can pick up where I left off. I see a great directing career in your
future.”
Later that day Eric decided he could be a director as well. He came down with a
beret and sunglasses he’d gotten from his mother’s closet, and he had a piece of paper
rolled up like a cigarette. He had seen a cartoon once where a film director looked like
this, possibly a Bugs Bunny episode. Matthew watched while their mother giggled.
“I’m going to get the camera. I need a picture of this,” she said.
Eric loved the attention that he felt he rarely received. Matthew narrowed his eyes
at him. After the photo session, Matthew turned to him.
“Have you ever heard of artistic integrity? You’re like a performing monkey.”
Eric thought Matthew was much more the performer, even if he didn’t mean to
be. He was the one making big deals out of every situation.
A couple days later, Matthew suggested they try to adapt their show, and they
filmed their first video episode of the Concrete Floor Variety Hour. They started with the
standard news report in the basement. Matthew set the camera on a table across the room,
and they both sat at another table pretending to be news anchors. Their father sometimes
let them come by the studio to watch the filming of the evening news, and they were
doing their best imitations of the anchors. Eric had a stack of papers, and Matthew had on
a blazer. Matthew reported the neighborhood news, and Eric threw in a “wowie zowie”
for the exciting parts when Matthew cued him, though Eric was getting annoyed with the
phrase. What they did next was the new element. They left the basement and went
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outside to do what Matthew called “field reporting.” They walked down to the sidewalk
in front of their house where the snow was still thick.
“I’m going to give a live, breaking weather report. All the good news channels do
it,” Matthew said.
“Can I give a report?”
“No, you run the camera.”
“But that’s not fun,” Eric said.
“It’s what Dad does. You can be just like him.”
Eric begrudgingly took his spot behind the camera and pressed record.
“Coming to you live from the streets, this is Matthew Welsh, and it sure is cold
out here. There’s a large snow storm coming through tonight. There should be three to
four inches of snow, so please take shelter and make sure to keep those fires lit.”
Eric turned off the camera on Matthew’s signal.
“Is there really going to be a snow storm?” Eric said.
“Well, no, but let’s go inside to watch what we have so far.”
That was the only episode they filmed. Matthew insisted that the show didn’t have
the same edge anymore, that they needed to move on.
The revelation Matthew was looking for was brought on by Allen. He came over
to their house one day and saw the camera. He promised what he was going to show them
would be cool. He set the camera on the kitchen table and then took a can of ravioli from
the cabinet. He then proceeded to click the record button on and off. Each time he did
this, he moved the can of ravioli. Eric looked on with confusion. When Allen was
finished he told Matthew to play the video back. What they saw was the can of ravioli
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moving across the table on its own. Eric was amazed, and thought back to the crazy
display they had seen in that museum in New York. The camera hid the gaps in the
movement.
“It’s called stop motion,” Allen said. “With small movements you can make
things come to life. The smaller the movement, the smoother the shot. It’s just like what
they used for Nightmare Before Christmas.”
Matthew didn’t speak, but Eric could see the wheels turning in his head. After
that, Matthew started on a stop motion campaign. He and Eric used action figures and
other toys to construct adventures, most involving violent confrontation. In their world
Gandalf could fight He-Man, Ninja Turtles could invade the Thunder Cats lair, and
dinosaurs could bear down and stomp Garfield’s fat ass. Then one day Allen brought
over his copy of Nightmare Before Christmas. After the movie ended, Matthew turned to
Allen.
“I’m impressed by the quality of that work,” Matthew said.
“What does that mean?” Eric asked
“We need to improve our techniques.”
“You should work with clay,” Allen said. “Clay offers more subtle movement,
makes it look more realistic.”
Allen started coming over and helping with the stop-motion pictures. It was true
that the clay offered a wider range of movement, but that also meant that it took a lot
longer to shoot the action. Eric would get frustrated and fall asleep. Matthew would stay
up half the night, hunkered over his clay character. Soon, Matthew also seemed to lose
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interest in that. Eric could tell from the beginning that Matthew had his eyes set on larger
projects.

One day Matthew, Eric, and Allen were sitting in the basement watching
Nosferatu.
“Let’s shoot a silent film,” Matthew said.
“What do you mean?” Allen asked.
“You know, like the classics. A little bit of Nosferatu with a little bit of Keystone
Kops, and maybe some Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. It will be easy because we won’t have to
memorize any lines. It’ll be pure action.”
They met at Eric and Matthew’s house the next day. Allen brought his father’s
black trench coat, and said he wanted to be the un-dead star. He put on the coat and held
his hands close to his chest, fanning his fingers out like claws. Matthew found a pair of
vampire teeth for Allen, and he did his best stiff-legged Nosferatu walk. Eric and
Matthew cracked up. The rest of the afternoon they went around the neighborhood and
filmed Allen in his costume doing different things, like buying ice cream or playing on a
swing set.
“It’s what Nosferatu does when he’s not sucking blood,” Matthew said.
When they got back to the house and put the tape into the VCR, Eric wanted to
know how they were going to make it silent because there was still background noise.
Matthew looked at the television for a while, making it obvious that his plan had only
come this far.
“We could just turn down the volume all the way,” Matthew said.
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“Hold on, I have a solution. I need to go to my house for a minute,” Allen said.
When Allen left, Matthew turned to Eric.
“Why did you have to get all technical? It would have been fine watching it like
that,” Matthew said.
“I was curious.”
When Allen got back he had a CD player, a CD of classical music, and a couple
VHS tapes. Allen put one of the tapes into the VCR. The scene was a mash-up between
the final fight between Vader and Skywalker in The Empire Strikes Back and Like A
Virgin by Madonna.
“It’s called dubbing,” Allen said. “You run the audio from one device and the
video from another.”
Allen put the other VHS tape in. He then hooked up the video from the camera
and the audio from his CD player.
“When I press record on the VCR, press play on both the camera and CD player,”
Allen said.
Eric cued the music, and Matthew the video. What they ended up with was a
piano song playing over the action, just like the silent movies they watched on DVD.
“This is the coolest thing I’ve ever seen,” Matthew said.
“And you wanted to turn down the volume,” Eric said.
“Why does it have to be that way, Snap Bean? You always have the negative
comment to add,” Matthew said.
Eric fell silent as they finished recording the film. He was frustrated how Matthew
seemed to appropriate ideas, almost as if he invented what others introduced him to.
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V
Groovy Movies

When Eric was fourteen, and Matthew was sixteen, they got a digital camera.
Matthew’s obsession at the time was what he called “nature films.” He had used their old
camera to film shots around the neighborhood of dogs and kids playing, putting on an
Australian accent to narrate the action. It was like a local, poorly executed version of the
Crocodile Hunter. Matthew had long ago denounced all the stop motion films as kids’
stuff, which also seemed to include Eric’s involvement. Matthew asked him to film
sometimes, but mostly Eric sat on the side and watched. They hadn’t truly worked on
something together for years. Matthew told their parents that he needed a new camera to
better capture his subject matter. Eric didn’t see any problem with the one they had, but
Matthew assured him that life would be so much better with a digital camera. Their
parents always said that it was too expensive. Matthew told Eric that he had finally
accepted the fact that he would have a crappy camera for the rest of his life.
Their parents finally relented on Christmas, saying that it was a special occasion.
Eric marveled at the new equipment, and wanted even more desperately to be part of the
projects again, but Matthew continued to make his nature films. Then one day he came to
Eric and told him it was time to start shooting sketches, saying that he wanted to involve
people in his projects now. Matthew was like that. When a new idea seized him he
completely switched gears. Now that Matthew was inviting him back, Eric was going to
find a way to make himself indispensible to the projects.
They shot different shorts that were mostly improvised. In one Eric interviewed
for a job, and Allen acted as the boss. Allen asked him question like “do you ever see
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yourself going to space?” or “Could you take a zebra in a fist fight?” Eric had no clue
what question was coming next, and Matthew seemed to think that made it funny. They
also shot a documentary style sketch where they were dinosaur hunters, talking tough and
taking themselves seriously. Whatever random ideas the thought, they shot, never doing a
second take.
Then one day Matthew announced that they needed to be more professional and
shift their focus to feature films. He told Eric and Allen to start brainstorming. When he
began searching for ideas, Eric went with Allen and his family to see Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone. They had also just seen The Fellowship of the Ring. Eric and Allen
started their own campaign for the filming of a fantasy movie. Matthew didn’t like the
idea at first, but Eric and Allen pleaded their case.
“Fantasy is popular. Television shows always make fun of what’s popular,” Allen
said. “Saturday Night Live does it, and that’s hilarious.”
“But we’re shooting a movie,” Matthew said.
“But just imagine how great it will be to make fun of everybody that loves that
crap,” Eric said.
“All right,” Matthew said. “But let’s try to keep it as original as possible. No
direct scene copying.”
In reality, Eric loved the movies. Of course, the fantastical elements were cool:
magic, dragons, elf princesses. What Eric really liked was that at the heart of the movies
were stories about friendship—friends who stuck with each other through a difficult
journey. These characters had people they loved, people they could fight for.
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What their film turned into was a free-for-all. They wove together the bizarre
story of Matthew, who was a young wizard, and his elf best friend, played by Allen.
Matthew’s quest seemed to be to physically harm everybody in his path because every
scene turned into a fight between him and another version of Eric, who filled in as all the
extras. The movie was related to the original material in little more than concept. It was a
live action version of one of their action figure battles; hardly a story of friendship. Each
of them took turns behind and in front of the camera, and most of the dialogue was made
up on the spot. A few times Eric asked to do a scene again because it didn’t feel right,
saying that even though they were making comedy, they still had to make people believe
them. He wanted to show how much he cared about the integrity of the film. The story
concluded with Matthew becoming the ruler of the kingdom, the villain, and Allen the
good guy, the last beacon of hope.
Their father brought home his portable editor from the news station for the boys
to use. He appeared happy that they were showing such enthusiasm. Matthew quickly
mastered the editor. As they cut the scenes together using the tiny screen and twisting the
knobs, Matthew concentrated fiercely, but at times he would stop and laugh out loud. He
seemed to genuinely like what they had made, despite his earlier protest.
“This,” Matthew said, “is parody at its finest. It’s an exploration of the absurd.
Just like what Buster Keaton did. There are some genuinely funny moments here.”
Whenever Matthew worked on a project he elevated his language, but he seemed
in earnest. He even gave Eric the controls for a few scenes and walked him through
cutting them together.
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The project was completed in mid-January. The narrative when fully put together,
of course, did not make much sense, but they did have one crowning technical shot. Allen
had jumped off of the back porch of the house while facing backwards, and then ran
backwards through the yard. In editing they recorded the scene in reverse to show Allen
run and leap ten feet in the air, landing gracefully on the porch railing. When Matthew
showed the finished project to their friends in the neighborhood, that was the part they
were always most impressed with. Eric found that he liked seeing himself on screen,
liked people laughing at what he did, paying attention to him.

In March Matthew got a new lens for his seventeenth birthday. April 3rd was
Eric’s birthday, and he got a tripod. Their parents were at least providing them with a set
of gear, even if it was piece by piece. Energized by the new equipment, Matthew decided
they needed to do more.
Eric was in the backyard with Allen kicking a soccer ball one day, when Matthew
came out onto the deck.
“We need to talk sequels,” he said.
Eric stopped the ball with his foot and looked up at him.
“People seem to like what we’ve done.” Matthew jumped from the porch down
into the yard. “I’ve got big ideas.”
The big idea was a complete restructuring. Everyone would now have designated
roles. Matthew had been working on a script—he was writing an actual script. Allen was
going to be the designated actor. Because of the suggestions he had made on the first
film, Matthew asked Eric to be the director. Eric was surprised because he knew in every
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sense this was going to be Matthew’s production; there had been a gleam in his eye when
he suggested making a sequel. Eric was glad he had secured a designated position. Even
in their childhood games Matthew always had trouble surrendering control, be it of the
rules or the most interesting make-believe character. When Eric was five, Matthew made
up complex games that only he knew the logic to. He designated Eric’s role, whether it
was good guy, bad guy, or forest creature, and tell him his character attributes. He told
Eric how he was supposed to act. Now Eric liked the idea of telling Matthew how to act.
The next weekend they gathered in Welsh basement to have a brainstorming
session for the new film.
“So, we’ll be picking up where the last film left off. Allen you’ll be the elf again,
and I’ll be the now evil wizard,” Matthew said.
“Do you think we could concentrate more on the friendship here?” Eric said.
“Maybe there could be reconciliation between you two. Relationships are complex, but
that can be repaired.”
“But that would totally clash with the tone of the last film.” Matthew put his
pencil down. “We’ll leave it open to interpretation.”
Eric wasn’t sure if Matthew was being sincere about the tone, or if he was just
being contrary. Eric decided to let the point go. Matthew said that he had some material
sketched out and could probably get a script written pretty quickly. Eric wondered what
the point of the production meeting was then, but kept his mouth shut. Matthew decided
it would be best start filming in the afternoons when school let out, rather than waiting
for the weekend.
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Eric and Matthew went to the same high school, but had different experiences.
Relief greeted Matthew when he got home in the afternoons. He would drop his backpack
and let out an audible sigh. Then he would crack a can of Coke and guzzle it like he had
never had a soda before. School drained him. On the other hand, Eric came home from
the day, still turning over what he’d learned, trying to tease out new truths. He liked the
flow of school, the purpose it gave him. He felt like he was a part of a community that he
was closed off from when they were on breaks. He’d recently started attending an after
school film club where the students watched movies and discussed them. Every time the
group discussed a director’s techniques, he took notes.
On the day Eric, Matthew, and Allen were supposed to start filming, he was late
coming home from film club. Matthew waited inside the door.
“What took you so long?” Matthew asked.
“I was at film club. I’m sorry.”
“Film club? Who needs a club when you’re doing it for real?”
“Why don’t you want to be part of the club?” Eric asked. “You might actually get
some good ideas.”
“That kind of organization scares me. It’s like organized religion. It becomes
more about socializing, gets away from the main point.”
“Talking about movies should be fun. What’s the main point?”
“Further understanding of the art of film.”
“I still think we’re doing that,” Eric said.
“Whatever. Let’s go.”
They packed up the equipment and went over to Allen’s house.
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Eric was nervous about his new role as director, but somehow he seemed to know
intuitively when they had gotten a good shot. He heard in people’s voices different levels
of confidence that reflected how comfortable they were with the lines. When the delivery
fell flat, he would yell “cut!” He could also tell when Allen was hitting a comedic stride
and allowed him to improvise at times without cutting him off, despite Matthew’s clear
agitation. Of course, with only three people working on the project, everybody had to
spend time in front of the camera again. Eric would get distracted because he would try to
think what instructions he would give himself from behind the camera. Matthew’s
problem in front of the camera was that he was too worried about staying right on script,
to the point where he mouthed the lines he’d written for other characters. The grand
restructuring created problems for everybody except Allen. He was designated as all time
actor and was able to put drama into his ridiculous parts.
As a side effect of the directing, Eric started to look at the people in his real life
with the same kind of scrutiny. The people around him were performing. There was a
space between what they felt and what they said. He watched people with a keen eye, and
listened to the tone of their voice for words that sounded most true. This also meant that
he became more aware of the subtleties of his own house. He knew that his parents
attended counseling in spurts. They would be home in the evenings for a long stretch of
time, and then they would start going to their meetings again. Eric wasn’t sure why they
didn’t just tell him that they were going to counseling; he was certainly old enough to
understand.
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Sound carried well through the thin walls of the house, and one night Eric
overheard a fight while he was in bed reading. He heard a door slam downstairs and tried
to breathe softly and listen.
“What is it about your job that makes you so tired when you come home?” his
father said.
“I deal with fucking students all day,” she said. “They’re rude, disrespectful.
Nothing I say sinks in.”
“I’m not one of those kids. I’m listening to you. So why don’t you want to touch
me?”
“I just get drained. I don’t want to do anything, let alone have to fuck you.”
Eric heard them pacing in the front hall, and imagined them squaring off against
each other.
“I’m not trying to make you do a chore. I’m trying to keep a physical connection
with my wife. You used to have all the energy in the world.”
Eric rolled over in his bed. He wished he didn’t have to hear about his parents’
sex life, but he couldn’t stop listening.
“It builds on me,” his mother said. “I become more and more tired each day. God
knows I’d retire if we didn’t need the money.”
“So, it has to come back to my job?”
“Well, when are you going to ask for a raise?”
“It’s not the right time,” his father said.
“It’s never the right time.”
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After that they fell silent, apparently mutually backing down. Maybe they were
just tired. Eric heard one go into the family room and turn on the television, and the other
come upstairs to their bedroom. The television watcher turned up the volume, and Eric
fell asleep listening to an infomercial.
A few evenings later, Eric’s parents started leaving the house. Eric realized that
his parents had a pattern. They would attend counseling until life seemed to settle down,
and then they would stop going. When another big fight came, the whole process would
begin again. Eric watched for signs of the cycle starting over. Eric could tell when
another fight was coming by the terse remarks, or a narrowed glance from his mother to
his father. He used to simply look forward to the fights passing, but now he found himself
wanting to know why his parents were angry. He stayed up later on purpose to hear what
would happen. Then one night he and Matthew became the subject.
“We need to talk about our sons,” his mother said.
“They have been behaving themselves as far as I know.”
“They’re spending too much time playing filmmakers and not enough on
schoolwork.”
“None of their teachers have called to complain,” his father said.
“That’s because they’re in high school now. The teachers want them to be
responsible for themselves.”
“At least they’re passionate about something, which is more than can be said
about a lot of kids their age.”
“I don’t care. They need to stay committed to their studies and not waste their
time playing with cameras,” she said.
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“What is it you think I do for a living?”
“You seem to have forgotten what I do as well. I want my boys to be smart.”
His father ended up offended, saying that she was implying that he wasn’t smart.
Eric’s mother said she was so mad that she didn’t care to argue otherwise, and his father
stormed out of the house, possibly off to a bar. Eric had always thought his and
Matthew’s transition from destruction to art was a relief to both his parents, but
apparently there were always going to disagreements. He felt bad too because he had
been neglecting his school work, just scrapping by on getting the assignments done. As
far as he knew, Matthew was not doing any of his work.
The next day, Eric wanted to ask Matthew if he’d heard the fight. He was almost
certain he had, his room just being down the hall, but Eric never knew how to start a
conversation about any of their parents’ fights. Finally he came into the kitchen and sat
down across from Matthew, who was eating a sandwich.
“Do you think Mom and Dad are happy?” Eric asked.
Matthew chewed for a few seconds, looking like he was thinking of the right
response.
“I guess so?”
“I don’t,” Eric said.
“All couples fight. What’s that thing Dad is always saying? ‘This too shall pass.’”
Eric saw the uncertainty in Matthew’s eyes. He saw the sadness that would mark
a large part of Matthew’s life, and years later wondered if this is where it all began. Eric
couldn’t decide at the time what he felt more, sympathy for Matthew or anger at him for
holding back his true feelings.
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During the week, the shouting between their parents would become less frequent
and at times stopped all together. In its place strained politeness existed, and this change
was most evident at dinner. Their parents would pass dishes with stretched smiles and a
lot of “yes, dear.” They would ask the boys about their days, and their mother would even
feign interest in their film projects. She just never failed to remind them to stay focused
on their school work.
One day when Matthew and Eric were getting ready for a shoot, their father came
into the room and stood in the doorway. Eric was putting things into the camera bag, and
Matthew was writing notes in the margins of his script.
“You boys getting ready for a big day?”
“Yes, dad,” Matthew said quickly.
Matthew still didn’t like talking to their parents about their projects. He obviously
hadn’t heard their parents’ last fight, because he didn’t know their father was his ally in
filmmaking.
“Did I ever tell you I went to film school for year?” their father said.
Eric saw his father’s face change with the delivery of this news, saw that this was
personal. Their father looked off to the side, as if trying to see back through the years.
“It got expensive too quickly, and I had to drop out. I was convinced for years
afterwards that I was going to be a screenwriter.”
Matthew stopped writing. He wasn’t looking up, but it was obvious he was
listening.
“I just wanted to say keep up the good work, Matthew,” their father said.
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The last part stung. Eric kept trying to tell himself that Matthew, and everybody
else, saw him as an equal part of the creative team, but he knew that wasn’t the case. His
father’s comments just made it more obvious.
“Thanks…thanks, Dad.” Matthew looked up at him this time.
Eric continued to pack the bag and mumbled to himself that he was still the
director.
That afternoon they shot a scene where Matthew and Allen were having a fight.
They had tried the scene several times.
“Cut,” Eric said. “Something still doesn’t feel right. You guys need to be angrier
at each other.” Eric stopped the camera.
“Well, what do you suggest?” Allen asked
“You’re supposed to be fighting. Make Matthew feel inadequate.” Eric fixed his
eyes on Matthew. “Like tell Matthew that he’s a fucking hack of a screenwriter.”
Eric’s heart raced. Matthew clenched his jaw and forced a smile.
“Nice one, Snap Bean,” Matthew said.
Matthew turned to Allen. Allen shrugged his shoulders.
“Let’s just move onto the next scene,” Matthew said.
“No,” Eric said, “let’s try that scene again.”
“Why?” Matthew said
“Because we can do better.”
“I think this is the best we’re going to get.”
“We’re shooting it again.” Eric crossed his arms over his chest.
“No, goddamn it.” Matthew was shouting now.
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“You gave me this job.”
“Well, I thought you were like me.” Matthew crossed his arms over his chest.
When Eric saw Matthew making the same gesture, something of a familial trait of
agitation, he immediately put his hands at his sides.
They shot for a few more days after that, and Matthew and Eric only spoke to
each other as necessary for the film. When they wrapped, the story had morphed into one
about struggle. The two main characters had always been pitted against each other, but it
was now more deliberate, more vicious. Eric watched Matthew do rewrites and revisions
over those few days, and knew what was coming. Allen and Matthew’s characters had a
fight to the death in the final scene, using magic of course. Allen’s character died. Eric
sometimes wished that Matthew would be less brooding, and just come out and say what
he thought.
When the time came for the grittier process of editing, Matthew set up the editor
in the basement, once again turning it into a makeshift studio. Matthew hadn’t asked Eric
to help directly, so Eric just made like he was doing something else in the basement,
hovering by the monitor every once in a while. Where the previous shoot had left little
choice as to what shots to use, they now had the pick of several decent shots per scene.
Eric found he was able to use the same skills from behind the camera to again find the
best scene here.
“This one’s the best,” Eric said, when Matthew was working through a scene.
“How do you figure?”
“Because it’s a fight scene. You actually look like you want to punch somebody.”
“We went off script there. That’s not how I wrote it,” Matthew said.
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“The audience doesn’t know that it wasn’t written that way.”
“I guess not.”
“It doesn’t all have to be scripted.”
“Fair enough,” Matthew said.
Eric never knew how to talk to his brother after they’d had a fight. At least they
had the film to discuss, even if it was minimally. While Matthew was making some
adjustments to the audio, Eric let his mind wander. He was getting ready to go to
Denmark with his class for a few weeks as part of an exchange program. In the fall some
of the Danish students would come and stay with them in the states.
“Can I ask you some advice?” Eric said, after a moment. He just wanted things to
be better.
“What?”
“You were in London last year. Any words of wisdom for traveling to another
country?”
Matthew ran his hand through his sandy colored hair.
“Do you actually want to listen to me?” he said.
Eric nodded his head.
“Don’t act like you’ve got it all figured out.” Matthew turned his gaze back to the
monitors.
Eric waited for more, but Matthew seemed to be holding onto his anger. Matthew
never seemed able to let things go.
“Nobody has everything figured out,” Eric said, and then walked up the stairs.
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By the time the final cut of the film was finished, Eric was already on his trip. The
country was beautiful; the area he was staying in, Roskilde, was full of lush, green fields.
The language was fascinating, and the food was delicious. He soaked it all in, found it
peaceful. Then the beautiful women and readily available alcohol went to his head. His
host was persuasive and always wanted to go out drinking. Eric started doing things at
parties—screaming, wild dancing, sloppily kissing girls—that he regretted in the
morning. His friends called him the “wild card.” They would always fill him in on his
previous night’s exploits, finding them great entertainment. He’d never been drunk
around his friends back home, and they apparently enjoyed watching his descent. He
couldn’t decide if the alcohol made him a truer version of himself, or just made him look
like a fool; maybe that’s what he was deep down. He hated the idea of being a spectacle,
but he found that the alcohol quelled the rapid thoughts in his head and made the world
smoother. The gap between what people said and did was less noticeable. Eric couldn’t
deny that it felt good to cut the tether of his normal life. One night he found himself in a
dark room with a girl he didn’t know. He put his hands up her shirt and down her pants,
frantic for her warm skin that smelled faintly of burnt tobacco, the coarse feel of her
pubic hair, and the moistness between her legs. In the morning he only had a vague sense
of what had happened, and this made him feel ashamed. He always imagined the first
time he touched a girl it would be special.
Another night, while drunk at another party, Eric got a call from Matthew on his
cell.
“Snap, we’re a cult hit. The neighborhood loves our new film,” Matthew said.
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“Cult hit?” It was no doubt a phrase from one of Matthew’s film books their
parents had gotten him. Eric held his finger in the opposite ear to block out the sound of
Wouldn’t it Be Nice?
“You should find a girl for our next project while you’re there, one of the girls
coming to visit in the fall. A pretty Danish girl.”
“I’ll see what I can do.”
“I knew I could count on you,” Matthew said. “Catch you later.”
Eric wondered if Matthew himself had been drinking. He sounded happy, less
terse, and gave no hint of his anger from before Eric left. Eric was getting to the point
where he couldn’t make sense of Matthew’s frequently changing moods. Maybe it was
just time that was needed.
Later that night, Eric was sitting around a campfire having another beer. Some
people were making bread in the fire. They had a bowl of dough and were wrapping
pieces around sticks to hold over the flames. One of the girls he knew, Lola, was showing
him how it was done.
“See?” she said.
She pulled her stick from the fire, the uneven glob was a light brown, slightly
burnt at the edge.
“Warm bread,” she said in a soft voice.
“Lola, you’re coming to the States in October, right?” Eric said.
“Yeah.”
“Do you want to be in a movie me and my brother are making?”
She pulled a piece of the bread off and chewed it slowly.
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“I can’t answer you right now, I’m too drunk. Last time I was at a party and
agreed to be in a guy’s movie, it ended up being a porno,” she said.
“Oh.” Eric looked at the ground.
“Don’t worry.” She lightly touched his shoulder. “I wasn’t in it. What kind of girl
do you think I am?”
She laughed. Eric reached out and took a piece of bread from the stick and put it
in his mouth. The bread was warm and tasted smoky.
Eric left Denmark at the end of June. As he passed back over countries and
oceans, he felt another shift inside himself. He didn’t want to be the person he was in that
country. When he got home, Matthew was anxious to know if he had found a female
lead. Eric told him about Lola, and Matthew wanted to start production right away—he
already had a script. Eric reminded him that they had to wait until October.
“Let me show you what I’ve been up to while you were gone,” Matthew said.
“Sure.”
Apparently, Matthew’s mood wasn’t the only thing that had changed in the three
weeks Eric was gone; he had a whole new aesthetic. Matthew showed him some projects
that he had been working on with his friend, Steven. Eric had only met Steven a few
times, but did not like him very much. Steven also liked film, and sometimes had
interesting things to say, but he could be pretentious. He chose to start sentences with the
phrase “being that.”
“Being that this is supposed to be a work of art, meaning has to be subtle.”
“Being that this is Charlie Kaufman’s second film, he’s more assured in his
writing style, and is able to take more risks.”
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The projects Matthew showed Eric mostly involved black and white shots of
nature and people set to music by Wilco, Matthew’s favorite band. There was one called
Degree of Separation, which was short. First there was a shot of Matthew standing on
one side of a frosted window with his palm against the window. The silhouette of another
figure could be seen on the other side of the glass, but none of his features were distinct.
When the camera switched angles to show the figure, it was Matthew again wearing
different clothes. He had his hand against the hand on the other side. It was set to The
Lonely 1.
“Steven stood in as my double,” Matthew explained.
“I like the song.” Eric wasn’t sure what else to say. He had trouble seeing the
point.
“The song is about loneliness, of course. But it’s a special kind of loneliness, one
that persists in the face of perceived fame. Jeff Tweedy really gets things right.”
“Are you lonely?” Eric asked.
“Am I famous?”
Eric wanted to tell him that the two were mutually exclusive, but the way
Matthew’s eyes were set told him that the conversation was over. Matthew acted like it
was never said and showed Eric the script he had hammered out for the third installment
of their film series. This one involved a love story. Allen’s character was going to go
through the trials and tribulations of a relationship.
“I thought Allen died in the last film,” Eric said.
“We used magic to bring him back to life.”
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On the day the Danish students finally came to Louisville, Eric didn’t get to go to
the airport to greet them. He wasn’t hosting a student, so he wasn’t let out of class with
the others. He’d asked his parents to let him host, but they said they couldn’t handle an
extra person in the house, especially one with weird customs. That afternoon at home,
Matthew reminded Eric that they needed to have a production meeting for the upcoming
film. Many of the students at Eric’s school were from the same area of town, and Lola
was staying with Susannah. Her house was only a ten minute walk from Eric’s. When
Eric called the house, Susannah seemed annoyed that he wanted to talk to Lola. He
always thought Susannah was nice, and pretty, but they weren’t friends. He invited Lola
over to eat pizza and discuss the project, and told her Susannah could come along if she
wanted to. Eric was anxious to Lola her, but he tried to hide that in his voice.
Lola showed up a little while later, and Eric gave her an awkward hug at the door.
“Didn’t Susannah want to come with you?” Eric asked.
“No, she said that it sounded too nerdy.”
“That’s a shame. She’s going to miss all the fun. I’m glad you came.” He put his
hand on her arm right above the elbow, and looked straight into her eyes. Then they went
into the kitchen to get some pizza. Eric’s parents were there making their own dinner.
“Mom, Dad, this is Lola. She’s my friend from Denmark.”
“Nice to meet you,” his father said.
“Eric has said lots of nice things about you,” his mother said.
“That’s very sweet.” Lola turned to Eric and smiled.
Eric blushed a little. He guessed his mother was just being nice, because he could
only remember mentioning Lola once. Everybody fell silent.
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“Well, let’s eat,” Eric said.
He moved quickly to the pizza box on the counter and put a couple slices on a
paper plate. He handed the plate to Lola and then got his own. Then they went down into
the basement to join Matthew and Allen. They ate mostly in silence. Matthew looked off
to the side, and seemed to be going through something in his head. Eric guessed that he
was still writing pieces of the film.
When they finished eating, Matthew started explaining the script, and Eric
watched Lola’s face for signs of interest. She was going to be playing Allen’s love
interest, but in reality (or at least in the reality of the film), she was supposed to be under
the employ of Matthew’s character, trying to bring about Allen’s death. Lola smiled and
nodded.
“Sounds funny,” she said.
“Allen’s character is going to be attacked in his most vulnerable place,” Matthew
said.
“His pants?” Allen laughed.
“The heart,” Matthew said. “This movie is going to be about, beyond the humor,
the complexities of relationships.”
Eric recognized his words on Matthew’s lips. He had read the script, and liked it.
He saw that this was a much more sober and serious approach to a comedy film. This
time the jokes were a little heavier, poking fun at pop-culture, and political figures, but it
retained the absurdity of the previous films. Matthew had transitioned out of his love of
slapstick, and saw himself as a serious artist.
After the production meeting, Eric pulled Allen aside.
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“You know,” Eric said, “this is the kind of film I’ve wanted to do all along,
something serious, but still funny.”
“Well, why didn’t you speak up?” Allen said
“I tried. Matthew just never listened to me. He always wanted them to be his
ideas.”
“Well, we’re here now. Let’s just go with it.”
When they started production, though, it was clear that Matthew had once again
gone overboard. He was more adamant than ever about sticking exactly to the script. He
also had them film a long and bizarre dream sequence set to Tom Waits’ Reeperbahn. In
the dreamscape nothing was as it seemed. The doorways of the Welsh house were on a
loop, which actually involved Allen running out one door, down the hallway, and through
the other. Matthew set the camera to a sepia tone, and the whole scene reminded Eric of
Degree of Separation; obscure, trying a little too hard. The phrase “art house” from one
of Matthew’s film books came to mind.
Even though Eric was having some trouble with Matthew’s more abstract ideas,
he loved having Lola on set. He, of course ,was trying to figure out what to say to her.
Then on the third day of shooting, Eric almost saw Lola naked. She had gone inside to
change her clothes for a new scene. Eric, not realizing which room she had gone in,
walked in to sit down for a minute. Lola was faced away from him. He saw her bare
shoulders and smooth back dotted with freckles. He realized she had on no shirt or bra.
She grabbed a t-shirt off the couch and raised her arms to put it on, her shoulder blades
protruding. He wanted to touch the outline of the thin bone. He felt his pulse in his throat.
He didn’t want to embarrass her, but couldn’t make himself look away. Lola slowly
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turned around, and Eric caught a glimpse of her breast as she continued to pull the shirt
down.
“Sorry,” he said, but kept his eyes fixed on her.
“It’s fine. I was just changing my shirt.”
Eric felt the beginning of an erection, and it was the awareness of his own body
that made him blush.
“Your face is red,” Lola said. She put her hand against his cheek.
Eric reached up and grabbed her hand. He rubbed his thumb over hers. Somehow
in his sexual excitement he’d found some confidence.
“Let’s hang out after we shoot this scene, do something not related to the film,”
he said.
“That would be nice.”
Lola walked out of the room. Eric followed her to the front porch where Matthew
and Allen were waiting. When they started the scene, Eric watched Lola intently and let
his mind wander the contours of her body. For a moment he was back in the dark corner
of that party in Denmark, with Lola as the girl he was feeling up with frenzied desire.
Then he heard somebody shouting.
“Dude, should we cut?” Allen asked.
“What, oh yeah,” Eric said.
Eric looked over at Matthew. Matthew scowled, and Eric shrugged his shoulders.
Matthew glanced from Eric to Lola and back. He seemed to already know what was
going on. The rest of the day Eric tried to steal glances at Lola, but each time Matthew
would be watching him, and Eric would look off at something in the distance.
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After the shoot, Allen suggested they all go back to his house to hang out.
Matthew said that sounded like a good idea, and asked Lola if she had anywhere to be.
Lola shook her head and then glanced over at Eric.
“I think we are going to get some coffee,” Eric said.
“That would be a good idea,” Matthew said.
“Well, I think it’s just going to be me and Lola,” Eric said. “We haven’t had a
chance to catch up since she got here. The demands of a director, am I right?”
Eric forced a laugh. Matthew crossed his arms over his chest. Allen told Eric to
call when they were done. He told Matthew they could still order a pizza together, or
something.
Eric and Lola walked to coffee shop as night fell. They got drinks and sat at a
table outside, leaning toward each other, talking close over the center. A breeze stirred
the musty smell of dead leaves.
“What do you miss most when you’re away from home?” Eric asked.
“The landscape. Where I live I feel so close to nature. What do you miss when
you go away?”
“I don’t do that very often.”
“You went to Denmark,” Lola said
“The sense of belonging, to know you’re where you belong. That’s what I miss.”
“That’s a nice feeling.”
After they finished their drinks, Lola decided to walk back to Susannah’s house
from the coffee place. Eric hugged her before she left, and squeezed her hand. He wanted
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to kiss her, but found his earlier confidence absent. On the walk home, he assured himself
there would be other chances.
The next day, the tension on set got worse. They were in the middle of filming a
scene at Allen’s house. Eric stopped the camera, but continued to watch Matthew and
Lola through the viewfinder. Matthew put his hand against her shoulder.
“That’s good,” he said. “Try and act a little more surprised this time.”
“Ok, all right,” Lola said.
Eric moved his eyes up from the camera.
“I thought I was directing this picture,” he said.
“Just trying to give her some tips,” Matthew said.
He’d been giving her tips all day—soft touches on the arm, or gentle words of
encouragement. He even allowed her to stray from the script, which was usually a
difficult task. Eric had never experienced this feeling before, him and Matthew being
attracted to the same girl, a conflicting shared interest. It connected them, but it also made
Eric angry. He figured given the choice, a European girl would choose the older, more
talented brother. He liked Lola too much to let that happen.
“You’re doing great, Lola,” Eric said. “You want to sell the surprise with your
face, not by throwing your hands up. It’s all in the eyes.”
He smiled at her and bent back over the camera. Matthew started speak again, but
Eric called action.
The next scene they were supposed to shoot was one where Matthew’s character
delivered a soliloquy lamenting the state of being a villain; about how he simultaneously
hated and loved himself, how he couldn’t stop what was in his nature. Lola was playing a
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bit part as his secretary coming in to hand him an urgent message from the town’s elder
wizard.
“A kiss,” Matthew said.
“What?” Eric asked.
“This scene needs a kiss.”
“Not in the script,” Eric said.
“Yeah, but the tension in this scene is high. It needs to be broken up. My
character could sweep the secretary into his arms, kiss her, and go back to his speech like
nothing happened.”
“Are you feeling all right?” Allen asked, from the other side of the room. “Are
you sure that’s a good idea?”
In that moment, in his anger at Matthew, Eric had forgotten there was anybody
else in the room. Matthew turned to Lola. She opened her mouth to speak.
“I’ve seen enough! You need to fucking stop,” Eric said
“I’m trying to be more flexible and work with the actors, like you told me to do,”
Matthew said.
“You know perfectly well what you’re doing. She’s mine!”
Everybody looked at him. For a moment he froze, hot with anger. He threw the
copy of the script he held up in the air. The pages scattered and fell like leaves. He
stomped out of the room and slammed the door.
Outside the door he stopped. He doubled over like a runner catching his breath,
looked back at the door, and hesitated for a moment. Nobody came after him, so he left
Allen’s house. He walked back home and sat down on the bench under the large oak tree
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on the front lawn. He tried to remember if there was a time he was angrier at his brother.
After a while, he saw Lola coming down the street. His entire body pulsed. She cut across
the lawn and sat down next him.
“I wasn’t going to kiss him. You shouldn’t have run out like that,” she said.
Eric picked the cuticle on his thumb.
“I was just tired of it. He knows I like you. He was flirting with you to my face,”
he said.
“I don’t like the idea of being claimed. I gave neither of you permission to fight
over me.” She paused. “But I think it’s more than that. Is it about control? About who is
running the production?”
“I don’t know. We used to get along more when we were younger.” He tried to
put his hand on hers, but she pulled it away.
“What Matthew did was misguided, but so was what you did.” Lola got up from
the bench and walked away.
Eric watched her as she went, feeling the loneliness and frustration welling up
inside. He went into the house and locked himself in his room. After a few hours, there
was a soft knock at his bedroom door.
“Snap?” Matthew said. “Look, I’m sorry.”
Eric sat up in his bed, looked at the door, and listened, but didn’t move to open it.
“I’m sorry about Lola, I really am,” Matthew said. “Maybe I liked her too…I
mean, I didn’t mean to…creative teams, the ones worth anything, always have rifts,
right? It’s what happens when you’ve got two strong willed people. Sparks flying and
what not.”
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“You were always one for drama, weren’t you?” Eric said.
“Yeah that’s me, a big fan of real problems. If we weren’t shooting a comedy…”
There was a long pause. Eric thought about opening the door.
“Well, I’ll catch you later,” Matthew said.
Eric heard the creak of the floor as Matthew walked away. He felt some of the
anger leaving him, but he wasn’t ready to admit it. He was glad that Matthew had at least
acknowledged that he was in some way at fault. A lot of the time Matthew simply didn’t
believe that he could be wrong.
After that they weren’t out-right mad at each other, but their interaction still felt
fragile. They had conversations, but they were short. Eric stuck mostly to his room,
reading or playing videogames. Matthew worked on a new project, writing at the dining
room table at night. He shot a few more scenes of their movie with Allen. Eric had
watched them in the backyard through his bedroom window, but full production of the
film never picked back up. Eventually everybody lost interest. Even Allen stopped
coming around as often. They all retreated into their own worlds, and the movie was
doomed to incompletion.
In a last ditch effort to fix everything, Eric tried calling Lola, but she refused to
get involved. He saw her a few times at school, but they didn’t say much to each other.
Eventually her class left to go back to Denmark. He kept in contact with her over e-mail
for a while, but they never mentioned the film to each other. They eventually lost touch.
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VI
You’re Breaking My Heart, You’re Tearing it Apart, So Fuck You

Eric woke up and thought about work again. It had been three days since the
funeral. His dad was taking more time off, but Eric thought it might be good to get back.
Didn’t people say work was a good distraction? He dressed in the dark as the sun was
beginning to bleed through the blinds. Outside, the morning was chilled and Eric hugged
himself as he shuffled to the car. He still thought it was too cold for October, but his
parents had told him about a time there had been snow on Halloween. At least it wasn’t
that cold. He drove to the station without even bothering to turn on the radio.
At the station everybody was running around getting ready for the morning news.
Eric stood back for a moment, watching the movement. Then he felt a hand on his
shoulder, and turned around to see one of the other editors, John.
“Hey, man. Sorry I didn’t catch you at the funeral,” he said.
“Don’t worry about it. I was making myself kind of scarce.”
“A few of us were there. We all just feel bad for you and your dad…”
“This too shall pass,” Eric said.
He smiled, not sure what to say. Out of everyone at the station John was the
person he got along with the most, but death was beyond the depth of any of their
previous conversations.
“Thanks, though. Really,” Eric said.
He clapped his hand on John’s back and then stepped through the crowd of
people. When he found the station manager, he said he was ready to start back. The
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manager expressed his condolences and told Eric he would find him a story. That
afternoon he was given footage to edit; a story about a woman’s daughter who had been
kidnapped. If it had been any other week Eric would have heard something about the
story beforehand, but he knew nothing. Maybe it would give him perspective to see
somebody else’s grief.
Watching the footage, though, he became annoyed at the personal interest dribble
that spewed from the woman’s mouth. She was holding up a picture of a small, blond
child, begging for somebody to bring her home. Eric leaned closer to the monitor to study
the woman’s face, and saw something in her eyes that said, despite the tears and smeared
mascara, that she was kind of enjoying the attention. All eyes were on her waiting to see
what she did next. Maybe those eyes felt like a support system to her.
Eric finished the edit as quickly as he could, and then leaned back in his chair,
putting his hands over his eyes. He needed a change. The work wasn’t enjoyable
anymore, it only wore him out. He thought back to one of the first stories he’d edited
after his father got him the job at the station. The story was shot out at the Kentucky State
Fair. The reporter asked people what they were looking most forward to. The reporter
approached a family watching from a distance. The man was tall, with a sleeveless shirt
and a long mullet, which defined business in the front and party in the back. The woman,
pale and thin, had her arm wrapped around her small daughter, who had a grimy face.
The woman said she wanted to try the hamburger that was served between two
doughnuts. The little girl wanted to see the pig races. The man finally said that he was
completely stoked for the free Ted Nugent concert. Eric wanted to laugh, but he realized
that this was somebody speaking a pure truth. This man lived for Ted Nugent. Eric had
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been warmed by the small moment. He started to seek out these moments in the stories he
edited, and found that it helped carry him through the tedious work. Now, there were no
small moments of truth, it was all one big mess.
Eric came home that evening despondent and worn out. He went into the kitchen,
made a sandwich, and sat down at his desk. After he ate, he picked up his iPod, put in his
headphones in and lay down on the floor. He stared at the ceiling and put himself back by
the river outside Matthew’s apartment. The tears came easy. The cover of Military
Madness by Woods played. The song was a low-fi indie folk tune with an upbeat rhythm,
and melancholic singing. When the song reached the line, “After the wars are over and
the body count is finally filed,” Eric pressed pause, and took out his headphones. What if
the body count of your life was not only the people you knew who died? What if it was
the people you left in your wake, in your path of close and intimate destruction; the
scorned friends, lost loves, and missed opportunities?
Eric wiped his cheeks, then took out his phone and dialed Megan. She had left
Louisville a couple days after Matthew’s funeral, and he hadn’t talked to her since. She
answered after several rings, her voice groggy.
“Hey,” she said.
“Did I wake you?” Eric asked
“No, it’s fine. I’m just being lame on a Friday night.”
“There’s a line in song by Yoni Wolf about that. He says: ‘I’m like everybody is,
ashamed of sleep, I lie when a phone call wakes me.’”
“What are you talking about?”
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“I just wanted to call you,” Eric said. “I’m not doing so well. I just feel trapped
inside myself. My thoughts are rapid like.”
“Have you tried taking a walk?”
“It’s the middle of the night.” He shifted the phone to his other ear.
“As I’ve noticed,” Megan said.
She sighed, and Eric heard some rustling on her end. He imagined her turning on
her beside lamp and readjusting in her bed to lean against the headboard. He was the
traveler in the movies calling to say his plane was delayed.
“I’m calling from Wichita. I’m not going to land in Chicago on time, I may miss
Thanksgiving,” Eric said.
“Are you Steve Martin?”
“Yeah.”
“I need help erasing Jim Carey’s memory, he’s gone off the map,” Megan said.
“You’re Mark Ruffalo.”
“I can’t find information on Chauncey Gardner.”
“Oh man,” Eric said. “I don’t know the actor that called, but you’re Jack
Warden’s assistant or whatever.”
“Close enough,” Megan said.
They both fell silent. It stretched out. He’d never seen Matthew as a guiding force
in his life before. At times Eric had even convinced himself that he hated his brother, but
now he couldn’t explain the hole that was there.
“Eric,” Megan said, “I want to help you, but you’re not really giving me much
here.”
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“Well, you always seem to be so calm in situations.”
“You obviously haven’t seen me in many situations. Besides, I’m further from
this than you. Matthew and I knew each other for like eight years. You’ve known him all
your life.”
“I wouldn’t say known,” Eric said.
“Regardless if you knew the depths of his soul, he was still there, he was still a
presence in your life, something that you will still miss. It’s like a bad boyfriend. The
feeling of absence is still there, even if you fought all the time.”
“See, I like the perspective you provide.”
“Shit Eric, I’m not a sage. I’m trying to speak from my own experience.”
“Thanks anyway,” Eric said.
“Don’t mention it.”
“So, bad boyfriends?”
“I’m not taking that bait. Now is not the time for me to open up to you. You’ll
appreciate it more when you’re not so upset,” Megan said.
“Whatever you say.” He paused. “I want to see you again.”
“We’ll make that happen. Call me in the morning. I must sleep.”
Eric said he would and thanked her again. He said good night in his softest voice,
and Megan said it back. He imagined her drifting off with the phone still to her ear, but of
course he knew she had already ended the call. Eric put his headphones back in and
pressed play, Military Madness coming back to life: “I hope that the man discovers
what’s driving the people wild.”
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“I’ll let you know when I find out,” Eric said. He got off the floor and went into
his bedroom.
When Eric woke up the next morning, he went to the kitchen to make coffee, and
saw Matthew’s tape recorder sitting on the table. He had been listening to small snatches
throughout the week, but could only take so much at a time. He pressed play and
Matthew rose to life.
“There’s an old adage that says you can never go home again, isn’t there? In that
sense home is presented as more of an emotional landscape rather than a physical place.
So what if it didn’t matter if you couldn’t go back, because you really didn’t want to?
Coming back to that place you’ve left could very well be an emotional complacency, and
who wants that?” Matthew paused for a long time. “But sometimes I miss the familiarity
of home, the place where I came from. I do sometimes think that’s where some answers
are. If I could only figure out how to find them.”
The passage was similar to a lot of Matthew’s recordings; a truthful moment
underscored by the sense Matthew knew he was saying something clever. In that part at
the end, though, there was something in Matthew’s voice, Eric thought, that sounded like
the best take of a scene, something honest. Matthew was just so vague about what he was
searching for, and Eric didn’t know what questions his brother was trying to answer.
Eric rifled through the rest of the tapes. He found the one with the original idea
for the movie about California falling into the ocean. Next he looked for ones with a
similar date to see if Matthew discussed the project anymore. He played several before he
finally found it:
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“Ideas for characters in The Tale of California and the Fault Line,” Matthew said.
“Kathryn as the jilted ex-girlfriend. Well, we could change her name, but you should
have seen how mad she was when I broke up with her. She went crazy, broke a few
picture frames. Maybe she wanted to burn the place down. She was passionate, I’ll give
her that. I told her I needed space, and she told me I was a cliché. She was trying to move
to France anyway. Did she expect me to follow her? I could see her character as a girl
who is emotionally lost. She flees to California in the midst of the worldwide natural
disaster. Other characters? Maybe two brothers who don’t get along. Snap Bean might
like turning some of our disagreements into art. Isn’t that how you get past problems? I
also like the idea of an old drunk who thinks he killed a girl once while driving under the
influence, but he really hit an animal. He spends his last few days trying to find the
family of the girl he killed. The camera can switch between these characters and cover
what they do with their last days alive. California sliding into the ocean is only one part
of a global disaster. Everyone is fucked. The world is ending here, and the people are
doing somewhat normal activities. It’s not that they are too wrapped up in themselves,
but they know the end is inevitable, so why fight it?”
Did Matthew know his world was ending? Eric couldn’t tell at this point. The
tapes didn’t tell a unified story. What Eric found most frustrating was that Matthew had
been able to say so much to an electronic device, but was unable to express himself in
person. How come he had never called Eric to suggest the film idea? He listened to a few
more tapes, but he found no more about the project. He dug through his desk until he
found a blank notebook. He wrote down the title Matthew had suggested and began to
think. Did one need training to write a screenplay? He tried to imagine an opening scene
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Matthew would like. Maybe his conversation with Megan sparked the memory, but he
remembered a time when he and Matthew had discussed the ending of Being There.
“That closing shot is great,” Matthew had said. “Chance walking out over the
water, ‘Life is a state of mind,’ spoken by Jack Warden, lingering over the winter woods
for a second before the cut to black.”
Eric went to his bookshelf, pulled out the screenplay for Gods and Monsters, and
looked at the notation style. Then he went back to his notebook and wrote:

Black. V.O. ‘Life is ending here’ (almost whispered).
EXT. San Francisco skyline—Day.
An aerial shot shows the city against a bright sky.
EXT. Street—Day.
A medium shot shows nobody is present on the street except for two
unidentifiable figures on a bench. The camera zooms in to show two men eating lunch,
saying nothing.

He was creating a reverse of the Being There scene, but he still liked the idea of
an intimate voiceover. Maybe in the end he could fade to white like in Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind.
“This is good,” Eric said. “This is what I need to be doing.”
He tapped his pen against the notebook, trying to think of what to write next.
Then he thought about the boxes of Matthew’s papers. He got up from the desk and
found the one he had filled in Matthew’s office. He threw aside scraps of paper until he
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found a stack of papers clipped together. He glanced through the pages. The ones on top
were a scene about an old man in a bar, feeling guilty for an old hit and run. This was one
of the characters Matthew had talked about. This definitely wasn’t a whole script, but
there were scenes here. Eric rewrote the scene in his notebook to get a feel for Matthew’s
words. He relished in the salty margaritas the old man drank, and the character’s
overwhelming sense of guilt. He wrote until his eyes were bleary. Leaving the notebook
open on his desk, he wandered down the hall to his bedroom.
Each day when he got off work he would eat dinner and then work on the script.
He typed up all of the scenes Matthew had written, and now he had to fill the gaps.
Progress was slow, but he found that he had a new level of energy. After a few days
Megan called him. He’d been so wrapped up in the idea of the script that he forgot to call
her back. He was trying to write one of his own scenes when his phone buzzed next to
him on the desk.
“Hey,” Eric said. “I was just thinking about calling you.”
“Don’t worry I’ve had a lot of shit keeping me busy,” she said.
“Same here.” He had the urge to tell her what he was doing, but realized he
wasn’t sure what he would say. Hey, I’m writing Matthew’s movie?
“I have been thinking…about you,” she said.
“Me too.”
There was a long pause in the conversation. Eric could hear Megan’s soft breath.
He imagined her mouth warm, and close to the receiver like an ear she was whispering to.
“Look, I don’t know how to tell you this, but Matthew’s ex-girlfriend has been
asking to talk to you,” Megan said.
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“Ex-girlfriend?” Eric thought of the tapes. “Kathryn?”
“Do you know her?”
“No…I think I heard Matthew mention her before.” He was keeping the tapes to
himself for the time being. “How does she even know who I am?”
“Well I kind of told her,” Megan said. “She found out I went to the funeral. She’s
been out of country and just got back. Did I mention that? She found out that I went and
wanted details. She doesn’t even like me, and she’s been calling a bunch. I said the
person that would know the most would be you. I didn’t feel comfortable giving her your
cell number.”
“I don’t want to talk to her. Don’t give her my number.”
“Well, I can see where she’s coming from. I thought you could just talk to her this
weekend when you come up. It would probably make life easier for the both of us.”
“I’m coming up?”
“If you want,” she said. “You said you wanted to see me, and I’m free this
weekend.”
Eric was hesitant. He’d only met her twice, and maybe a long distance
relationship wasn’t worth pursuing, but she talked him into it. She spoke so calmly and
sweetly that is was disarming.
He took Friday off, happy for the excuse, and left that morning. The early
morning, right before the rush hour, was his favorite time to drive. As people stirred in
their houses and making coffee, he moved through the streets that stretched wide and
empty in front of him. He got onto the expressway and rode past downtown, and the
rising sun silhouetted the buildings. This was going to be a different kind of trip than last
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time. Eric would see what Matthew had seen all the times he drove away from Louisville.
At the off ramp he saw a sign for The Falls of the Ohio, and thought about how he and
Matthew had made their last film together there. The summer after Matthew’s first year
of college in Chicago, they got their old crew back together, which was only Matthew,
Eric, and their friend Allen. Susannah had been a new addition, but he tried not to think
about her much, even though they had been broken up for years. They’d made a short
film that was rich with riverside nature. Of course, they’d been on the Kentucky side of
the park. Eric was tempted to pull over and look across the river, hoping if he looked hard
enough he could see them playing out their scenes, himself behind the camera. Then,
with a jolt he again remembered that was the day Susannah almost drowned, and recalled
how helpless he had felt. Damn, he thought, that was almost ten years ago. He gripped
the steering wheel and drove on.
Indiana stretched out before him in a patchwork of grain silos, and brick homes,
and fields. The leaves of the corn were golden-brown, reaching toward the sky, making a
sea that Eric thought he could walk on. The next field, though, was empty of crop—a
light-brown stubble of dead grass across the ground. A scattering of black birds pecked at
the dirt. He was suddenly angry. One of his earliest memories was his brother holding
him up to a window, pointing into their backyard.
“What kind of birds, Snap Bean?” Matthew would ask.
“Crow, crow, crow,” Eric would say, trying his best to imitate the birds’
squawking
Now he hated seeing them here on the side of the road.
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“Fucking omens,” he yelled, his voice reverberating in the closed car. “Fucking
dirty creatures.”
He boiled in the anger until his stomach churned, reminding him that he hadn’t
eaten all day. The thought simply hadn’t crossed his mind. He wanted to be on the road,
he just wanted to be moving. He saw a sign for a McDonalds in Delphi, Indiana, and
pulled off at the exit. He followed the sign off the ramp to the restaurant. When he was
seated with his meal, taking the first bite of greasy burger, the name of the town struck
him. If there were an oracle here, waiting in this small Indiana town, she definitely
wouldn’t be at McDonalds. What was he doing? He was on his way to be with a girl that
had once been an intimate part of his brother’s life. Maybe the town was the answer. He
could just stay there and live in mid-western obscurity, giving up everything of his
previous life. He tried to think back to his history class. Wasn’t Apollo associated with
Delphi? Eric remembered that Apollo was given different attributes, considered both a
healer and bringer of plagues. Did Eric want to be healed or ravaged? Ravaged, he
thought looking at the half eaten burger. He dropped it on the tray, ate a couple more
fries, and then dumped the whole mess into the trash. He got in his car and drove back to
the highway.
When he came to the outreaches of Chicago, he paid a toll at two different booths.
Then there was the city. Like the valleys and peaks of a graph, the skyline stood out
against the dark storm clouds; reds, blacks and blues, and tans, all with windows
watching him like eyes. Eric passed a rusting train trestle, and then a crooked chimney,
the only part left of a razed building. The traffic got heavy, and the city was alive. He
tried to concentrate with all the cars stopping and starting around him. He put Megan’s
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address into his phone and drove to her apartment. She lived close to where Matthew’s
apartment had been, but at least she wasn’t directly on the river. He walked to the door
and found “Gillis” on the list and pressed the buzzer.
“Hello,” Megan said.
“Uh, it’s me?”
“Come on in.”
He heard the gate click and pushed through. Her apartment was on the ground
floor and her door was slightly ajar. Eric was uncertain what was expected of him, so he
knocked anyway. The door flew open and there she was, in a green dress and bare foot.
The wine-red of her hair had faded to a dark pink in the weeks since Matthew’s funeral.
Eric moved a step closer and gave her an awkward hug.
“I was just making lunch,” she said.
She took Eric’s hand and guided him into the apartment. She pulled a chair for
him at the small dining room table, and then went back into the kitchen, the faint sound
of glass being moved in the refrigerator echoing in the room.
“How was the drive?” Megan called from the kitchen.
“Not bad. The traffic always seems heavy here.”
“There’s a lot of people here, man. This is a bigger city than Lou-ee-ville,” she
said, stretching out her syllables.
“It’s Loo-a-vull,” Eric said.
“Whatever you say.”
The apartment had a mix-matched quality to it. The couch was old and plaid
patterned with duct tape covering rips on the arms. One wall was full of shelves that held
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knick-knacks: old bottles, sea shells, dinosaur figurines. Framed movie posters hung on
the wall: A Clockwork Orange, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. She even had one
for Abbot and Costello’s Hold That Ghost. The coffee table and book shelf were made of
dark wood that had been scarred over the years. The place had a lived-in feel that Eric
found comforting. He always had problems with the streamlined, sterile homes of the
suburbs.
Megan came back to the table carrying two plates, each with two spring rolls on
top of a large leaf of lettuce. Eric could see the outline of some shrimp though the
transparent roll. Megan set the plates down and then took a bottle from the front pocket
of her dress.
“Hoisin sauce is the best,” she said.
Eric nodded. She was so casual, able to adapt to the situation so seamlessly, as if
they had been friends for years, and he envied that of her. He had wanted to see her so
badly, and now he wasn’t sure what to say.
“How have you been?” Eric asked.
“Good. Everyday life has a way of just taking back over. The flow of it is
overwhelming sometimes.”
“I’ve been waiting for my regular life to come back.”
She smiled and opened the hoisin sauce, pouring some on her plate. She handed
the bottle across the table to Eric. He watched as she took a delicate bite of her spring
roll. He put some sauce on his own plate.
“So I know our conversations have been kind of erratic. So maybe we missed
some the basics? What is it that you do exactly?” she asked.
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“I work as an editor at a news station.”
“How is that?”
“It’s nothing really that great.”
He paused, searching for the next words.
“I’ve actually been thinking of giving it up,” he said.
Ever since he started writing the script Eric thought about this possibility, but he
realized that this was the first time he had articulated his desire.
“What are you going to do instead?” Megan said.
“I’ve been working on a screenplay of my own.” He didn’t know what he was
saying. He hadn’t even fully committed himself to the project, didn’t know if he could.
This conversation seemed to be full of personal revelations.
“For real?” She sounded excited. “I didn’t even know you wrote.”
“I’ve just had a lot mulling in my head lately, and the writing has just been how
it’s all coming out.”
“What’s it about?”
“The end of the world,” he said.
“Sounds intense. You should keep me updated on your progress.”
Eric took a few bites of his food. He wondered if this was how it all got started
between her and Matthew, one day they just started discussing ideas.
“So does Matthew’s ex still want to meet me?” Eric said.
“Yeah. I told her I would text her when you got in town, but I’m still waiting on
that. I don’t think she can meet with you until tomorrow anyway.”
“What does she want with me exactly?”
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“Closure, I think. She was really close to Matthew. I’m not sure why he never told
you more about her. I mean, I guess their relationship was always on and off again.”
“Okay,” he said.
“Do you want me to go with you?”
“I think I’ll be able to handle it. You said she wasn’t a fan of you to begin with.”
“Yeah. We want to keep it civil. She used to be jealous of me when Matthew and
I were working together. I guess after that one night with Matthew I became the ‘other
woman.’ They were in an off period, but of course when they were back on Matthew
couldn’t help but tell her. For some reason she was the only one who could get him to be
honest all the time.”
Eric knew he’d asked about their relationship originally, but Megan didn’t seem
to have any shame talking about her one night stand with Matthew. Maybe, Eric thought,
that putting a situation in the open was the way to get past it. Megan certainly seemed at
ease.
“But you don’t have to worry about her right now. I want to take you to my
favorite place,” she said.
Eric cleared the dishes while Megan went into her bedroom. She came out with
leggings on under her dress. Eric was glad he’d packed a proper coat. It was much colder.
Megan grabbed a fuzzy hat from a basket by the door, and they headed to the bus stop.
They rode to Grant Park and then got out and walked.
The day had become overcast, and the only other people in the park were lone
joggers in sweat-suits. The first time Eric had come to the city it felt too industrial; rich
with the colors of rust, and trains running through downtown. He hadn’t understood the
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attraction to a nature lover like Matthew. Now as they were walking through the park,
Lake Michigan in the distance, he began to understand the city’s pull.
Eric and Megan didn’t say much to each other. Megan drifted. She would walk
close to Eric, and then slowly arch away. She had to be daydreaming, giving birth to her
creative ideas. Each time she came back she would smile out of the corner of her mouth
in a particular way that Eric liked. Finally they came to the dry fountain. The pavilion
was empty, and the fountain was stark against the darkening sky. It rose in giant circular
layers, with greened-copper sculptures on either side that were a cross between horses
and sea creatures.
“Buckingham Fountain. It’s of course too cold to have it on,” she said. “It’s
beautiful when it’s on, but I like it this way. No tourists. It becomes a much more
personal object when you can view it by yourself.”
They stared in silence. Eric put his arm around Megan, and she leaned into him.
They stayed until they got too cold and then they went back to Megan’s apartment to get
a warm drink.
That night Megan took Eric to a party, saying that it would help give a lighter feel
to the weekend. She told him that a lot of local filmmakers would be there. Eric
wondered if that meant these would be people who had known Matthew. He had been
wondering who his friends were, those that couldn’t make it to the funeral. Megan didn’t
say anything else on the subject, and Eric didn’t ask.
When Megan took him around the party introducing him as Matthew Welsh’s
brother, Eric watched the guests’ faces, watched them try to act natural. One man with
long hair, a short beard, and a poncho, wrapped Eric in a strong hug.
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“Glad Matthew sent somebody in his place,” the man said.
“Sure. It’s what he wanted?”
The man let him go, and then walked away. Megan turned to Eric.
“Spaceman,” she said.
They walked over to the small bar in the corner of the room and mixed a couple
drinks. Then they leaned against the wall, silently sipping. Photosynthesis by Frank
Turner played on the stereo. A man came over and stood next them after a while.
“Hey Leo, what’s happening?” Megan said.
“This party kind of sucks,” Leo said.
“It does now,” Megan said, looking into her empty glass. “Excuse me gentleman.
You can get to know each other in my absence.”
Megan walked away, Eric mentally begging her to come back.
“Hi. Leo is it?” Eric said
“Yeah, and I know who you are…word travels fast at small parties.”
Eric didn’t think it was small. Leo also didn’t seem in the mood for pleasantries.
“So, did you know my brother well?” Eric asked.
“Sure I was an assistant editor on his film. What do you want to know?”
“Excuse me?”
“I can tell when somebody wants to ask a question,” Leo said.
“All right. Were these the kind of parties Matthew came to? Did he party a lot?”
“We all party a lot. Matthew used to be pretty wild, Megan too.” Leo surveyed the
room. “I guess you would call this typical.”
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Eric watched the dimly lit swirl of people drinking, talking, and laughing. He took
another sip of his drink.
“I haven’t seen anybody doing any drugs. Is that typical for these kinds of
parties?” Eric asked.
“Of course there are drugs at parties. Not here, though. Our host, Troy, is kind of
stickler for that kind of stuff. Recovering addict.”
Eric scanned the room for Megan, but she’d apparently gotten lost on her way
back from the bar. Then Sam came over and stood Eric and Leo. Sam’s balance wavered
and he spilt his drink on his hand. Eric hadn’t talked to Sam since he met him at
Matthew’s apartment, but guessed that he wasn’t surprised to see him since he was in
Matthew’s crowd.
“Hey Leo, you talking to Megan Gillis’ new boyfriend?”
“Well, I wouldn’t say that…” Eric said.
“What’d you do, pick her up at the funeral?” Sam said.
Leo put his hand against Sam’s shoulder, and shook his head.
“Shame he finally went through with it,” Sam said.
“Sam, don’t start with this shit again. You’re drunk,” Leo said.
“What do you mean?” Eric faced Sam more directly.
“There were certain circles that knew he had threatened to do it before,” Sam said.
“Hell, he even called Kathryn Brock after she went to France, saying that he couldn’t go
on without her. He always claimed to be so isolated, but sometimes he isolated himself.”
Had his brother cut himself off from others? Had he been that depressed? Maybe
Kathryn knew more than she was letting on. Here was the question Eric had been
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avoiding, the doubt about Matthew, spoken aloud by a drunk asshole. Had Matthew
committed suicide? He was finally, truly, asking himself. Some pieces of the puzzle made
sense, and others didn’t. Eric tried to sort through this new information, look for some
sort of coded message in his conversations with Matthew that said “brother, this is what
is going to become of my life,” but the party pulsated behind him, and he couldn’t
concentrate.
“It’s not true,” Eric said. “He didn’t kill himself. His life was a good one. He was
a filmmaker.”
Sam laughed. Eric felt dizzy and leaned back against the wall. He closed his eyes.
The drinks and anger swirled in his head. He opened his eyes, prepared to defend
Matthew further, but then Megan appeared out of nowhere.
“What the fuck is going on over here?” Megan asked.
“Come on Sam,” Leo said
Leo took Sam by the arm and dragged him away.
“Are you feeling all right?” Megan said, turning to Eric. “You don’t look too
hot.”
She put the back of her hand against Eric’s forehead. He had broken out in a cold
sweat, and couldn’t seem to catch his breath, his stomach burned with alcohol.
“Megan,” he whispered close to her face. “Can we go somewhere quieter?”
“Sure.”
She slipped her hand into his, pulled him through the room, and down a hall. She
must have been familiar with the apartment, because she wove her way to the guest room
with ease. They reached a closed door and quietly slipped through. The room had a
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computer, bookshelf, and futon. The futon was folded into a couch and Megan sat down.
The sounds of the party were muffled by the closed door.
Eric sat next to Megan and leaned his head against her shoulder.
“Are you enjoying the party?” Megan said.
“It’s nice…talking to people about their work.” Eric closed his eyes. He was
afraid to ask Megan if Matthew could have killed himself. “I miss my brother.”
“I know. This party may have not been the best idea. I’m sorry.” She paused.
“Maybe you need something, some distraction from some of the mess. What about your
project?”
“My script?”
He thought about the irony of what she was suggesting. He would end up thinking
of Matthew more than ever while trying to develop Matthew’s idea.
“Have you thought about doing something with it?” she said. “I could show it
around when you finish writing.”
“I’m not sure,” Eric said. “It’s barely started.”
He thought about it seriously for the first time. If he was serious about writing it,
he supposed the next step was to try and get it made, or at least read by people who could
help make that happen.
“I think we should pursue it,” Megan said.
“We?”
“Well, you’ll need a director.”
“Why would you want to blindly do this?” Eric asked.
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“It’s what I do,” she said. “I take risks and chances on new ideas, new people. I
try not to shackle myself with practicality. So, why the hell not?”
“Why the hell not,” Eric echoed.
Megan sighed and lay down. Eric draped his arm around her and squeezed next to
her.
“Megan, do you party a lot? I mean like drugs,” Eric said
“Used to. I’m cutting back now, though. Just alcohol.”
When the soft rhythm of her breath became steady, he knew she’d fallen asleep.
Eric constructed different scenarios in his head; the accident and the suicide. Was
Matthew Dennis Wilson or was he Virginia Woolf? What if he had fallen in the river and
decided it was easier not to struggle? There were times Eric himself had felt his thoughts
become so overwhelming that he didn’t know what he would do. Eric wanted to know
what thoughts sank Matthew. Frustration in work, love, or an estranged brother? He
drifted toward sleep. Couldn’t foul play be another option? Somebody pushing him in the
river? The police hadn’t said they suspected that, but they could be wrong.

Light leaked through the window. Eric opened his eyes. The curtains and the
walls were a dark green that, mixed with the morning light, created a strange underwater
effect. Eric shook Megan’s shoulder and told her they’d fallen asleep. She said Troy
wouldn’t mind and went back to sleep. Eric felt out of place. When Megan finally woke
up, they tiptoed through the front room, where others were passed out on the couches,
until they found her purse.
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They took the train to Megan’s apartment. Once inside Megan put down her bag
and yawned.
“We should get some more sleep,” she said.
She walked through the living room into the open bedroom, and Eric watched
her. They’d slept on the futon together, but he wasn’t sure what was between them, and
didn’t know if he should follow or sleep on the couch.
“Come on,” she called from the other room.
She sat on the bed unlacing her shoes. She kicked them aside and then pulled off
her leggings. She lay back and looked at the ceiling. Eric took off his own shoes and
climbed up next to her. A patchwork quilt lay beneath them. He put his nose to her
shoulder and pulled in the sharp scent of her sweat. He liked the intimacy of the smell.
Eric put his hand against her leg and absorbed the feeling of her skin.
They made love as the early morning light poured over them from a window
behind her bed. It was the brightest setting he’d seen her in. Her skin had an olive tint,
which made his skin pale by comparison. He watched the subtle movements of her
body—the bend of an elbow, the tightening of a fist—and they were filled with ample
confidence. Afterwards, Megan brought the old quilt up around them. The fabric was
slightly musty; an object that had seen some years.
“My grandmother made me this,” she said, grabbing the edge with her thumb and
forefinger. “She’s the one who raised me. My parents died when I was young.”
“Megan, I’m sorry.”
“Don’t be.”
“What happened?” Eric said, turning over to face her.
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“Car accident. I was a four. My brother was ten. He was more upset about it
because he had more memories of them. I remember wanting so bad to make him feel
better. I think that made me feel more helpless than their actual death, the fact that I
couldn’t.”
Every time Eric opened his mouth to speak he couldn’t think of what was
appropriate. He didn’t know how to share from his book of grief. They lay still and, Eric
imagined that they were thinking about their personal losses.
Later that afternoon, while Megan showered, and Eric read on the couch, her
phone buzzed. He looked at the screen, and saw a text message from Kathryn. He’d
temporarily forgotten about her. Eric felt tempted to open the phone, but didn’t know
how Megan would feel about that. A few minutes later she came out, and he handed her
the phone. She read the message then gave Eric an apologetic look.
“She’s actually nearby,” Megan said. “I can go with you.”
“No. It’s fine.”
Eric was anxious to see what Kathryn had to say. She wanted answers from him,
but he now had much more pressing questions about Matthew’s life for her. He didn’t
want Megan to know his doubts, to let her know he was curious about Matthew’s
potential suicide. He realized that he was slowly becoming someone he didn’t like;
somebody who held thoughts back. Too much was at stake in the question, though.
Maybe Kathryn would also be more forthcoming if Megan wasn’t there. Megan walked
him to the coffee shop where they’d planned to meet. She made sure Eric knew the way
back to the apartment before walking away.
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Once Eric was in the door, he realized he didn’t know what Kathryn looked like.
He stood near the front looking around. Then he saw a woman walk by him, searching
the room as well. She was tall, and thin with short brown hair; gamine. She wore a black
and white striped dress. This was the girl from the picture in Matthew’s wallet.
“Kathryn?” Eric asked.
The woman turned quickly, obviously startled. She eyed Eric up and down.
“I’m Kathryn Brock. Are you Eric Welsh?”
Eric nodded. Her elegance was offset by her raspy smokers’ voice. They moved
toward a table and bumped into each other. Then they sat down on opposite sides. She
folded her hands on the table in front of her. He hoped she didn’t expect him to start the
conversation.
“I’m just not sure why nobody called me, why I had to find out by word of
mouth,” she said finally.
“Megan said you’ve been out of the country?”
“I was in France doing some acting. But I’ve been back a few weeks.”
“Honestly, I didn’t know Matthew was seeing anybody until after the fact,” he
said.
Eric wished he had something to drink. Some repeated action he could make to
break the tension.
“According to the tapes I listened to, he broke up with you,” Eric said, and waited
to see if the comment landed.
“The tapes? Those fucking things. I remember we were at a junk shop once and
he got excited about finding a box of unused tapes. He only recorded what he thought
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would be dramatic. He played a few for me. Don’t take everything you hear on those
seriously.”
“I’ll keep that mind,” Eric said.
“We were kind of broken up, but I broke up with him.”
Kathryn started to silently cry. After a few moments, she sniffed and dabbed her
eyes with a napkin.
“Maybe I misjudged how hurt he was,” she said. “Do you know what happened?”
“I thought you knew.” Eric wondered if she were trying to ask the same question
that he wanted to.
“Well yeah, but nobody did it to him, did they? It was an accident?”
“There was alcohol and cocaine in his system. Do you know anything about
that?”
“Well, we did it every once in a while, but I don’t think he had a problem if that’s
what you’re asking. He was probably at a party,” she said.
Eric took a deep breath and looked Kathryn straight in the eye. He was going to
ask her about the possibility of foul play, if she thought anybody Matthew knew was
capable of it. Then he realized what he really wanted to ask.
“Do you think my brother killed himself?”
“God no.” She paused. “At least I don’t think so. Where did you get that idea?”
“Around. So, you’re saying he wasn’t depressed?” Eric said.
“Well it’s not as clear cut as that. At times he got down, but I never saw him as
suicidal.”
“But you were gone near the end.”
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“Well yeah, but I still felt like I knew him,” Kathryn said.
After another long silence Eric told her there was nothing he could tell her that
she didn’t already know, that he was sorry he couldn’t be any more help. Kathryn looked
sullen. His doubt about Matthew’s death wasn’t satisfied. Everywhere he went he seemed
to encounter unreliable sources. He didn’t know these people, didn’t know who to
believe. Eric got up from the table. Kathryn asked that they exchange numbers. Eric said
he would call if there was any new information, but he knew that wasn’t true, he knew
his loyalties weren’t to this girl who had shown up out of nowhere.
Eric went back to Megan’s apartment. She sat on the floor in front of her coffee
table doing a jigsaw puzzle. Eric came in and sat down next to her.
“How did it go?” she asked.
“She was pretty upset. I think she somehow wanted to be more important to
Matthew in the end. I have an incomplete picture of his life, though. Maybe she was?”
“Kathryn was one of the subjects we tried not to discuss when we hung out. There
were times when Matthew talked about his emotions. Other times he was secretive.”
Eric fell silent. When he’d gone to Matthew’s apartment and collected his
possessions, he saw himself as the carrier of his brother’s legacy, an essential piece of the
puzzle, someone who could help others. Now, he seemed to be failing at that job.
The next morning Eric and Megan walked to the Navy Pier. There was no rain,
but the threat of dark clouds hung in the sky, and a chill was in the air that hadn’t been
there the day before. They practically had the walkway to themselves, and made a slow
pace down the center, a solitary couple against a gray background. Eric looked up at the
idle Ferris wheel. Megan stopped and pointed to a sign.
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“An architecture cruise,” she said. “I’ve never been on it before. The boat takes
you down the river, and a guide tells you history. Sounds fun, right?”
Eric contemplated an hour on the river. He couldn’t figure out if she was thinking
about Matthew or not. His face must have said something because Megan followed up.
“Of course, we don’t have to go,” she said.
“No, it sounds like fun.”
They purchased tickets and then walked down a winding concrete sidewalk. A
harsh wind blew off the lake. Before boarding the boat, they were corralled in front of a
stand with a life saver and the name of the boat: Rita. A teenage girl snapped their photo
and told them they could view it after the ride. Eric and Megan ascended the small plank
and sat down in one of the rows of white plastic chairs. A few other passengers—a young
couple, and three old men—came on, but most seemed to be kept away by the weather.
The boat rumbled to life as the employees unhitched from the dock. When the
guide got on the microphone he dutifully went over the safety regulations. Then he
paused and took on a more commanding tone.
“The history of Chicago is written in its architecture. Nelson Algren wrote in his
1951 book Chicago: City on the Make, ‘Giants lived here once. It was the kind of town,
thirty years gone, that made big men out of little ones.’ Algren lamented something lost,
but maybe giants live here yet.”
The boat rocked along the river as the guide pointed out the sky scrapers. Megan
craned her neck to see.
“I’ve never seen it from this vantage point,” she said.
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Had Matthew been conscious? Had he looked up from the river in his final
moment and seen the skyscrapers towering over him? Eric listened to the boom of the
guide’s voice and felt the sway of the boat. He saw two round towers looming. Each level
of the towers had small overhangs that made them resemble something like cylindrical
pinecones.
“This is Marina City designed by Bertrand Goldberg who said in an interview, ‘I
was revolting against an era of static space, against the straight line,’” the guide said.
“You may recognize it from Steve McQueen’s last movie The Hunter. A car was driven
off into the river.”
Eric tried to think about what it would be like to fall in a car and then make
impact with the water. Maybe, Eric thought, Matthew could have made his death an
elaborate movie stunt. Eric recognized where else he’d seen those towers; they were on
the cover of Wilco’s Yankee Hotel Foxtrot. If Matthew had really wanted to kill himself,
maybe he could have done it by jumping off the cover of his favorite album. That would
have been grand, that would have been poetic.
Eric felt a hand on his shoulder, lightly shaking him.
“Dude, are you all right? You were kind of spacing there,” Megan said.
“What? Oh yeah. Just thinking…”
“Do want to clue me in?”
“About my brother…and Wilco.”
She nodded, apparently satisfied by the vague answer. He wondered if she
thought about Matthew often, or only when Eric was around. Eric was having a hard time
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reading her. He wondered how badly she missed Matthew. The boat had turned, and they
were heading back where they started.
“If you look to your left,” the guide said, “you’ll see a large condominium
complex. This complex was built on top of a new landmass that was created from the
debris and garbage from the great Chicago fire. Like the Phoenix, the people knew the
city would one day rise from the ashes and be great once again!” He paused. “Thank you
all for the time you spent with me today.”
The boat pulled into the harbor, and the same employees came out to hitch the
boat back up. Eric and Megan came back down the plank and stopped where the teenage
girl had the photos up on a board, trying to sell them for twenty dollars apiece. Eric
picked up the one of him and Megan. She glanced sideways at Eric, smiling from the
corner of her mouth. Eric looked straight on at the camera with a desperate stare.
“I think we’ll pass,” Eric said.
“I like it,” Megan said. “I think it’s very us.”
She fished a twenty out of her pocket and handed it to the girl. He wanted to know
Megan’s interpretation of the photo, but he was too afraid ask for her definition of us
was.
Eric wondered the question the rest of the day. They grabbed coffee, and when the
rain finally came in they went back to Megan’s and watched Buster Keaton movies.
“These are my rainy day movies,” Megan said.
The rain beat against the window as Keaton fell and toppled on the screen.
Somewhere far away thunder cracked.
“Matthew used to love Keaton,” Eric said.
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“I know. It’s one of the first conversations I had with him. There was a silent film
festival on campus, and they showed a few Keaton films. That’s where we originally met.
He just struck up a conversation with me at the snack table afterwards. Did I ever tell you
that?”
“No,” Eric said.
“Well, I guess it’s not that exciting of a story, at least not film worthy. We just
started hanging out a bunch after that, watched movies, studied together, tossed around
film ideas. After we graduated we both stuck around the city, and you know the rest.”
“What was it you liked about talking to him in the first place? I’m curious,” Eric
said.
“His enthusiasm. Some people can be so pretentious in their appreciation of art.
Matthew genuinely cared for what he was talking about. It’s one of the traits I like about
you too.” She smiled from the corner of her mouth and leaned on him.
After they finished watching, they went into the bedroom. As they began to
undress Eric kept asking himself what it all meant. They climbed into bed, and as Eric ran
his hands over the peaks and valleys of Megan’s body, he asked himself for the
thousandth time what the meaning of us was.
In the morning, Eric packed his bag and drove back to Kentucky. He told Megan
he would keep working and mail her a copy of the script. She insisted that she wanted to
see him again, and that they should do an in person exchange. He said he would keep her
updated on his progress.
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VII
Hasten Down the Wind

The decision to continue writing the script had come quickly. Yes, the decision
had been made under the influence of alcohol, but when Eric had woken up on the futon
at the party the next morning, the resolve had remained. This script was what he needed
to express himself; however, back at home Eric felt trapped. His internal geography was
messed up. He was used to home being the place where life made sense, but he didn’t
even know what he was trying to accomplish anymore. He wanted to pay respects to his
brother, but at the same time he wanted people to see him do something worth talking
about. He wanted Megan to see. He wanted his parents to see. He had a title, a few
scenes, the outline of some characters, and a bunch of random notes. Where did he go
from there? How was he supposed to get inside Matthew’s head? He remembered trying
to do this when they made the film at the Falls of the Ohio, trying to tap into how
Matthew saw his characters and how he saw himself. He thought this was essential to
Matthew’s style of filmmaking. Eric knew enough not to equate writer and character, but
when he watched Matthew’s first film there was no way he couldn’t. Matthew had put
himself on the screen, but Eric realized after the weekend in Chicago that he only knew
pieces of Matthew, not a unified whole. Now with the possibility of suicide on the table,
the stakes of this puzzle seemed so much higher.
“I need to add my own content,” Eric told himself. “Fresh material, something
Matthew hasn’t suggested.”
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He gripped the pen and stared at the blank page, but nothing came. He began to
suspect that the best ideas were buried with Matthew.
When Megan would call to ask how the script was coming, his fondness for her
seized his chest. He suddenly felt that he had a precarious hold on their relationship. He
would lie and tell her that the project was coming along fine.
One day Eric drove over to his parents’ house to talk to his father about taking a
leave of absence from the news station to work on the script. Everything was just
overwhelming, and he needed to figure out where he stood. He had a savings account that
would last him a while if he was smart. When he pulled up, he didn’t see his parents’ car,
but he decided to go in anyway to see if there was a memory in the house that could give
him inspiration. Maybe one of the rooms held the secret to Matthew’s inner-workings.
Eric walked in through the back door. The wind blew, and the house sighed. He walked
the rooms and took some solace in being alone for the moment. When he stopped and
stood still, though, he heard someone moving in the basement. He went down and found
his father standing at his bar, using his monogrammed bar glasses to drink bourbon over
ice.
“Sorry, Dad, I didn’t know anybody was going to be here. I didn’t see the car.”
“Your mother went shopping with her friend Betsy. I figured they needed that
time for themselves.”
Eric walked to the bar and pulled out a stool, but refused when his father offered
him a drink.
“Dad, do you remember that time you told us you wanted to be a screenwriter?”
Eric said.
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“I guess.” The look on his face said that he remembered, maybe more than he
wanted to.
“Why did you let that dream die?”
His father took a long drink.
“I met your mother. She got pregnant with Matthew. Life, children. They have a
way of stopping dreams for you.”
“I’ve been developing a script. Megan wants to help me get it made,” Eric said.
“Megan?”
“Megan Gillis.”
“Oh yes, I remember her from all those years ago. Saw her at the funeral too.
According to your mother you all are becoming fast friends.” He paused. “Matthew was
so creative. I’m glad you’ve learned a lesson from his life.”
He’d had enough. He knew his father was grieving, he knew he should feel bad
for him, but compassion wasn’t left in him.
“You know,” Eric said, placing both hands on the bar, “I worked on those movies
with Matthew too.”
“When you were kids.”
“Even then, you didn’t recognize my contributions.” The volume of Eric’s voice
rose. “I’m quitting the news station.”
“Okay, son,” his father said, taking another drink.
“Do you care about anything I do?”
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When his father didn’t say anything, Eric got up from bar and left the house. The
whole ride home he cursed under his breath. Back at his apartment he sat down and
wrote. He was going to fully throw himself into this project.
After Eric wrote for a few hours, there was a knock at his door. He got up and
opened the door. His mother stood in the hallway looking nervous.
“What are you doing here?” Eric aked.
He stepped aside and let her walk into the apartment.
“I never asked you about Matthew’s apartment,” his mother said.
Eric knew his mother felt concerned after hearing about the drugs and alcohol. He
hadn’t seen any evidence in Matthew’s apartment that suggested he drank to excess. He
hadn’t found a drug stash either.
“By all appearances,” Eric said,
“By all appearances what?”
“Matthew had a good life. Here, I took a few pictures for you.”
Eric walked into the other room and came back with his camera. He showed her the shots
of the living room after he’d straightened it. His mother took a small pair of glasses from
her shirt pocket, and put them on. Eric didn’t show her any of the pictures of the river.
“It looks clean,” his mother said. She looked around the room. “Are these boxes
his from his place? Why didn’t you bring them over to our house?”
“I was going to. I just needed…I wanted.”
His mother reached out and gave Eric’s hand a squeeze.
“Do what you need to. I just want to go through them after everything has calmed
down,” she said.
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Eric nodded. He would let her go through whatever she wanted, but he would
keep the tapes, he didn’t know everything that was on them at this point. They both fell
silent. Eric waited for his mother to ask more questions.
“Your father said he talked to you, told me about your conversation,” she said.
“I don’t take back what I said.”
“I’m not asking you to,” his mother said. “Do you have any tea?”
Eric resigned himself to her visit, taking her coat and hanging it on one of the
pegs by the door. Then he put the kettle on and took some mugs from the cabinet. His
mother sat at the table, and he sat across from her. She took his hand.
“Your father doesn’t always mean what he says.”
“I’m not sure that excuse works anymore. After a while you can’t justify being
mean,” Eric said.
“He’s upset. Your father is more emotional than he likes to let on. Besides, where
do you think you and Matthew got your stubbornness from?”
Eric crossed his arms.
“Matthew used to always do that when I told him something he didn’t want to
hear,” she said, pointing.
Eric looked down and uncrossed his arms.
“I’m not that bad,” he said. “I’m not that stubborn, am I?”
“I’m not saying you’re bad, honey. Not everything is so simple as good and bad.
Yes, once you get an idea in your head it gets stuck there, but that also means that you
fight for what you want. I just wish you and Matthew would have realized that there was
nothing wrong with being like each other.”
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The kettle whistled on the stove. Eric got up, poured the water over the teabags,
and then set the mugs on the table. He pushed the bowl of sugar across the table to his
mother, and she put two spoonfuls in her cup. She smiled wanly and then took a sip of
her tea. Eric tried to remember the last time he had a substantive conversation with his
mother. He always thought he was more forthcoming than Matthew, but lately he barely
spoke to his mother except for very surface conversations. Maybe they never had a
conversation like this. But Matthew had never died.
“Maybe you should get Dad some help,” Eric said.
“What do you mean?”
“I mean, have you all considered going to therapy?”
“I don’t think we need therapy,” she said, folding her hands on the table.
“I know you have tried that in the past. I was afraid…afraid all of this might open
some old wounds.”
“You knew?”
“Well, yeah. I never wanted to say anything, worried that you didn’t want us to
know, but it’s hard to hide problems in a small house,” he said.
Eric took a sip of his tea, surprised to hear Matthew’s phrase so easily on his lips.
He’d heard it on one of the tapes a few days before.
“I guess that’s true,” she said. “With one phone call your father found out about
my affair.”
Eric wrapped his hand around his teacup. His mother was looking at him, seemed
to be waiting for his reaction. His hand got hot, and he looked down at the cup, watching
his hand for a moment. Then he put cup down on the table.
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“You didn’t know that, did you?” she said.
“I knew you all fought, but not…”
“I’ve worked ever since then to get your father to forgive me.” She absently put
another spoonful of sugar in her tea, but didn’t take a drink.
“How are you expecting me to process this? Why are you telling me now?”
“You were right about the old wounds. Your father has been bringing it up. I also
wanted you to know that your father doesn’t just pick on you. He takes it out on
everybody.”
She used a tissue to wipe the corners of her eyes. Eric leaned forward to speak,
but she cut him off.
“Don’t think for a second that I ever stopped loving you boys, or your father. I
had other needs.” She sighed. “I think your father and I are past our therapy days. We
haven’t always worked the best, but we’re not broken.”
She put her hand against his cheek.
“Your father will calm down sooner or later. He always does,” she said
Eric took a breath and tried to push through the new information.
“I still don’t think I’m going back to work at the news station. I just don’t think
it’s where I am in my life anymore,” he said.
“That’s fine. You can make your own decisions. I just hope you have enough
money until you find a better job.”
Eric assured her he had enough saved up for the time being. They finished their
tea in silence, and then his mother said she needed to go to the store. Eric walked to the
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door and gave her a hug. Once she was gone, he went back to his desk and wrote in his
notebook, “It’s hard to hide anything in a small house.”
After that, Eric listened to the tapes more, especially if he wanted a clever line. He
found even if Matthew didn’t talk about the film directly, he could still pull ideas from
him. Eric wrote with Matthew’s guiding voice and he produced a lot more material. He
put Matthew’s speeches in the mouths of the characters. At times he felt like a thief, but
he also liked to have the ideas flow.
After another week Eric began to feel so tired that he couldn’t think straight. He
felt pulled in so many directions, spread too thin. All his efforts seemed to be going into
writing the script. He spent long hours looking at craft books. He had one called
Screenwriting from the Heart, and wondered if that was the goal. To mine his heart? He
wanted to write a story that felt true, but also not overly sentimental. Ideas didn’t seem to
come to him until late at night after sitting at his desk producing nothing for hours. He
wasn’t getting much sleep because he’d put in his two weeks’ notice, but still had to get
up every morning and go to the news station. When he did sleep, his dreams were
stressful. In them he would write sections of the screenplay, but they would never make
sense, they would never be part of the actual story he was trying to tell.
He talked to Megan, desperately wanting her to be solid in his life, while at the
same time he kept replaying an image of her and Matthew together. In everything Eric
did he resisted the ghost of his brother and embraced it.
One night after he had been working for a while, Eric wondered if this was how
Matthew had felt when he wrote, if these were the pressures he experienced; the pull
between the need for art and the dull practicalities of life that kept him from writing.
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Then again, whatever ghost Matthew fought had been worse. Eric took his notebook over
to the couch. He lay down and put the paper against his cheek. Then he was awake, and
stiff, with the pale dawn light coming through the window. He realized it wasn’t working
to write the film in sequence. He had to tell the stories of the separate characters first. He
needed to explore the last days of the brothers, the old man, and the lost girl, arrive at
moments he found most emotionally true, and then weave their stories together.
After a couple more weeks, Eric gathered his notes and typed them. He made
edits as he went, but he felt it flowing. What he had a handle on now was an idea that
Matthew hadn’t articulated in his notes; this wasn’t a story about people, it was about
environmental concerns. The world was ending because of what people had done to it.
Eric thought the concept made the story relevant, and was convinced it would be better
than Shyamalan’s environmental schlock, The Happening. Matthew had always loved
nature, and Eric was confident that this angle is what his brother had intended. He felt
creative, he felt in control, and understood how Matthew had felt when they were kids.
When he finished typing he scrolled back up to the top and typed the title: The
Tale of California and the Fault Line. His fingers hovered over the keyboard, trying to
decide. He typed “By Eric and Matthew Welsh.” He paused and closed his eyes. Eric saw
himself sitting alone in a theater. One by one people came in and took their seats. The
lights dimmed, the chairs squeaked as people settled, and the opening score played
through the surround sound. Eric looked around at the expectant faces and then back at
the screen. In bold white letters on a black background was written “Screenplay by Eric
Welsh.”
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Eric looked at his computer screen. He highlighted Matthew’s name and pressed
delete. Eric felt a tinge of guilt, but he had to stand up for himself after all these years of
falling in line, of deferring to Matthew as the talented one. At the same time he felt oddly
connected to Matthew. Eric wanted the guilt to be the same guilt he hoped Matthew had
felt; guilt for boxing Eric out of projects, guilt for getting in the way with Lola. Eric
saved the document and shut his computer down.
He had promised Megan he would call her when he was finished with the script,
but it was already after three in the morning. He wasn’t exactly sure he was finished
either. He wanted a chance to sleep on it, to let the experience solidify in his mind. Eric
walked to his bed and threw himself down, passing out before he could take his clothes
off.
He woke up anxious, covered in sweat. He took a shower, and tried to eat some
breakfast, but couldn’t seem to sit still. He didn’t know if he was nervous about telling
Megan it was finished, inviting her judgment, or if he was feeling bad about taking
Matthew’s name off. That was so easy to change, but at the same time so monumental.
He realized it was the work he was missing, the incessant drive of the project. So, he took
out his notebook and sat at his desk. He tapped his pen against the paper, and then began
to write: “A teenager goes to Denmark, experiences culture shock, meets a girl, and
learns valuable lessons.”
“Shit,” Eric said. “Valuable lessons? Really?”
He shoved the notebook away, and paced the room. He told himself that there was
no need to rush the creative process, so he turned on the television instead.
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Eric tried again the next few days. Every time he sat down he would write a few
sentences, decide it was juvenile bullshit, and wad the paper up. Where was the
emotionally punching idea that could give him gold? Where was the true moment?
Finally, he realized he should call Megan and at least update her on what he had
finished. He threw away the piece of paper he had been working on and took out his cell
phone.
“I was beginning to worry about you,” she said when she picked up. “Everything
all right down south?”
“It’s fine, just been busy writing.”
“How’s it going?”
“I’m finished, the first draft at least. It was tough getting a grasp on the material,”
he said.
“Any more hints on what it’s about?”
“Well, it’s got a sci-fi aspect to it. Did you ever seen Another Earth?”
“Yeah, that was an interesting film,” she said.
“I tried to use a similar approach. I like the idea of a science fiction aspect as a
backdrop for character examination. I’m still not exactly sure what I would say the film is
about.”
“Well, when can I read it?”
Eric paused for a few moments.
“Megan, I had a question,” he said.
“Yeah?” Her tone sounded concerned.
“What was it,” Eric said, “that made your film with Matthew so great?”
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She was silent for a few moments.
“Something of the unknown, something of art,” she said. “Maybe that’s vague,
but you don’t have to put an answer or label on everything. I worked on teaching
Matthew that. What’s got you curious?”
“It’s just that writing this script…I mean….” He let himself fade out.
“My point exactly.”
Megan insisted that she come to Louisville this time. She said she wanted to read
the script, to get it from him in person. When Eric acted put out, she said of course she
wanted to see him too. They agreed to meet the next weekend. Now that he was going to
pass the script off to Megan’s hands, the whole process seemed more real.

Eric didn’t have a printer at his house, so he took his flash drive to the FedEx
office store near his apartment and had a copy made. He was anxious to show it to
Megan, but he wasn’t expecting her in town until later that afternoon. He put the script in
the small briefcase he had bought since starting the porject, and walked down the street to
a coffee shop. As soon as he sat down with his drink he got a call from Megan saying that
she’d made it to town early. Eric said he would go back to his place to meet her, but she
insisted on meeting him there. She said she wanted some caffeine anyway. When Eric
saw her come in the shop he waved and she went over to the counter to order her drink.
Then she came over to the table and took off her blue hat and scarf.
“Afternoon good sir. Anybody sitting here?” She pulled out the chair and sat
down.
“It’s been too long,” Eric said.
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She leaned across the table and kissed him. Then she settled back in her seat and
took a sip of her sweet smelling drink that was topped with whipped cream.
The coffee shop was crowded. The deep, rich smell of ground beans was heavy in
the air. Young men with satchel bags hanging over their chairs read thick paperbacks.
Girls in skirts and flowing scarves sat in high-armed chairs banging their thoughts on
sleek laptops.
“So, you finished the first draft?” Megan said after a moment.
“Yeah. I actually have a copy with me. I was looking over it before you called.”
“I’ve got to read it.”
He knew that was one of the reasons she came to visit, but now he wasn’t so sure
he wanted to hand it over. He reached into the briefcase and pulled out the freshly printed
pages. His hand shook a little as he handed the script over to Megan. He’d poured so
much into this. Eric drank his coffee and tried to read the newspaper, but he kept glancing
across the table at Megan. She read the script with rapt attention, furrowing her brow at
certain times. Eric expected her to stop in the middle and hand it back to him with an
angry expression. He was afraid that she would know that it was an idea Matthew had
come up with, lines that he had suggested. What was he thinking? Megan was Matthew’s
collaborative partner, of course he shared this idea with her. She didn’t do that. She read
until the end, occasionally taking a sip of her drink. She finally handed the script back to
him and looked straight into his eyes.
“Well, you two definitely have a similar style, some of the same philosophical
musings. It’s obvious you all grew up in the same household.”
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Eric nodded. He felt his face dampen with sweat and mopped it with one of the
napkins at the table. The collective roar of the coffee shop conversation seemed to rise.
“Easy man, I liked it,” Megan said. She patted his hand that was resting on the
table. “I mean, some stuff could definitely be tweaked, but I think what you’ve got is
pretty solid.”
“I never quite imagined this step.”
“Well, I have to show it around to some other people. I have to see if I can get
some more interest in getting this off the ground. I don’t have the resources of a whole
production team at my fingertips.”
“But that business card you gave me at the funeral, said ‘Megan Gillis
productions,” Eric said.
“I guess I did that to sound professional. It’s just me really. I actually shoot a lot
of weddings. But I feel good about this project. I can of course direct.”
Eric nodded his head.
“Oh my god,” Megan said. “I’m sorry. I never formally asked if you wanted it to
be me.”
“It’s fine. I do. It was always you.” Eric smiled.
“Oh man, talk about laying it on thick.”
Megan laughed and punched him in the arm. Was this it? Was this what he had
been working toward? He looked at Megan. At this point he didn’t know, and he didn’t
care. The moment felt nice.
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VIII
Down by the Water

After his first semester at film school in Chicago, Matthew came home for winter
break. Eric stood in the front hallway looking through a stack of cards. Christmas was
two days away. He heard the door open, and Matthew walked in holding a duffel bag,
wearing a blank expression. His face was covered in a layer of blondish-red stubble, and
his eyes were sunken.
“Never go Greyhound,” Matthew said, dropping his bag. “That’s the phrase they
use ‘thanks for going Greyhound.’ It’s loud, it smells, it’s cold.”
“Well, welcome home. Mom and Dad are out to dinner,” Eric said.
“I’m going to lie down. I’m way too tired.”
He left the bag and went upstairs. Eric watched him go. He’d hoped for a longer
conversation; they hadn’t seen each other in months.
The next night they were having their Christmas Eve duck dinner like they had
done for years, paying homage to A Christmas Story. Their parents had switched from
turkey to duck one year as a joke, but Matthew and Eric had thought it so funny that the
tradition stuck. The smell of cooked bird was thick in the air, and Eric could almost taste
the sweetness of the glazed meat. Some bowls of steaming rice, and eggrolls were already
on the table. This was one of Eric’s favorite family meals. His father was responsible for
the duck, and over the years his mother had perfected her eggroll recipe. Eric pulled out a
chair and sat down. Candles were on the sideboard, flickering unevenly behind a row of
homemade Christmas decorations from Matthew and Eric’s elementary school days. The
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flames cast odd shadows on a lopsided cutout of Santa Claus, making him sinister. Eric
watched his brother, who seemed even more brooding in the dim light. Then their father
came out and set the duck down on the table with a flourish. When he was mostly
through his first plate, Eric noticed that Matthew’s plate was still quite full.
“How did finals go?” their father asked.
“Do we have to talk about school?” Matthew poked at an eggroll with his fork
and took a tentative bite.
“We want to make sure our money isn’t going to waste,” their father said,
laughing.
“Wasting it away,” Matthew said, but his expression was stern and serious.
He slammed his fork down and got up from his chair. He left the dining room and
could be heard stomping up the stairs. Their parents exchanged a look.
“Snap,” their father said, “clear the table. We need to go speak with your brother.”
Alone, he reached across the table for the plate of fortune cookies that had gone
untouched. He snapped the crescent and pulled out the small slip of paper.
“You love Chinese food,” he read aloud.
That wasn’t a fortune. That wasn’t even a piece of wisdom. Eric had hoped for a
true or heartwarming message. He piled the dishes, straining to hear upstairs. Finally, he
made his way up to the second floor and lingered in the hallway, staying far enough back
so they wouldn’t see his feet under the door. He thought he could hear Matthew crying,
and took a few steps closer.
“This too shall pass,” his father said.
“I can’t do it,” Matthew said.
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“Can’t do what?” his mother asked.
“Stay happy.” He paused. “What’s wrong with me?”
“There’s nothing wrong,” his father said.
Eric was desperate for context. He waited for it, but wasn’t able to make out any
more of what was said. Then the door opened and his father came out.
“Snap,” his father said.
He walked by, patted Eric on the back, and then continued down the hallway to
his bedroom.
Matthew was sullen the rest of the night, sitting in front of the television aimlessly
flipping channels. Christmas morning his mood improved. He thoroughly enjoyed the
camera equipment that he got, but Eric could tell there was another feeling beneath the
smiles; something quaking.
Eric got books, clothes, and some new video games, which was all he asked for.
He hadn’t worked on any film projects since Matthew left for school. Maybe he should
have asked for some equipment and tried to set out on his own creative endeavors.
The package addressed to Eric from Matthew was thin. Eric slowly ripped open
the paper, regretting now that he had only given Matthew a gift card to a video store. Eric
saw a picture of Allen, Matthew, Lola, and himself superimposed on top of a castle. The
title said, The Prisoner of Relationships.
“Our third film,” Matthew said, “or what was shot if it. There were some gaps
when I edited, but then again our stories never made much sense.”
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Eric didn’t know what to say. Matthew finishing the film was the last gesture he
expected; they’d been so mad at each other at the time, and he always thought that
Matthew had forsaken the project.
“Thanks,” Eric said. “I can’t wait to watch. It seems like so long ago.”
Matthew nodded. Then they started gathering the scraps of paper to throw away.
That night after their parents had gone to bed, Eric found Matthew sitting in the
recliner watching It’s a Wonderful Life. Eric sat down on the couch opposite.
“Sentimental, but good. Real heart, you know?” Matthew kept his eyes fixed on
the television.
“Classic. A feel good film.”
“Remember how Mom used to make us watch this every year after the dinner?
Whatever happened to that tradition?”
“I think Mom got tired of us resisting. We never wanted to watch it when we were
younger,” Eric said.
“I guess you’re right.”
Eric watched as George Bailey ran down the street yelling greetings to the
buildings. After a few minutes, Eric’s eyelids drooped. He felt himself slipping into
sleep.
“This world is strange,” Matthew said.
“How so?” He drifted, uncertain if Matthew was referring to the world of the film
or the real world.
“This world sure is strange.”
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Eric could have sworn that he heard Matthew say it several more times, lulling
him to sleep. When he woke, the television was off and he was alone in the room.
The day after, Matthew packed his bags to catch the bus back to Chicago. He said
he had New Year’s plans with some friends, though Eric thought that he wanted to get
out.
Once Matthew was gone, Eric realized he’d not watched their film. In a way he
guessed he was avoiding it, afraid of what memories it would drag up. He took the movie
from his pile of presents by the Christmas tree, went up to his room, and closed the door.
He turned on the television and put the DVD in. Matthew had outdone himself. There
was a menu on the disc with the same photo from the cover. You could play the movie,
chose a scene, or watch the blooper reel. For a homemade effort it was impressive. Then
again, Matthew now had access to better technology at school than they’d ever had when
they were growing up.
Eric watched the film from start to finish and found some of the parts he’d
disliked at the time the most entertaining. He enjoyed the amateur art house attempts,
especially the Tom Waits dream sequence. He thought about comedic actors who tried to
change their career after a while, who tried to move to more serious roles and get the
world to stop seeing them as clowns. Writers and directors did it as well. As they gained
skill they got to produce the material they wanted. Hell, Tim Burton had directed Pee
Wee’s Big Adventure. What they’d tried to do with their spoofs seemed like a microcosm
of that. If he’d only known what they were doing at the time, if maybe they’d seen the
true wonderful absurdity of it all, they could have laughed instead of fought over a girl.
When Eric saw Lola on the screen he felt a sense of longing, and a lingering “what if,”
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though his love for her, that raw passion was not there anymore. They reconnected over
e-mail and kept up a correspondence for the first two months, entertaining the idea of
maybe seeing each other again, but nothing ever happened. Eventually Lola stopped
returning his messages. Eric thought it was a shame that she wouldn’t see the film.
Next, Eric watched a segment on the blooper reel where they fucked up a scene
again and again. In one particular scene, he came from behind the camera to play a bit
part, and didn’t have any lines. All he had to do was look into the camera with a scared
expression. Every time he widened his eyes he cracked up, and Matthew lost it as well.
Eric watched their faces while they laughed, and was surprised to see so much happiness.
If they could only return to that, life would be so much easier.

Matthew didn’t come home again until the summer. He arranged through a friend
to work at a local independent video store. Matthew’s adjustment to being back seemed
to be a slow process. At first he spent a lot of time closed up in his room, or reading on
the back porch. Eric saw that he was reading film scripts for movies like Adaptation. He
wanted to ask him about them, but kept his distance, unsure how to take his mood. Little
by little. Matthew began to emerge more. He talked enthusiastically during dinner,
whatever the subject was, and that made their mother happy. She smiled at Matthew
across the table. Eric knew his parents worried about Matthew, so he was glad to see
them all at ease. Matthew also started bringing home rentals from the video store. He
hung out in the family room watching late at night when he got off work, and Eric stayed
up later to join him.
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One night Eric sat on the front porch thinking about Susannah. He had briefly
come into contact with her while she was hosting Lola. Now he was seeing her in a
different light. They had drama class together, and she’d given him some signals; a quick
smile, a hand on the shoulder, but he still wasn’t sure. Maybe her coldness had been
jealousy when he called asking for Lola. Allen was in the drama class too, and Eric asked
him for his opinion. Allen said he wasn’t good at judging those kinds of situations. Eric
was starring off, and he was startled by Matthew’s voice.
“Hey man,” Matthew said. “What’s up?”
“You know, the usual.”
“So, nothing?”
“Precisely,” Eric said.
Matthew sat down and took a small bag from his pocket and began to roll a joint.
“You ever smoke?” Matthew asked.
“Tried it once,” Eric said.
Matthew finished rolling, stuck the joint between his lips, and sparked a small
blue lighter. The tip of the joint glowed red as he inhaled. He passed it to Eric, who held
it to his mouth, trying hard to hide the look of panic on his face, to not expose his lie
about smoking before. He pulled smoke into his lungs and immediately started coughing.
Matthew patted him on the back a few times.
“Easy there,” Matthew said.
They continued to pass the joint back and forth, Eric working hard to control his
coughing.
“Have you ever seen Kicking and Screaming?” Matthew asked.
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“With Will Ferrell?” Eric laughed. “It’s kind of dumb.”
“No. I’m talking about the one directed by Noah Baumbach. He also did The
Squid and the Whale.”
“Never seen either,” Eric said.
“Well, I’ve got Kicking and Screaming. It’s pretentious, but it’s good. Some good
characters. There’s this one scene in an airport where a guy sees this advertisement for
international flights, you see, and there’s this girl…well, you just need to watch it. He
understands, kind of, his romantic whims, and that’s an interesting concept to me. Let’s
watch it.”
They stood to go inside. Eric opened the door and held it for Matthew.
“And don’t mention anything about the pot to Mom and Dad,” Matthew said.
“Why would I? I’m just as guilty as you are.”
“Nobody’s guilty here. I just know that you’re really close with them.”
“Does it seem that way?” He paused. “Not that close.”
They went into the family room and started the movie. Eric felt high. He got up a
few minutes in to make some popcorn. When he came back, Matthew turned from the
screen and looked at him.
“You know, I was thinking we could do another project since I’m here for such a
long time,” Matthew said.
“Yeah, that would be cool. We could call Allen.”
“Sure. Let’s just make sure that it’s not another fantasy.”
“Deal,” Eric said.
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Eric fell asleep before the movie got to the scene Matthew was talking about. He
woke up with the television still glowing, and he had popcorn on his chest. This time,
though, Matthew was also passed out, tilted back in the recliner. Eric shook him awake.
“Movie is over,” Eric said.
“Yeah, ok. We’ll talk about the project tomorrow.”
The next morning at breakfast, Matthew discussed what he had in mind with Eric
over bowls of cereal.
“I want grand scenery,” Matthew said. “Nature. The backdrop of something larger
than people.”
Eric crunched a mouthful of cereal. He thought about the Falls of the Ohio, a state
park located on the Ohio River. There was a Kentucky side and an Indiana side. Eric
hadn’t been there since an elementary school fieldtrip where he and his classmates made
rubbings of fossilized sea crustaceans imbedded in the rocks, but the place resonated with
him
“How about The Falls?” Eric said.
“That might just work. With that in mind I can hash out a script. We’ll need some
talent for this. Call Allen. We may also need a girl, that is if you know any.”
Eric cringed, the memory of Lola still fresh in his mind, but he could tell Matthew
wasn’t thinking about her, he was caught up in the idea. Matthew went off to write, and
Eric called Allen. Allen was ecstatic, but Eric made sure to tell him that it wouldn’t be
the same old stuff.
“What does it matter?” he said. “The old crew is back together!”
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Over the next couple days Matthew continued to write and occasionally ran ideas
by Eric, which he appreciated. He began to get a feel for Matthew’s characters; people at
odds with the world around them, though desperately wanting to belong. There was also
always an undercurrent of violence; the physical confrontations of their earlier films
made into emotion, something disturbed just below the surface. Eric wondered how
Matthew saw himself, how much of himself he wrote into his scripts.
As Matthew worked on the script, Eric worked up the courage to call Susannah.
Eric thought she was good in their class production, and would be interested. The movie
would be a perfect chance to spend more time with her. He surmounted his doubt and
dialed her up.
“Susannah? Hi Eric…it’s Eric Welsh. How would you like an acting gig?”

After Matthew finished the quick script, he handed a couple copies to Eric.
“It’s only a short, but I think it should be good.”
Eric took a copy of the script to Allen’s and told him look over it the next couple
days. He also went by Susannah’s, but she wasn’t home, so he left the script in her
mailbox. They all met that Saturday at the house. After Eric introduced Susannah to
Matthew, they did a double check on equipment and all loaded into Matthew’s car to
drive to the location.
When they got to the Falls, Eric got out of the car and looked over the landscape.
A strip of cliffs stretched along the river with plenty of places to climb or sit. Further up,
past the rocks, was a sparse line of River Birch trees. The remnants of floods were
everywhere, and the air smelled of decaying driftwood. In some places whole trees had
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been washed up on the rocks. The place had a time enduring feel, something primal. Next
to the rocks was the churning, flowing river. A recent rain had made it a frothy brown.
They found a flat area of rock to set up their base camp, and Eric unloaded the
equipment.
“I trust you all have had time to at least review the script?” Matthew asked.
Everybody nodded in agreement. “Good. Now there’s a lot of extraneous sound here, so
let’s get the mics hooked up. I brought my wireless system.”
Matthew approached Susannah, Eric observing his action intently. Matthew
handed off the microphone and let her attach it to her own shirt. As they prepared to
shoot, it became obvious that Matthew had a much better idea of what he was doing
technically, undoubtedly the result of his first year of film school. He knew more about
the shot, lighting, angles and movements, but he still deferred to Eric as the director.
“Just get some establishing shots of the scenery first,” Matthew said. “And make
sure to not get those power lines. We want it to feel secluded, middle of nowhere.”
Eric swept the camera around over the rocks, and the river, and the clouds. Next
they started to shoot the scenes with the characters. The sun was worked against them as
it moved through the sky; they were trying to get all the shots in one day. The story was
about a couple, played by Allen and Susannah, on a hike. A simple disagreement about
which path to take became an airing of all their grievances, all their greatest insecurities.
They talked about the promises they made at the beginning of their relationship, and how
none of them had been kept. All the while, wide shots captured the moving, teeming life
around them; the wind through the leaves, birds hovering just overhead, squirrels clinging
to trees. Matthew was right about the power the elements had, placed against the
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smallness of human life and drama. Eric rarely called cut, because he felt like they were
hitting their lines well. He directed Allen and Susannah to change their tone at times,
trying to mine what Matthew wanted. Oddly, Matthew stayed aloof—at least by his
standards. He still held a copy of the script and corrected their lines at times, but overall
he seemed content to sit behind the camera and watch.
In the film, when the couple reached a secluded spot in the woods, the scene
faded, and it was implied that they had sex. The closing shot was the couple sitting on an
outcrop of rock, looking over the river as the sun began its descent through the sky. There
was supposed to be a quiet over the scene, with an implied sense of lingering anger. They
were past the argument, but their problems weren’t solved. When they were setting up the
scene, Eric watched Susannah through the viewfinder. Her blue skirt flapped in the wind.
He zoomed in. Her long, black hair blew about her face. She had permanent dark circles
under her eyes. He found endearing.
After the final shot, as the sun was beginning to set, they gathered the gear and
descended the rocks, walking to the edge of the river. Eric stood close to Susannah, their
arms touching, while they looked out over the water.
“I want to go for a swim,” Susannah said.
“I don’t think that’s the best idea. It’s kind of dangerous,” Eric said.
“I did it last time I was here. It’s so hot. I won’t go out very far. Do you want to
come?”
Eric shook his head. He watched her slip off her shoes and walk into the river
with all of her clothes on. She floated, and bobbed, and drifted further out. He looked
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back at Matthew and Allen lounging on some rocks, then back to the water where
Susannah continued to swim out.
“She’s getting pretty far out there,” Eric said.
“Maybe we should say something.” Allen shielded his eyes from the sun to get a
better look.
Eric waved his arms and yelled at her to come back in. When she didn’t respond,
he yelled again. Susannah threw her hands and in air and called out something he
couldn’t quite hear.
“Did she say help?” Eric asked. “What did she say?”
Before Matthew or Allen could confirm, Eric was waist deep in the river. He
already felt the current working against his body, and panic set in. He didn’t want to get
swept away himself. She looked like she was trying to swim, thrashing her arms in the
direction of the shore, but she was going nowhere. He looked back to shore. Allen had his
phone out, holding the phone up, pacing around, looking scared. Matthew froze in place.
When Eric looked back, Susannah disappeared under the surface of the water for a
moment, and his heart seized in his chest. She reappeared, flailing her arms more
violently. He felt useless standing there watching her struggle in the water.
Eric remembered seeing a small fishing boat passing them a little earlier.
Suddenly, he was out of the water and running down the shore. When he saw the boat, he
waved and yelled. He’d never run so fast in his life. The boat pulled near the shore and
Eric came to abrupt stop, coughing out his words.
“My friend, in the water, over there.”
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Eric pointed back in the direction he had come. The two men on the boat wore
jeans, and t-shirts, and baseball caps. They nodded, and the man steering turned the wheel
sharply, looping the boat back around. Eric doubled over and pulled the air into his lungs
with heavy, burning breaths. He watched as the two men stalled the boat, and picked
Susannah out of the water. By the time the boat came back, Matthew and Allen had come
over.
The came to the shore and dropped Susannah off. One the men stared down at
Eric and told them to be more careful, that they wouldn’t be so lucky in the future. Eric
thanked them over and over. For a moment Susannah stood stunned, hair wet against her
face, clothes dripping. Then she laughed from deep in her stomach. Eric hugged her, the
water from her shirt seeping into his. He held her head in his hands and kissed her on the
mouth. He pulled back, and she laughed again. Allen reached over and hugged her too.
Eric couldn’t remember a moment he was so happy for someone to be alive. They
laughed except for Matthew. He stood to the side with his arms crossed over his chest,
staring at the river.
“I’m really kind of pissed at you, Susannah,” Matthew said.
“What?” Susannah asked, suddenly on the verge of tears.
“What you did was just completely stupid. Why the hell should we feel sorry for
you?”
“We should just be happy she’s all right,” Eric said, stepping between Susannah
and Matthew.
“You can be happy. I don’t have to give a fuck. She shouldn’t have put us in that
position in the first place.”
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“You didn’t say anything to stop her from getting in the water,” Eric said.
“So the blame is on me now? Nice, Eric.”
“That’s not what I’m saying, but if you’re going to complain about what she did.”
Eric stopped and ran his hands over his face. “Just forget it, let’s go home.”
They got in the car and left the park in silence. Matthew made Susannah sit on an
old towel so she wouldn’t get the seat wet. When they got close to home, Eric leaned
forward from the back seat.
“Let’s drop Susannah off. She needs to change,” he said.
“Her house isn’t far from ours,” Matthew said.
“Exactly.”
“So she can walk.”
“Dude, seriously?”
Matthew sighed. A few minutes later he turned down Susannah’s street, and when
Eric said so, he stopped the car. Eric got out of the car with Susannah and told Matthew
to go on home. They walked up to Susannah’s house. She stood on the porch, looking sad
and damp.
“I should get inside,” she said.
“Susannah, I’m sorry about my brother.”
Susannah’s eyes welled up. Her bottom lip trembled.
“Eric, I was scared. I’d never been that scared. That invisible force just pulling at
me. I tried so hard to swim, but it felt like there were hands wrapped around my legs
begging me back.”
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She pulled him close, burying her head into his shoulder to cry. Eric closed his
eyes and saw the spectral image of the river. He wanted to help her, to rekindle that
elated feeling from the shore. He suddenly realized that they had arrived at that moment
on the shore through fear, through a point of desperation that they couldn’t return to. The
feeling confused him.
“It’s all right, Susannah.”
He rubbed her back and kissed her goodnight. He was surprised by her tongue
slipping into his mouth, searching desperately. After she went inside, he took his time
walking home.
At home, Eric found Matthew in the basement with his laptop, editing what
they’d shot that day.
“I thought we were going to work on that together,” Eric said.
“You were busy walking your girlfriend home.”
“I think you owe her an apology.”
“I don’t owe her anything,” Matthew said.
He bent over the computer, eyes narrowed with concentration. Eric heard the rush
of water coming from Matthew’s speakers.
“Did you see the power of that water today?” Matthew said, without looking up.
“I mean, it could take you, just like that. You walk into the river and then you’re gone.”
“You’re a real bastard,” Eric said.
Eric went up the stairs. Was this a new pattern? Was it always going to be films
and fighting over a girl? He thought their film projects could bring them closer together,
but he realized they pushed them further apart. Eric missed the beginning days when it
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seemed like it was them against the world, and wondered if Matthew missed those days
as well.
The next day when Eric woke up, Matthew wasn’t at home, but his laptop sat out
on the kitchen table. Eric sat down and checked the files and saw that Matthew had a
saved an edited version of the film, half hoping that Matthew had left the computer out
for him on purpose. Eric called Susannah, but she said she had no desire to watch it after
what’d happened. Next he called Allen, who came over a few minutes later to watch it
with him. The film was titled Beautiful Anger and clocked in at just under eight minutes,
but a good eight minutes. Eric could tell Matthew now had better editing skills, and
seemed to have a better idea of how to tell the story he truly wanted to tell. Eric also felt
like he had a hand in it, because he was the director.
“A lot different than our old stuff,” Eric said.
“Yeah, but I like it. It seems more mature. I was glad to not have to play an elf
again,” Allen said.
Eric realized that Allen was right. Even if it wasn’t the most original idea, they
were moving forward. He wished Matthew was there so that they could discuss the
progression. Despite everything, he wanted to pay Matthew a compliment.
“Just think,” Allen said, “the next film will be even better.”
In the following week, normal life took back over. Eric spent every day with
Susannah. Matthew stayed busy working at the video store. Matthew still seemed to be
pissed at her, so when Eric brought her over to the house they tried not to be in the same
room. Then after a few more weeks, Matthew left his job at the video store. He told the
family that he decided to get some things done in Chicago before the semester started
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back. Eric ultimately wasn’t surprised. Matthew seemed like he couldn’t stay in one place
for too long without being overtaken by the desire to fly out.
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IX
Are You Going on Thanksgiving Day?

Eric drummed his fingers on the kitchen counter. Susannah arranged some
crescent rolls on a tray to be baked. Eric’s father had just taken the turkey out of the
oven; the whole house was warm and filled with a brackish scent. Eric was attending the
University of Louisville, so there was no problem for him to make it to Thanksgiving.
This Thanksgiving was special, though, because Matthew was coming home. He’d
missed the last couple years, saying that the semester was too insane at that point to try
and travel. Now that he had graduated, their mother insisted that he had no excuse.
Matthew agreed, but he said he was bringing his friend Megan with him.
“So is Megan Matthew’s girlfriend?” Susannah asked, putting the rolls into the
oven.
“I think so. He never really said.”
Eric wanted to meet Megan. Matthew had never brought a date to a family
function before. When Eric thought about it, Matthew never dated that much while he
lived at home. Eric was struck with the sudden realization that maybe Matthew had been
awkward with girls, and that the lack of dates was not by choice. He thought about his
brother’s behavior toward Lola, and for the first time considered that he hadn’t been
trying to steal her from Eric, he just didn’t know how to act.
Eric stirred a pot of green beans. He used the wooden spoon to scoop one out, and
took a bite; hot, still a little crunchy. Eric liked them that way. He turned off the burner.
He looked over and smiled at Susannah. They’d dated four years, and this was their first
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Thanksgiving together. After she graduated high school, Susannah’s parents moved to
Florida where they said the weather was much better than Kentucky’s inconsistent
temperature. She usually went to see them, but this year Eric had finally convinced her to
stay.
“What?” she said, catching Eric’s stare.
“Just thinking about how pretty you are.”
“Aren’t you sweet.”
The kitchen door opened, and Eric’s father came in.
“Got to start carving the old bird,” he said.
Eric’s father reveled in cooking the turkey every year, one of his few culinary
merits. There seemed to be a challenge in it for him, something about striking the delicate
balance of flavor, and making sure it didn’t dry out.
“Do you need any help?” Eric asked, but knew he wouldn’t accept it even if he
did.
“No. You stick with your beans.”
Finally Eric heard the front door open, and he left his father to his obsession. Out
in the dining room, Eric’s mother was setting out the plates. Eric and Susannah walked
out in the hallway where Matthew and his friend were hanging up their coats.
“Long time, no see,” Eric said.
He stepped towards Matthew and wrapped him in an awkward hug. He could feel
Matthew’s resistance. When Eric pulled back, he looked at the girl standing next to his
brother. She was short and had shoulder length blond hair. She wore a gray sweater, a
skirt with a zigzag pattern on it, and a pair of red, scuffed Chucks.
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“Snap,” Matthew said, “this is Megan.”
He indicated her with his hand as if he were presenting her at a grand ball. Megan
seemed to catch the joke quickly because she gave a curtsy.
“Megan,” Matthew continued, “this is Snap Bean, a.k.a. Eric.”
“Nice to meet you, Eric,” Megan said, extending her hand.
Eric liked when people called him by his name. His father and brother had never
quite gotten out of the habit of calling him by the old nickname.
“And this is my girlfriend, Susannah,” Eric said, realizing that Matthew wasn’t
going to make the introduction.
Megan gave another of her curtsies. They walked down the hall and into the
dining room. Eric and Matthew’s mother was bringing the food from the kitchen and
setting it on the table, but she stopped and came over and gave Matthew a hug. Eric
watched him for the same signs of resistance. Matthew seemed to cringe again. As a
whole their family had never been huge on physical affection, but over the years Matthew
seemed to have developed a stronger aversion than the rest of them. Eric wanted to know
what Matthew was really trying to distance himself from. Did he really want to be that
different than them? Their mother introduced herself to Megan, and said that the boys’
father would be out shortly, once he decided the carved turkey looked perfectly arranged
on the platter.
Finally when all the food was brought out, everybody came into the dining room.
Eric’s father walked around the table and filled everybody’s wine glass. Then his mother
insisted they join hands to pray. Eric held Susannah’s hand on one side, and Megan’s on
the other. He was embarrassed by how sweaty his palms were.
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“Dear Lord, thanks for giving,” his father said.
Eric thought his father would go on, but then everybody sat down. The sound of
clinking bowls and plates filled the room. Eric sat with his hand on Susannah’s knee
under the table and occasionally looked over at her and smiled. He also watched Matthew
for acts of affection toward the pretty girl he had brought home; so far nothing. Then
again, Matthew had never directly referred to her as his girlfriend.
“So Megan,” their father said, “are you studying film as well?”
“Yes. I want to be a director.” She looked at Matthew, maybe trying to reproach
him for not sharing any information about her beforehand.
“I went to film school for a year. Did Matthew ever tell you that?” their father
said.
“No sir, but it’s good to know where he gets his inspiration from.” She took a sip
of her wine.
The rest of the conversation was general, about what had been going around
Louisville, questions about life and weather in Chicago. Eric mostly contributed to agree
with something that had already been said. Every time he tried to think of something
interesting to add, he came up blank. He felt weighed down. Susannah said even less,
which was odd since she was usually comfortable around his parents. After the meal,
their mother started clearing the plates while their father took the extra turkey into the
kitchen.
“Eric,” their mother said, “why don’t you and Susannah entertain our guest while
Matthew helps me with these dishes.”
“Sure,” Eric said.
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“Mom,” Matthew said, “I’m not sure…”
“Oh, I’m sure Megan doesn’t mind. I’m just asking for a little bit of your time. I
never get to see you anymore.”
Matthew trudged into the kitchen, assuring Meagan that he wouldn’t be long. She
said it was fine, and Eric suggested they go to the basement to watch television. Eric
watched the swish of Megan’s skirt as she walked down the stairs in front of him. Once
they were downstairs, Megan turned to him.
“You didn’t speak up much at dinner,” Megan said. “What do you do? Are you in
school?”
“Yeah, I’m going to U of L. I’m studying communications.”
“What about you Susannah?” Megan asked.
“I’m majoring in nutrition science.”
“Very cool. What do you want to do with your degree?”
“I want to be a chef, or maybe own a health food store or something.”
“What about you?” Megan asked Eric.
“I really haven’t given it much thought. My dad works at a news station, so that’s
always a possibility. I just don’t know if that’s what I want to do,” he said.
“How old are you?”
“Twenty-one.”
“Then you’ve got plenty of time to figure out what you want to do. I’m only a
couple years older than you, and I’m still taking my time,” Megan said.
“But you want to be director. You have an art you’re passionate about.”
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“It happens that way sometimes. Other times you’ve got to wait for what you’re
passionate about to find you. Besides, directing is what I want to do. That doesn’t
necessarily mean it’s going to happen.”
She smiled out of the corner of her mouth, and Eric thought it was cute. They sat
down on the couch.
“So, do you have anything you want to watch?” Eric asked.
Megan looked over at the entertainment center.
“Is that a Super Nintendo?” she asked.
“Sure is.”
“Do you have Super Mario?”
Eric put the game in and turned on the console. They sat down on the couch and
Megan took the first turn. Maybe it was the glass of wine he had with dinner, but Eric
was feeling warm toward her. She seemed genuine, and he liked her easy nature. Given
the circumstances, the awkward family tensions, she was handling herself well. She
played through the first level and then offered Susannah the controller. Susannah
declined, saying she wasn’t much for video games, so Eric played the next level. A few
minutes later Matthew came down the stairs.
“Come on,” Matthew said. “Let’s hit up a bar or something. My mom is being
completely insane.”
“Can’t I just play one more level?” Megan asked.
“If you must. I just can’t believe how big a deal she’s making over me being
home.”
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“Maybe it’s because you never come home,” Eric said, not turning from the
screen. “Maybe she just misses you.”
“Yeah, but she doesn’t have be so smothering.”
Eric realized that as soon as he saw Matthew come down, he completely forgot
about Megan. If he would have thought twice he might have not broached the subject in
front of her, but now he was in it, he needed to stand up for their mother.
“She’s just trying to connect with you. Cut her a little slack,” Eric said.
“Listen to the wise little brother,” Matthew said.
“It’s what needs to be done when the older brother is acting like a child.”
Eric paused the game and leaned back into the couch. Megan shifted in her seat.
“Let’s just go,” Matthew said.
“You could come with us?” she said to Eric.
Eric liked that she seemed to see herself as a broker of peace. He turned to
Susannah to try and gage her interest in the idea. She bit her bottom lip, but didn’t say
anything.
“I think we’ll just stick around here,” he said.
“Well, we can play another level if you’re awake later,” Megan said.
Matthew walked away, Megan following. Once they were all the way up the
stairs, Susannah looked at Eric.
“Why were you flirting with her?” she asked.
“I wasn’t flirting. I was trying to be a good host.”
“I know you.”
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Susannah leaned over and grabbed his wrists. She pulled Eric closer and looked
into his face. Eric flicked his eyes at hers and then looked down.
“Is she edgier than me? Is that why you like her? Am I not artistic enough?” she
said.
Eric pulled his wrists free and kissed her.
“You’re my edge.” He kissed her again.
“Are you sure?”
“Positive.”
He wrapped his arm around her, and turned on the television. They fell into
silence.
That night Eric made sure he stayed in his room, even when he heard Matthew
and Megan come in the front door. He wondered if they were going to be sleeping in the
same room, but pushed that thought from his head.
When Eric came down in the morning, everybody else was finishing breakfast.
His mother seemed in a good mood, so maybe Matthew had come around, or maybe
Megan talked him into one more pleasant family meal. Eric wished now that he had set
an alarm, so he could have been a part of this calm, even if it was only temporary. He had
also hoped for a chance to talk to Megan more. Soon after, Matthew and Megan packed
the small bags they had brought and headed out.
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X
Gone, Gone, Gone

By the time Eric graduated college in 2009 with a degree in communications, he
and Susannah had been dating for five years. When it had come time to choose a college,
Eric toyed with the idea of going to film school himself. He hadn’t worked on any of his
own projects for a while, but he still liked film and the feeling he remembered from being
behind the camera. For a while he thought he could light out for the West. Susannah was
considering schools in Colorado and was trying to convince Eric to come with her. When
it came down to it, Eric didn’t study film. He wanted to be able to give himself up to art,
but his practical side held him back, and Susannah was the one who stayed. Eric said it
would be better to go to school where they knew people and think about moving at a later
time.
A few weeks after graduation, Eric cooked dinner at his and Susannah’s
apartment. They’d moved in together during their last semester of school. He
absentmindedly stirred a pot of tomato sauce, and watched the other pot filled with water
getting ready to boil; a thousand bubble eyes staring at him from the bottom. He was
enjoying being done with school, but still having enough leftover loan money to not have
to find a job right away. He was just looking forward to some downtime. He heard the
door open behind him and turned around. Susannah hung her coat and put her keys down
on the table.
“Are you hungry?” Eric asked
“Kind of,” Susannah said. “Did you want to try go out tonight?
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“Maybe.”
When they were in school and constantly studying they had gotten used to just
staying home to make dinner and watch a movie, because there wasn’t time for much
else. Now that school was over they seemed to have an inordinate amount of free time,
but somehow found it hard to change their habits.
“Conor Oberst is playing over at Headliners,” Eric said. “We could go try to get
tickets.”
“I’ve got too much of a headache for a concert. What about a play? We could see
what’s at Actors.”
“I think I’m too worked up to sit through a play for two hours.”
“Well shit, what else do you have in mind?” Susannah sat at the kitchen table.
Eric shrugged and then went to the cabinet to get the box of spaghetti. He grabbed
a handful of noodles, snapped them in half, and dropped them in the boiling water.
“We need to talk anyway,” Susannah said.
Eric turned around slowly, hating the way the expression sounded on her lips.
They talked all the time, they were talking now, so the need to address it in this way
meant that it couldn’t be good; a classic preamble to bad news.
“I’ve been applying to culinary schools out in Colorado without you knowing
about it. I feel bad I haven’t told you,” she said. “I don’t know. I wasn’t sure if I was
actually going to pursue that, and I wanted plans to be definite. I got accepted, and I think
you should come with me.”
Eric put down the wooden spoon he was using to stir the sauce. He broke out in a
sweat, and wiped his hand across his forehead. He knew the question was coming, he just
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wasn’t sure when. After he’d asked Susannah to stay he felt a cloud of guilt hanging over
his head because she had been so moody, but she eventually seemed to settle and enjoy
herself. Now Eric didn’t know what to say. He had grown comfortable in Louisville.
“I don’t think we have the money for that,” Eric said.
“We’re going to the money. I’m sure you can find a job out there if you tried.
We’ve been here too goddamn long. You’ve become complacent. Lola once told me
about some of the e-mails you sent her. You said you were going to visit her in Denmark.
You talked about the great times you had with her. Where’s that passion? Where’s the
enthusiasm you had when we first started dating?”
“That was a long time ago, I guess.”
“I just don’t understand this shell you’re too afraid to break out of,” she said.
“I’m not afraid.”
“Prove it.” Susannah crossed her arms over chest.
“Can we just eat, and talk later?”
Susannah didn’t speak. Eric drained the pasta and scooped it onto a couple plates.
He poured the sauce over the noodles and set the plates on the table. They sat and poked
at their noodles, taking occasional bites. Finally Susannah got up from the table and sat
on the couch. After Eric finished cleaning the dishes, he came and sat down next to her.
She seemed to be calmer, so Eric cautiously laid his head against her shoulder. He didn’t
want admit to himself or to her that he was afraid the further he floated away from home
the less grounded he would become, the less he’d be able to handle what life threw at
him. The times he let himself go in life, like in Denmark, were always accompanied with
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a feeling of guilt. He didn’t like who he was in those moments, he didn’t trust himself to
make the right decisions.
“I really am sorry about this,” he said.
“I know. That’s why it makes it so much harder to break up with you. I’d feel like
less of an asshole if you were more of one.”
She got up from the couch and went into the bedroom. Eric watched the closed
door. He slept on the couch. In the morning, Eric agreed to leave the apartment so she
could pack in peace. He went to a bookstore and pretended to read, trying to convince
himself to go back and tell her that he was wrong. Her unhappiness had not been a
complete shock. She’d seemed distant for a while. When he got back to the apartment
and saw how bare it was, he realized how little he owned. Eric sat on his couch and tried
to figure out how he was going to pay the rent by himself.
When Eric’s father offered him an editing job at the news station a few weeks
later, he jumped at the opportunity. He didn’t care if the gesture came out of pity. He
had’d considering applying to newspapers, but this way he would at least be around
cameras, immersed in video production, even if it wasn’t creative. On his lunch breaks,
Eric would look down at his food and imagine Susannah’s soft hands preparing the
meals.
Eric bought furniture to fill the empty spaces that Susannah left. He wasn’t ready
to give the place up, but realized that even with his job, he was going to have to find a
roommate to split rent. He considered people who he knew from college who needed a
place, but everyone he talked to had either moved away, back in with their parents, or in
with their girlfriend. He finally posted an ad online, and ended up going with Mike, who
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had graduated from University of Kentucky and recently moved back to Louisville. Mike
mostly kept to himself, but Eric found his presence was at least a comfort. Sometimes
they would watch television together in the evenings.
A few weeks later, Matthew came home for a visit. Eric thought it was fortunate
timing. He was desperate for somebody to talk to about Susannah, but the only people
that seemed to be around were his parents, and he still didn’t know Mike well enough to
confide in him. When had he lost touch with his friends? He figured it must have been
when he was shut up in his apartment with the supposed love of his life.
The first day Matthew was in a good mood, and Eric found no opportunity to
bring up the breakup. He waited for a quieter moment, and half hoping Matthew would
ask about Susannah himself.
“How’s the girlfriend?” he would say.
“We broke up actually.”
“I’m so sorry to hear that. Girls can be so complicated.”
He would put a hand on Eric’s shoulder. The moment might be sentimental, but it
would feel nice.
A few nights later he found Matthew alone in the kitchen cooking macaroni and
cheese. Eric thought it was an odd choice for a midnight snack.
“Hey Snap. You want some?” Matthew said.
“I’m not hungry. Do you have a minute to talk?”
“I’m really trying to ride out this funky mood I’m in. I can’t get my head
straight.” Matthew stirred his pasta and did not turn around.
“That’s my problem too. If we could just talk…” Eric said.
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“I’m sorry I can’t.”
Eric shot up from the table, almost knocking over his chair. Matthew looked over
at him. Then Eric stomped through the house and went out on the back porch, slamming
the door behind him. He looked out into the backyard, trying to control his breathing. The
trees cast deep shadows, making the landscape seem unfamiliar. He heard the door open
behind him and the sound of footsteps.
“What’s the deal, Snap Bean? You’ve been giving me the cold shoulder ever
since I got home,” Matthew said.
“It’s Eric. My name is Eric,” he said without turning around.
“Okay, Eric. What’s your rub, man?”
“You deal indiscriminately in emotions.”
“What does that even mean?” Matthew folded his arms over his chest.
“You’re all over the board. There’s no consistency to your mood. I can’t rely on
you, even though I want to.” Eric faced him.
“Well, I’m sorry my feelings are such an inconvenience to you,” Matthew said.
“I’m having a rough time. My other friends have moved away. My girlfriend left
me. I need somebody other than Mom and Dad.”
“You act like you’re so put upon, you’re such a victim. You never seem to be
doing anything. No, it’s things being done to you. So find some fucking friends. Try
asking me how my fucking day was sometime.”
“How was your fucking day?”
“Horrible, my girlfriend left me too. See, that exchange wasn’t so hard,” he said.
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Matthew sat down in one of the deck chairs and ran his hands through his thin beard, and
sat staring absently at the ground. After a while Eric grew uncomfortable watching him,
and looked down at his shoes.
“We could try doing another film,” Matthew said. “We always seem to click with
that, right? Maybe…”
“That’s the thing, I don’t think we do. We’re at each other’s throats every time we
make a film.”
“It wasn’t always that way, and you know it. But you don’t want to remember the
better moments. All you want to see is the anger. Besides, when we make a film at least
we’re building toward something, even if we do get angry.”
“Why do you always want me to be your director anyway? You’ve obviously
surpassed me in skill,” Eric said.
“You always had something…something guiding, some sort of insight that I seem
to miss.”
“I wish that were true.”
“I don’t know, it just felt right.”
“I just don’t know if that’s enough anymore,” Eric said.
Matthew stood from the deck chair. He shoved his hands into his pockets.
“I really am sorry, if that makes any difference,” Matthew said.
Eric opened his mouth, but stopped. Matthew sighed and nodded in agreement to
the unstated. He went back into the house. Eric stayed on the porch feeling awful.
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A few weeks before Thanksgiving, Eric ate dinner with his parents. He went over
to their house to eat at least once a week. They didn’t argue with each other anymore, at
least not openly. Maybe having Matthew and Eric out of the house did their parents good,
despite their mother’s attempts to reel them back in. That night Matthew called the house
and told their mother he wasn’t going to be coming home for Thanksgiving or Christmas.
He said he was working on a script that looked like it could go somewhere. Eric listened
to his mother protest, but in the end she conceded that his work was important. For
months, that was the reason he gave for not coming home. At times Eric was uncertain if
the film was actually being made or if Matthew was making excuses. Then, Matthew sent
him a link to a local news article talking about the film, which had been picked up by a
small studio and was already in production. The e-mail was their first communication
since the fight.
“This will be the culmination of my artistic vision,” he told Eric in the e-mail.
Eric was anxious to see what this culmination was. That May, Matthew’s film,
Falling Across State Lines, finally came to the Baxter Avenue Theater, one of the few
places in Louisville you could catch small-run independent films. Because of the local
connection, the theater owners asked Matthew to come and introduce the film and do a
Q&A. This time, Matthew seemed more than willing to come back. He sent Eric another
e-mail as soon as he got the offer.
The night of the show, Eric and his parents went to the theater early. The whole
place smelled like a musty basement with a hint of popcorn. They went to the middle of
the theater and settled into the worn, padded seats. As they waited for the film to start,
Eric looked at the faces in the crowd. He didn’t see anybody he recognized, and
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wondered what it would be like for somebody to experience Matthew’s ideas as a
completely new experience. When the theater was mostly filled, the house lights lowered,
and one spot light stayed centered at the front. Matthew stepped out from the corner of
the room and stood in front of the blank screen. Eric hadn’t even seen him there to the
side.
“Hi everybody, I’m Matthew Welsh. What can I say? I watched films in this
theater while I was growing up. Now here I am, back to talk about my own film. This is
Falling Across State Line. It’s personal. I’ll stick around afterwards to answer your
questions afterwards. I just hope you enjoy watching it as much as I enjoyed writing it.”
Matthew was in his element up there. He smiled at the crowd, and then stepped
aside. The spot light went out, and the screen flickered to life. At the beginning Eric
viewed the film with a certain amount of reserve, watching carefully for a character that
might resemble him, but he mostly saw Matthew. The story was about a boy who leaves
his hometown and goes on a cross-country road trip to find himself. Eric thought the
material was handled well, not falling into the sentimentality that the premise invited. A
different aspect of the main character was revealed by each state that he visited, and what
he was searching for was put into contrast by the other characters he met. They didn’t
have the answers; they were searching for something themselves. The film gave a broad
sense of the world, but still told a personal story. By the time the credits rolled Eric
couldn’t help but be impressed. The film felt like the kind of thing Matthew had been
striving for all these years, or what Eric imagined he was striving for—something funny,
and tragic, and true.
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After the credits rolled, Matthew stepped back in front of the screen to a round of
applause.
“Ok, let’s open the floor to questions,” Matthew said. “We don’t have
microphones, so you’re going to have to speak up.”
A girl in the row behind Eric shot her hand up. Matthew pointed to her, and she
stood up.
“I just want to say that I loved this film. I mean, I felt like I was there with the
characters. And the character of Jill, that’s totally me. My question is, what influence did
growing up in Louisville have on your writing? Even though the film takes place across
the county, you made every town feel so familiar,” she said.
“Of course growing up here has influenced my writing. It’s where I spent my
formative years. The close-knit neighborhoods really gave me a sense for how people
interact. I guess I take a little piece of the city everywhere I go.”
The girl thanked him and sat down. Another hand went up, belonging to a
teenager with dark, greasy hair, and a scattering of pimples across his forehead.
“What advice do you have for an aspiring screenwriter?” he asked.
“Ah, the standard question.”
Matthew paced up and down a few times. He acted as if he had done hundreds of
these sessions, and always heard this question.
“Take in as much life as you can. Most of all realize you don’t know everything,
and use your films to explore that idea.
Then Eric raised his hand, not knowing what he was going to ask, but somehow
compelled to speak to his brother in this setting. His parents looked over at him.
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“A familiar face,” Matthew said.
“What was the first film you ever worked on?” Eric asked.
“Ever? Well, if we’re talking pre-professional days. I would have to say the first
film I actually wrote was the fantasy spoof, the one I did with you.” Matthew paused.
“Everybody, this is my brother…Eric. He was my first collaborator, my first director.
Let’s hear it for him.”
The crowd gave a tentative round of applauses, maybe assuming that there was a
joke being played. Matthew took a few more questions about his style, and then he
thanked everybody again. When everybody began to file out of the theater, Eric remained
seated. His parents went to the lobby to use the restroom, and Eric said he would stick
around to grab Matthew. Eric got up and walked down the aisle, as Matthew came out
from behind the screen, a satchel hung over his shoulder.
“Hey, man,” Eric said.
“Hey. It’s been a while. You threw me off with that question.” Matthew smiled
weakly.
“I was just testing your memory.” Eric let out a small laugh. “I thought the film
was well done. I mean you really got at something there.”
“It means a lot to hear you say that.”
“The pacing was good.”
“That’s in part thanks to my director. You remember Megan, right?”
“How could I forget…I mean, it was only a couple year ago, so yeah.”
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They made small talk about family happenings and work. Matthew worked days
as a waiter. Eric felt more comfortable at his job at the news station, but he still saw it as
temporary. Eric said that they should find their parents.
They went out for a late dinner. The conversation mostly centered on Eric’s father
wanting to know about the happenings of a movie set. After dinner, they went back to the
house. Matthew said he was exhausted and needed to get some sleep for his early
morning flight.
The next morning, Eric made sure to wake up early so he could see Matthew off.
Eric told Matthew that he would try to make it up to Chicago sometime. As soon as
Matthew was out the door Eric knew he probably wouldn’t make the trip. He always
made plans to go on trips that he never followed through on. He wished he had found the
courage to say more to Matthew, but there was still something holding him back,
something that couldn’t breech the gap. Then for the first time he recognized what was
unsaid on the porch that night. Eric was jealous of his brother’s life.
He tried to sort through his feelings, but he couldn’t get a grip. When Matthew’s
film started taking off, and gained acclaim in the independent film circle, it seemed to be
everywhere he looked; newspapers, television spots, online blogs. If he was out to eat
with his parents, some friend would always come up to their table to mention the film,
and say how proud they were. He would have found the whole process easier if he
actually disliked the film.
Eric thought there was still hope, though. He thought he and Matthew could find a
way to appreciate each other for who they were, but Matthew continued to stay in
Chicago for work.
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One night while Eric was at his parents’ house, his mother was complaining about
Matthew’s absence.
“You would think that he forgot that he had a family,” she said.
“Dear, you have to give him time. He’s finding his feet as a man,” his father said.
Eric was usually more in line with his father’s way of thinking on these matters.
Adult children should be allowed to exist in the world without always having to check in
with their parents, but he felt like Matthew was taking it to an extreme.
“Maybe he just needs to be reminded,” Eric said.
He knew this would convince his mother to call and continue to pester Matthew,
annoying him more than he already was. The times Eric heard these phone calls, the
conversations were mostly the same. His mother would say it was good to hear
Matthew’s voice, but it wasn’t the same not having his face to go with it. She always
wanted to know if he could at least give an estimate when he would be home next. After
the calls, Eric’s mother would report Matthew was working on a second film with the
same director, and was unsure when he could get away.
Eric remembered that Matthew had said Megan was his director, so he looked up
their film on IMDB. He wanted to see her again, and wanted to try and figure out if she
was the thing garnering Matthew’s attention. Megan Elizabeth Gillis was her full name.
There wasn’t much content about her on the Internet, but he found her website where he
looked at some links to a few stories about her and Matthew’s film. He also found an
interview she had done for a local news station in Chicago. She was the same small,
blond girl, except her hair was shorter. She wore a long, flowing blue scarf, lots of
bracelets, and a knit cap. She seemed to have a new style, but Eric thought it was fitting
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to her personality. When she smiled it was at the corner of her mouth. Her charm was
quirky. He imagined being the one who edited her interview, watching her face closely
on the monitor.
Eric also found out that she had directed one other film before working with
Matthew. The film was called The Summer of Piss and Dust, and he hunted down a copy
on DVD. The story was about a young man at a music festival and the death of one of his
friends during the closing concert. The friend hated Dave Matthews and died at the Dave
Matthews concert in a drug induced freak out. She directed independent film with an
emotional tenacity, and a tinge of irony, that Eric felt was unrivaled by some older, more
experienced filmmakers. She didn’t sacrifice emotion for overly complicated shots. She
preferred naturalistic settings and direct dialogue. What you were left with was
something honest and captivating. Megan’s style was perfect for Matthew’s writing. She
helped to put something concrete to Matthew’s sometimes overly-abstract concepts.
Eric entertained the idea of Matthew and Megan being in love. He had never
found out if they were officially a couple, but the idea made even more sense now; two
people bonded over a shared aesthetic. His brother was lucky to have someone like her.
Eric anxiously awaited the second film. He wanted to see how his brother’s work
would grow, and he wanted to see what new perspective Megan could bring to it. The
second film never materialized. Matthew continued to say he was working on it, or that it
was coming along slowly but surely. So here Matthew was, staying away from home for
a film that didn’t seem to be going anywhere. Eric wondered what Matthew would do if
he couldn’t get another film made. He thought there was a possibility that Matthew could
come back and work at the news station. Eric felt comfortable at his own job there. He
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enjoyed editing the personal interest pieces, seeing the people being interviewed sharing
who they were with a wide audience. He also realized that staying at his job was the
safest bet. Everybody else he talked to said the job market was a dessert; barren and
unforgiving. Mike had a degree in business and was clinging onto to his own job as a
server at a pizza place.
One night Eric came home to find Mike sitting in the front room with his laptop.
“Have you ever heard of this movie Falling Across State Lines? They say the
writer is from here,” Mike said.
“I thought you knew. I didn’t tell you? That’s my brother, he wrote it.”
Eric had actually avoided telling him, and was relieved when Mike didn’t bring it
up.
“That’s pretty cool. Is the movie any good?”
“It’s great. Here, let me show you something funny.” Eric put in a DVD he had
made of some of his and Matthew’s old sketches. “This is where it all began.”
As they watched the poorly acted and shot sketches, Eric smiled to himself. He
hadn’t watched them for a while, and he found it entertaining to see who he once was and
to think about where he had arrived. He thought Mike would get a big kick out the
sketches, because here was Matthew, somebody who was gaining fame, in his amateur
stage—just as rough as everybody once was. When he looked over, Mike was smiling,
but it wasn’t genuine. He was only humoring Eric. After a while, Eric turned off the
television.
“Now you can say you sort of ‘knew him when,’” Eric said.
“Yeah. A good party conversation.”
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Eric didn’t quite understand what reaction he was trying to get from Mike, or
even from himself. He guessed he missed the times he worked with his brother. He
realized that Matthew was right, that their relationship hadn’t always been bad, and began
to wish that he could see Matthew more, recapture that feeling.
Matthew started coming home again at sporadic moments. He never announced
his visits, but would show up at their parents’ house looking haggard. Eric’s mother
would call to tell him that Matthew was there. Eric would drive over, hoping things
would be better, hoping maybe they could talk again, but found that he didn’t know what
to say. Matthew would say that he just needed a few days to rest. Their conversations
remained on the surface, sticking to subjects like sports, which neither of them knew
much about. Eric felt like they were on the verge of having a real conversation, but at the
last minute they lost their words, backed down and retreated into the positions they had
gotten used to. Matthew would blow out of town a few days later, looking to be in better
spirits. Eric didn’t understand Matthew’s ability to be revitalized by a place he tried so
hard to stay away from.
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XI
You, and Me, and the Wind

Eric left Louisville on December 30th to head to Chicago to spend New Year’s
with Megan. She’d been showing his script around, and he was nervous because she said
she had some news, but wouldn’t tell him over the phone. She liked to deliver important
news face-to-face despite the distance.
When he got to her apartment, Megan buzzed him in. Her door was slightly ajar
and he came in. She was watching The Door in the Floor.
“God, this movie is depressing,” she said.
“Good to see you too.”
Eric dropped his bag and then sat down next to her on the couch.
“What’s this news you’ve got?” Eric asked
“Cutting straight to the chase, I see.”
“I’m just anxious.”
“Well, this won’t improve your mood any. Nobody’s really interested in the script
at this point.”
“Shit,” Eric said. “Really?”
“It’s not that the script is bad. I still would love to direct it, but the funding is what
isn’t coming through. It just hasn’t found the right home yet.”
“I’ve never done this before. What happens now?”
“You let it sit, marinate,” she said. “Maybe make some improvements. Maybe try
working on another project.”
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This idea scared him. Eric sank back into the couch and watched Jeff Bridges’
character, Ted Cole, play squash. Finally Ted lifted the trap door in the floor and
descended to whatever it was waiting for him beneath.
“I’ve also got a couple job interviews to go to while you’re here,” Megan said.
“Really? I thought you were just a director.”
“Dude, don’t get too Hollywood on me. I’ve got to have a job to pay the bills
while the directing is not happening, and right now it’s not. Even Matthew did that…he
mostly did that.” She looked at Eric. “Hopefully things will pick up soon.”
They both turned back to the movie. The credits rolled.
“Let’s just have a good time this weekend. After that, we can regroup, make a
game plan.” She leaned her head against his shoulder. “The great conspirators.”
The next morning they had a hurried breakfast, and then Megan left for the
interview for an editing position at a magazine. Eric sat around the apartment, wishing he
had brought a book to read. He went into Megan’s bedroom to look at her bookshelf, and
came across a book titled Last Scene Alive. He read the back jacket, and the book was
apparently part of a mystery series. The plot involved a murder in small town while a
movie was being made about a previous murder in said town. Eric turned the book over,
and the cover had a large camera lens on it. He couldn’t imagine Megan reading
something like this. He opened to the first page and saw the flea market price of fifty
cents penciled in the top right corner. He closed the book and looked at the title again. He
thought about that first party he went to with Megan, and what Sam had said—he seemed
the most certain that Matthew had committed suicide. Eric hesitated for a second, and
then took out his phone and called Kathryn. When she answered, her scratchy voice was
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full of excitement, but Eric told her he didn’t have new information, that he was trying to
find some himself, and asked if she knew Sam’s number.
“I don’t really associate with him anymore,” she said
“Why not?”
“He just can’t be trusted. And he came onto me one night at a party. He’s an all
around jerk.”
“I just need to know how to contact him.”
“I can try to get in touch with him. I’ve got to call a few people. I’ll text you his
number, but you have tell me anything he tells you,” she said.
Eric ended the call and sat on the couch, waiting. He tried to read the book he had
pulled from the shelf, but was distracted. After an hour he got the text message:
“Sam agreed to meet you at the coffee shop where we met. Be there in half an
hour.”
What on earth did that mean? Had she found something out? Eric texted her back,
but got no response. He figured he didn’t have much to lose and decided to go to the
coffee shop.
This time Eric wanted to be prepared, so he got there early. He stood outside the
shop, thinking that would somehow give him an advantage in the conversation. He
realized that maybe he needed to stop meeting the people of Matthew’s life in coffee
shops. Eric looked down the sidewalk, watching the people move, and thought about the
strange ways people’s lives intersected. Maybe one of these people had once interacted
with Matthew. Eric would never know for certain.
“Eric?”
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He turned around. Sam’s red, curly hair stuck out at odd angles. He looked pale,
almost sickly.
“What is it that I can do for you? Kathryn wasn’t very specific. She’s persuasive,”
Sam said. “Should we go inside?”
“When we talked at that party, you said you thought Matthew had finally gone
through and killed himself,” Eric said.
“I was drunk…really drunk. I don’t remember what I said. Matthew got depressed
easily. He freaked out when that bitch Kathryn left the country, even though they were
supposedly broken up.”
“Did he say anything to you before you left him? Anything you forgot to
mention?” Eric’s whole body tensed.
“He said, ‘I’ll be home.’”
“What did he mean?”
“Just what he said.”
“Maybe it was something deeper, philosophical. Home as death?” Eric said.
“Dude, what’s your problem? You sound like you want it to be a suicide. I can’t
say definitively that he killed himself or not. I’m sorry.”
Eric took a step closer and grabbed Sam’s shirt collar. He didn’t know what he
was doing, he wasn’t a violent person. His pulsed quickened, his mouth was metallic.
“But you fucking said it. You said he killed himself. I’ve not been able to stop
thinking about it, you fucking asshole. You should have stayed with him.” Eric was
yelling, inches from Sam’s face.
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Sam pushed him off. He pulled his arm back and snapped his fist at Eric’s face.
Eric didn’t have time to react. He took the blow and fell backwards onto the sidewalk. He
sat there feeling the throb in his head, Sam still standing over him. The door to the coffee
shop opened, and a young man with an apron stepped out holding a phone.
“If you all don’t leave right now, I’m calling the cops,” the man said, and then
retreated behind the door.
Eric looked at the front window of the coffee shop, at the faces peering out,
probably having watched the whole scene unfold. He looked back at Sam, who was
rubbing his fist.
“There’s nothing more I can tell you,” Sam said.
“You worked with Matthew. You lived with him. You can tell me more about his
life. Maybe there is a hint somewhere,” Eric said.
“What good is that going to do you? What is finding out one more piece going to
prove? It’s done, it’s over, it happened.”
Sam stood in the same spot for a few more seconds, and then walked away. Eric
got up and went the opposite direction when he saw the barista opening the door again.
Eric somehow thought if he found out for sure that it was a suicide, that there would be
some kind of purpose to Matthew’s death, that it wouldn’t be so shitty and random. He
knew the thought was ridiculous, but somehow the idea of an accident seemed much
more tragic.
He went back to Megan’s apartment, and sat on the couch. When Megan came in,
she set her purse on the kitchen table and then came and stood in front of Eric.
“What happened to your face?” she asked.
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Eric reached up and touched the swollen place below his eye. There was no doubt
a bruise forming.
“Bee sting?”
She sat down next him.
“Fine, lie to me if you want,” she said.
“Sam Pierce punched me.”
“Shit. Why would he do that?” She leaned over and touched his face.
“I implied that he had something to do with Matthew’s death. I mean, out of
neglect.”
“Why would you say something like that? You know it was an accident.”
“Yeah.”
Megan looked at him, as if trying to invite him to continue, but he didn’t have the
energy to say anything else. He knew Megan should have been another person he
discussed the possibilities with, but he was still holding onto the idea that he was
protecting her.
“I just got emotional, is all. I didn’t mean it,” Eric said.
She seemed to accept the answer, not asking anymore questions. They sat around
and watched I Heart Huckabees. They ate an early dinner, and then made love. They
stayed in bed for a while, and Megan dozed. When she woke up, they started to get ready
for the New Year’s party they were going to. The party was in the penthouse of a nice
hotel, and Megan has been invited several times through her web of connections. Eric
stood in front of the bathroom mirror, adjusting his tie.
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They got to the party around eight. The people at the party he actually knew were
the people he didn’t want to see. Leo was there, and over in a corner he saw Kathryn
talking to Sam. Eric avoided that end of the room. He and Megan mulled around the hors
d’oeuvres, not saying much. He knew why he was distracted, but wasn’t sure what was
on Megan’s mind. He asked her about the job interview, and she said it hadn’t gone well.
When the countdown finally came, Eric screamed with the rest of them. He found himself
thinking about what Matthew said on one of the first tapes he listened to, about change,
growth and rebirth at the beginning of a new year, and couldn’t convince himself that it
was true. Happiness seemed to be slipping away more than ever. He was so uncertain
about the script in the beginning, but once he got going with it, he became dependent on
it. The writing gave him such purpose, and he had been banking on its success. Megan
had seemed so sure then too.
“One. Happy New Year!” The crowd roared in unison.
An off-key rendition of Auld Lang Syne broke out as flutes of champagne were
being passed around. Once Eric and Megan had theirs they lightly touched glasses.
“To the pursuit of the unattainable,” Eric said, and forced a smile.
They took sips of their champagne. Megan stepped closer to him.
“I love you,” she said.
She had never said that before. Eric felt that familiar jolt in his chest that told him
he might start to panic.
“I love you too,” he said.
“Then move here with me.”
“Megan…I don’t know. It’s only been a couple months, we’re just beginning.”
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“Haven’t you ever been certain of something?”
Eric looked at the floor. He really hadn’t, he couldn’t say with certainty.
Everything he gambled on never seemed to work out in the end.
“What are you so afraid of?” She put her hand on his shoulder. “I’m here. You’re
smart, you can find work here. And don’t worry about the script. Nobody hits on their
first try. Even Matthew had a bunch of ideas that failed, that never got off the ground.
You’ve established connections here, we can always try again. You can always work on
another script.”
“I can’t try again.” He took a deep breath and suddenly felt on the verge of tears.
“Do you want to know why?” Eric raised his voice.
Megan nodded her head silently. She for once had lost her words.
“I can’t,” Eric said, “because I don’t have a single original idea in my head. I took
all the ideas from Matthew. Everything is Matthew’s, it’s always been his. Even you
were his first.”
Megan flared her nostrils, and the confidence returned to her face. She brought
herself close Eric’s face and seemed to grow several inches taller.
“Would you stop being a pathetic piece of shit? I’m with you because I want to
be. And yes the script idea may have been Matthew’s, but you wrote the damn thing.
How come you can’t conceive of the idea that you, Eric Welsh, can accomplish things?
What ever happened between you and Matthew isn’t worth all of this, it isn’t worth what
you do to yourself.”
“Are you telling me you knew?”
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“Well, yeah,” she said with her voice lowered. “The concept seemed very him. I
think he even talked to me about some of those ideas at one point, but he was always
spouting new ideas.”
“Why didn’t you say anything?”
“I don’t know. I was going to at first. Then it just seemed like you really needed
it…I don’t know. I thought it would help you through some stuff,” Megan said.
“And that made a difference?” Eric asked
“To me it did.”
Eric grabbed her hand and held it against his chest.
“What should I do?” he said.
“Whatever the fuck you want.”
She turned and went back to the drink table. He wanted to be closer to her so
badly, but didn’t understand the feeling at the pit of his stomach that kept saying no. He
knew he had the same propensity for extreme thoughts and actions, just as Matthew did.
Maybe this city would do the same things to him, make him unhappy, make him lose
touch with his family, with himself.
Eric and Megan spent the rest of the party in each other’s periphery, drinking and
talking, just not to each other. They held hands on the train ride home, but Eric could feel
the small fracture. Back at the apartment they went to bed almost immediately. Megan
lay on her side with her back to Eric. He reached out and put his hand on her hip, but she
didn’t move. He fell asleep with his hand resting there.
The next morning when Eric woke up, Megan was already gone on her other job
interview. He made himself coffee and sat down at the kitchen table. There was a knock
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at the door. Eric wasn’t sure if he should answer it since Megan wasn’t at home. He
walked to the door and looked out the peephole. Kathryn was stood on the other side.
Eric slowly opened the door.
“Hi Kathryn. What can I do for you?”
“Is Megan here?” she said.
“No.”
“Good, because you’re the one I want to talk to.”
Eric kept his arm on the doorframe, blocking her way into the apartment. He
guessed that she had helped as best she could, but he wasn’t ready to invite her
friendship.
“Can I please come in?” she said.
Her wide eyes looked desperate. Eric sighed, took a few steps back into the
apartment, and crossed his arms over his chest.
“I saw you talking to Sam at the New Year’s party. I’m sure he told you
everything he told me, which wasn’t much,” he said.
“I want to talk to you about this,” Kathryn said.
She held up a stack of papers, and Eric took them from her. He was looking at a
copy of his script.
“What about it?” he said.
“This idea was not yours. Matthew and I came up with it.”
“I wrote it,” Eric said. He wondered why he was comfortable saying that to her
and not to Megan.
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“But you stole the idea. We were lying in bed one night, Matthew and I, and we
were listening to Desperados Under the Eaves and I said ‘What if California really falls
into the ocean?’”
“Okay?” Eric said. “Other people have talked about that before, about California
collapsing.”
“Yeah, but in this situation there’s no denying the source. It’s too much of
coincidence, and Matthew’s name doesn’t appear anywhere on this script. Other people
have read it, and they know, too.”
He was going to tell her that it wasn’t getting made, but then he realized that
maybe she was one of the reasons that it wasn’t happening, that maybe she was spreading
the word. He felt he had to justify himself to her, that through her he could explain
himself to everybody. Eric rubbed his sweaty palms together. He wanted her to
understand that this was a collaboration he and Matthew had been building toward all
their lives, not an outright theft of his brother’s work, that he just got selfish.
“I was always practical,” Eric said, “but art allowed me…art…my brother
allowed me…”
The words weren’t there. In the end, the idea was something that he couldn’t
articulate. Eric tried to start again, but Kathryn interrupted him, breaking into tears. Her
quick sobs made it sound like she was wheezing.
“Why did you have to write me that way? I’m portrayed as a crazy person. I want
you to change it. Everybody knows it’s me,” she said.
“Is that what this is all about?”
“Not all.” Kathryn paused. “But a large part.”
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He felt like she was finally being honest with him, and he put his hand on her
shoulder.
“I’ll write it differently. Maybe I’ll make a whole new character, someone with
nothing of you,” he said.
Kathryn wiped her tears and sniffled. She took Eric’s hand off her shoulder and
held it between hers.
“Thank you,” she said. “Sometimes your face looks so much like his.”
She turned and left the apartment. He somehow hadn’t thought there were people
involved outside him and Megan. Eric locked the door after her and then sat back down
at the kitchen table, looking around the apartment. He figured they would be able to
afford a bigger place when he moved up, after he got a job. He would talk to Megan right
when she got home. Practicality be damned. He got up and went into the bedroom,
reached in his bag and pulled out the tape recorder. He had brought it thinking he would
finally play some of the tapes for Megan, and didn’t feel right playing them on any other
device. He touched the worn down parts on the plastic, and picked at the pieces of duct
tape. He reached into his bag again, and took out a yellow legal pad and a pen. He carried
everything back into the kitchen and sat down at the table. He quickly scribbled the
words on the paper, not pausing, not fixing mistakes. After he set the pen down, he
inserted a blank cassette into the player and pressed record. He picked up the legal pad
and began to pace the room.
“The Tale of California and the Fault Line, new scene. A dramatic reading, by
Eric Welsh:
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Exterior. Street. Night. Two men walk in the dim glow of streetlights. Brothers.
Matthew: ‘That was a blowout. Was there ever such a party?’
Eric: ‘It was time for you to go.’
Matthew: ‘Was there ever such a Christmas?’
Eric: ‘It’s not Christmas.’
Matthew stumbles. Eric puts his arm around him.
Matthew: ‘Can we just go sit for a little while?’
Exterior. Cliffside. Night. Roaring ocean below.
Matthew: ‘Did you ever think it would be like this? That it would end like this?’
Eric ‘Never.’
Matthew: ‘Would you look how beautiful it all is?’
Eric: ‘Why does it take the end of the world to really appreciate things?’
Matthew: ‘I think you lost what you loved in that mess of details.’
Eric: ‘Are you really quoting Bright Eyes to me?’
Matthew: ‘It felt right.’
Eric: ‘I thought we could drop this pop-culture speak in light of what’s happening
and have a real conversation.’
Matthew: ‘So close to dying that I can finally start living.’
Eric: ‘Well, okay, that one is pretty appropriate.’
Eric stands, paces.
Eric: ‘I’m just going to leave for a little while. You’ll be all right?’
Matthew: ‘Sure, you know me.’
Eric walks away. Fade to white.”
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Eric put the paper down and approached the table. He knew the scene was
sentimental, but he didn’t care. He picked up the tape recorder and held it close to his
mouth. He was almost whispering.
“Do you remember those days? The cameras and the tape recorders were our own
inventions, yielding only to our purposes and nobody else’s. Do you remember those
days, when it seemed like…it seemed like we created it all?”
Eric pressed stop. He sat down in the stiff wooden chair and let the silence settle
over the room.
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